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INTRODUCTION 
The Tauriko Southern Bypass/Alignment option has been considered four times over 12 years. 
This report outlines the investigations that have taken place and provides details about the latest 
investigation and assessment of the bypass option.  

The key documents relevant to the consideration of the bypass, and the decision Waka Kotahi 
have made are referenced. For a more comprehensive understanding of the bypass and the 
material supporting decisions, the reference documents are available on request. 

Based on the latest investigation and assessment, Waka Kotahi and Tauranga City Council are not 
pursuing further with the Southern Bypass Alignment as it is assessed to be a more expensive way 
of achieving similar transport outcomes to other SH29 based options. 

BACKGROUND 
The Tauriko Southern Bypass option was first identified in the Tauriko Bypass Business Case. The 
option has since been considered further in the Tauriko West Network Programme Business Case 
and the Tauriko Network Detailed Business Case. Each investigation and the outcomes of that 
investigation is briefly outlined below. 

2009 – Tauriko Bypass Business Case 
An investigation led by the Tauriko Business Estate developer commenced early 2009 for the 
Tauriko Bypass Business case. The purpose of the business case was to investigate the bypass 
option to support the development of the Tauriko Business Estate. The business case 
recommended that the Tauriko Bypass be constructed. However, a review of the business case 
found that the economic assessment was not as robust as initially thought. As such no further 
action to progress the bypass option took place. The Tauriko Bypass Business Case is accessible 
via Appendix 1.

2016 - The Tauriko West Network Connections programme 
business case 
The Tauriko West Network Connections programme business case (PBC) was a collaborative 
project focussing on the transport improvements to support the next 30-year development in the 
south west of Tauranga. The partners involved were Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BOPRC), 
Western Bay of Plenty District Council (WBOPDC), Tauranga City Council (TCC), and Waka Kotahi 
NZ Transport Agency (Waka Kotahi). Waka Kotahi led the development of the PBC. 

The purpose of the PBC was to identify the optimal transport options to support the development of 
a safe and liveable community to be created in Tauriko, with a focus on: 

• providing multi-modal transport choices

• enhancing local connections for local journeys

• maintaining road freight access along SH29 to the Port of Tauranga

• enabling access to local amenities (schools, businesses, recreation, and culturally significant
places)

https://infohub.nzta.govt.nz/otcs/cs.dll/Overview/9445579
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• integrating the urban place making with the transport options through the structure plan
development

As part of the PBC, eight programmes options  were considered and included two southern bypass 
alignments which directed SH29 traffic onto SH36. These options were considered and assessed 
as with other programme options within the PBC and accompanying investigations. Both southern 
bypass programme options did not perform as well  compared to some of the other programmes 
assessed and as a result, neither proceeded through to the short list 

The programme business case was completed in 2016 and was endorsed by the NZTA Board, and 
by local government partners and partners involved.  

The programme business and associated documentation is included in Appendix 2.

 

2017 - The Tauriko Network IBC Phase 
After the PBC phase a long list of options were developed. As this phase was bound by the 
recommended programme scope, a southern bypass was not considered. 

The purpose of this study was to progress the SH29/29A improvement component of the 
recommenced programme between Omanawa Road and Barkes Corner.  The specific elements of 
the recommend programme related tot his component are: 

• SH29 will be four-laned at specific trigger points;
• Side access will be severely limited;
• Intersections will be rationalised to be grade-separated or left in and left out; and
• Road straightening and geometry corrections will be required, at Belk road in particular

At the end of this phase, a short list of options were provided which formed the basis for the next 
phase of work, the Detailed Business Case (SSBC) 

2020 - The Tauriko Network detailed business cases 
Following the approval of the PBC, and the work completed in an IBC phase, Waka Kotahi started 
the Tauriko West DBC. The project scope of the DBC covers the State Highway 29 corridor from 
Omanawa Road to Barkes Corner (SH29A/Cameron Road intersection). As the Southern Bypass 
Alignment had already been considered and assessed in the PBC phase and therefore not 
included in the preferred programme, further assessment of this option was not included in the 
DBC scope. 

Between early 2019 to mid-2020 there was  pause on the DBC as a result of the SH re-evaluation 
process . As a result, TCC are concurrently progressing a SSBC for an Early Works package to be 
delivered ahead of the Tauriko Network DBC. The purpose of the Early Works package is to focus 
on the transport improvements to support accessibility to enable the proposed housing growth at 
the Tauriko West development to proceed.  

Although the Early Works DBC provides alignment to addressing the problems, and achieving the 
benefits of the Tauriko Network DBC, consideration of the Southern Bypass Alignment is not 
included in the scope of the Early Works DBC. The project scope area for the Early Works package 
DBC is primarily the Tauriko West growth area, the local road connections to Tauriko, the 

https://infohub.transporthub.govt.nz/otcs/cs.dll/Overview/45652727
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connections across SH29 and supporting improvements to SH29 to support these new 
connections.  

Both DBCs help support the settlement pattern identified through SmartGrowth’s Urban Form + 
Transport Initiative (UFTI) and the endorsed Connected Centres Programme. Based on the 
settlement pattern, the long term growth aspirations for the Western Corridor (Tauriko and beyond) 
is for the development of 18,500 dwellings, and approximately 350 hectares of industrial land. 

While the Southern Bypass Alignment was not initially included in either DBC scope (and did not 
form part of the original PBC preferred programme), TCC requested that the bypass be 
reconsidered as part of the Tauriko West Long Term DBC. Waka Kotahi as the lead partner for the 
Tauriko Network DBC agreed to reassess the Southern Bypass Alignment option. 

In reassessing the Southern Bypass Alignment option, it was agreed the option would need to 
positively contribute to the project outcomes and other criteria to the same or greater extent to the 
preferred programme and align to the Urban Form and Transport Initiative (UFTI) outcomes. 

Long List to Short List Presentation 2018 - Appendix 3
Long List MCA Assessment 2020 – Appendix 4
Shortlist Options Final 2020 - Appendix 5

REASSESSMENT OF THE SOUTHERN BYPASS 
OPTION IN THE TAURIKO DBC 
As noted above, there was pause on the Tauriko Network DBC following the completion of the 
state highway re-evaluation process.  As a result of that process and outcome, the project 
recommenced in early 2020. A multi criteria analysis (MCA) workshop was held between all parties 
in July 2020 whereby three (with two subset options – 5 total) shortlist options and the evaluation 
assessment of those options were discussed and agreed. None of the shortlisted options included 
the Southern Bypass option. 

Following that short list workshop, TCC requested that the Southern Bypass be re-evaluated and 
remodelled for reconsideration given the performance of the short-listed options, and the time 
passed since the recommended programme was developed in the PBC phase. 

Waka Kotahi agreed with TCC that the Southern Bypass option be reassessed using the same 
assessment methodology used to identify the other shortlisted options for SH29 and allow access 
to and from Tauriko West. In reassessing the Southern Bypass option, consideration was given to 
previous design assumptions and noted the following differences in the design from the PBC 
option were that : 

• Grade separation is included in the revised Southern Bypass option whereas the original PBC
option was all at grade

• The revised Southern Bypass option leaves SH29 around Omanawa Road rather than Belk
Road as the PBC version did

• The revised Southern Bypass option is in addition to the Ring Road corridor whereas the PBC
option followed the path of the Ring Road Alignment

The assessment methodology is based on evaluating the options against the investment 
objectives, risks, and effects and with general alignment to the Waka Kotahi Multi-criteria 
Assessment Guide. This process is similar to other evaluation processes used throughout the DBC 

https://infohub.nzta.govt.nz/otcs/cs.dll/Overview/35380837
https://infohub.nzta.govt.nz/otcs/cs.dll/Overview/47652221
https://infohub.nzta.govt.nz/otcs/cs.dll/Overview/46820848
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project.  To help with the assessment, traffic modelling was undertaken comparing the original DBC 
long list options (6 no.) and the Southern Bypass option.  

Based on the assessments applied, the Southern Bypass option ranked fifth compared to the other 
long-listed options.  

When comparing against the investment outcomes, the Southern Bypass option did have an 
overall high alignment to the investment objectives, but not for the mode shift objective and the 
ability to reduce the need for travel by private vehicle (scored lowest). This is because there is no 
ability along the SH36 alignment, or the rural environment traversed to influence the land use 
patterns and housing density in a manner that will deliver and support significant mode shift. While 
the traffic effect from the Southern Bypass option was assessed to be positive due to overall  
capacity, government priorities focus on mode shift and moving away from providing more private 
vehicle capacity. This is stated in the 2018-21 and 2021-2024 Government Policy Statements for 
Land Transport Funding. 

For the assessment against risks and effects, the Southern Bypass was assessed to have high 
risks associated against the following criteria: 

• Consentability - due to the constrained SH36 corridor and a number of greenfield
valley/wetland crossings within the rural area

• Financial/fundability -` largely due to the complex online interchanges which would be required
on SH36, and

• Customers/public - a commitment to tangata whenua, the landowners and the public that the
three short list options selected were within or alongside the SH29 corridor following the
Programme Business Case (PBC).

There were also significant adverse effects flagged in the ecological and visual 
requirements,(similar to other options) as there would be significant interchange structures required 
along SH36. 

The documentation links supporting the reassessment of the Southern Bypass option is below 

Southern Bypass Modelling Results 2020 – Appendix 6 
Tauriko MCA with Southern Bypass 2020 - Appendix 7 
Internal Southern Bypass Workshop 2020 -Appendix 8 

Seeking direction from Waka Kotahi GOTO Panel 
Before closing out the reassessment of the Southern Bypass option, the Tauriko West DBC project 
team sought advice and direction from the Waka Kotahi Governance of Transport Outcomes 
(GOTO) panel. The project team sought advice on: 

• Should the Southern Bypass option be pursued further given the PBC did not identify the
bypass as being an optimal option to investigate further, and the option does not overwhelming
rank higher than the shortlisted options (noting that this is a different alignment to the PBC)?

• The next steps if the Southern Bypass was to be progressed would be to develop the option to
the same level as the other short list options and complete a full shortlist MCA again (including
external stakeholders). Would the inclusion trigger a scope change and require consideration
of statutory obligations i.e., public consultation etc?

• The alignment of the Southern Bypass outcomes to the emerging and new transport policy
context in terms of mode shift and reduce transport emissions?

A presentation and paper were prepared to enable GOTO consideration are included in 
Appendices 9 and 10. 

https://infohub.nzta.govt.nz/otcs/cs.dll/Overview/47213486
https://infohub.nzta.govt.nz/otcs/cs.dll/Overview/47376945
https://infohub.nzta.govt.nz/otcs/cs.dll/link/47430606
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Key points from GOTO consideration 
The key points from the GOTO discussion were that while the Southern Bypass is assessed to 
there or thereabouts in MCA; there is not a significantly compelling reason to take the option 
forward in part because: 

1. There are no significant improvements over and above all other shortlist options that make the
Southern Bypass a standout option

2. Traffic for the Southern Bypass is ranked Significantly Positive; however, this outcome is not
necessarily in alignment with the desired outcome to increase mode-share in the main urban
areas and cities

3. The estimate cost for the Southern Bypass is greater than all other shortlisted options for
similar benefits. Given the current funding tension with respect to affordability, the significant
costs estimated to construct the Southern Bypass options are not offset by additional outcomes
or performance benefits

4. Changing the shortlist options to include the Southern Bypass late in the piece is likely to have
reputational risks for all parties

5. The estimated costs and time involved to progress Southern Bypass any further within the DBC
would result in an overall delay to the project in excess of 12 months which is not deemed
acceptable given the cost/benefit ratio of the Southern Bypass

6. Given current environment with respect to affordability and funding the significant cost
associated with the Southern Bypass is not offset with significant associated performance

The GOTO meeting minutes are included in Appendix 11. 

CONCLUSION OF REASSESSING THE SOUTHERN 
BYPASS OPTION 
Based on the advice received from GOTO and the analysis, Waka Kotahi decided not to pursue the 
Southern Bypass option further. Meetings with TCC’s CE and GM of Strategy and relevant 
personnel were held where issues and clarifications were discussed, and both parties agreed to not 
pursue the Southern Bypass Option further.  

Documentation recording the analysis undertaken and the decision not to investigate the Southern 
Bypass option further were prepared and accepted by the Tauriko Governance and Technical 
project team. These documents are included in Appendices 12 and 13.

https://infohub.nzta.govt.nz/otcs/cs.dll/Overview/47425908
https://infohub.nzta.govt.nz/otcs/cs.dll/Overview/47425907
https://infohub.nzta.govt.nz/otcs/cs.dll/Overview/47595328
https://infohub.nzta.govt.nz/otcs/cs.dll/Overview/47623546
https://infohub.nzta.govt.nz/otcs/cs.dll/Overview/47624967
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1 Executive Summary 
Objectives - The objective of this report is to assess previous recent Preliminary Feasibility Reports (PFRs) 

that consider the viability of the Tauriko Bypass and to update their recommendations in the light of 

developer’s proposals for a new alignment for the bypass. 

Previously, bypass options have provided insufficient benefits to justify construction before 20221, though 

assessments have recommended that NZTA should designate a route for strategic and financial reasons. 

This leaves only local improvements to be undertaken in the interim, utilising the existing SH29 

alignment. 

 
The connection of the southern portion of the Tauriko Business Estate, developed by Element IMF / 

Comanche Holdings Ltd (IMF), to SH29 requires the existing intersection of Belk Road and SH29 to be 

upgraded to accommodate the increased heavy commercial vehicle traffic safely. Currently, the NZTA 

approved upgrade comprises replacing the Belk Road intersection with a roundabout. The imminent 

construction of the preloading for the roundabout has prompted a re-evaluation of the options for 

realigning SH29 in the vicinity of Belk Road (see PFR on Belk Road Intersection prepared for NZTA and 

dated January 2009) to eliminate a severe reverse curve and to provide a grade separated intersection 

instead of the roundabout. This is seen in the light of SH29 being identified as the key route linking 

Tauranga with the Waikato and Auckland. However, this re-evaluation of options regarding the intersection 

upgrade has also led to the further examination of an alternative route for the Tauriko Bypass, the subject 

of this report. 

IMF owns nearly all the land over which an alignment for the Tauriko Bypass might pass. IMF 

representatives have suggested that they might be able to facilitate the construction of the bypass 

concurrently with the earthworks needed for the development of the Tauriko Business Estate. For IMF, 

certainty surrounding the route for the bypass allows them to progress with their development. IMF has 

put forward a proposal to construct a new link road along the line of the bypass. This would initially 

improve access to their land, but more importantly it facilitates the early construction of an alternative 

route to the existing troubled SH29 around Tauriko, with virtually no consenting difficulties. With this 

proposal, land purchase and consent issues could be dramatically reduced and the environmental impact 

would be minimised through the removal of unnecessary interim improvements to the existing SH29 

route. Risk to both IMF and NZTA would be reduced significantly. 

 
IMF seeks to facilitate a proposal to route the bypass through their land, the first construction stage of 

which, presents considerable benefits to NZTA, TCC, and IMF. 

 
Cost estimates have been prepared for both scenarios (Appendix B) and indicate that upgrading the 

existing State Highway will cost in excess of $36 million dollars more than constructing the new 

route. In Net Present Day Values, and taking into account SIFs, NZTA will still have to find an 

additional $5 million dollars to upgrade the existing SH29 when compared to constructing the new 

route (see Figure 1 below). 

 
 
 
 

1 Tauriko Bypass Feasibility Report; Beca, January 2007 
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Figure 1 - Option Stages and Costs 

The above figure shows the various stages of the two options discussed in this report. The first is the 
Bypass, shown in red/green and the second is the comparative improvements to SH29, shown in 
blue/pink. 

 
The two stages represent work needed to be undertaken immediately and work that needs to be 
undertaken in the longer term. 

 
The costs are indicated next to each item in the diagram and totalled above. Net Present Values for each 
option are also shown. 
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As such, our recommendations are for NZTA to: 

 
• progress the investigation in conjunction with the developer to assess the alignment more 

thoroughly and to confirm the cost share and property issues; 

 
• negotiate with the developer to agree land transfer to secure the proposed land to be designated; 

 
• enter a tri-party agreement between NZTA, TCC, and the developer to agree formally to a new 

alignment through the developer’s land and enable the developer to commence pre-loading on 

this alignment. 

 
 
 

Urgency: There is urgency in this proposal for the following reasons: 

 
• The Pyes Pa Bypass is presently under construction. The ground conditions at the point where the 

roads would intersect are such that preloading will be necessary. If this is done at a later date 

once the Pyes Pa Bypass is operational, this will undermine and damage that road. 

 
• The developer requires certainty of layout so that it may continue with its project. 

 
• The $ 9.1 million available through SIF’s to contribute to the project will be committed to an 

approved roundabout and upgrade of Belk Road and its intersection with the State Highway within 

twelve months. 

 
• The Bypass would require a significant change to the approved internal road design of the Tauriko 

Business Estate. This work is programmed for next construction season. 

 
• A parcel of land which would end up wedged between the Pyes Pa and Tauriko Bypasses is zoned 

high density residential. Via cooperation between the developers on both sides of the Valley and 

the Tauranga City Council there is short window of time during which this could be rezoned to a 

Business use. 

 
• Planning difficulties may increase as residential uptake within “The Lakes” development 

progresses. 

 
• Whilst full costs have been allowed in our estimates, potential savings exist to minimise costs 

surrounding the relocation of power lines and the high pressure gas main in the vicinity of the 

connection point of the two Bypasses. There are likely to be further synergies available 

surrounding the bridge over the Kopurererua Stream, and potential savings available due to 

sections of the Pyes Pa Bypass no longer being required. All of these synergies would need to be 

considered further during detailed design. 
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2 Introduction 
Element IMF / Comanche Holdings Ltd (IMF) appointed MWH New Zealand Ltd in August 2008 to explore 

the possibility of a proposed bypass of the town of Tauriko between SH29 and Pyes Pa Bypass to service 

the Tauriko Business Estate initially, but ultimately to ensure the security of any future bypass route 

through the estate. 

In April 2008, zoning as Industrial Business was confirmed for development of the balance of the Tauriko 

Business Estate extending up to Belk Road. In fulfilment of its obligations and in order to progress with 

the development of the business estate, the developer now seeks implementation of the Belk Road 

intersection improvements. The improvements could comprise either the approved roundabout proposals 

(refer MWH report to NZTA March 2007) or a realignment of SH29 incorporating a grade separation of Belk 

Road with quarter links (refer MWH report to NZTA January 2009). Alternatively and preferably, the 

developer seeks NZTA and TCC acceptance of the proposed Tauriko Bypass on the basis of the business 

case put forward in this report. 

 
SH29 forms part of the strategic and preferred route between Auckland and Tauranga and is categorised 

as a National Highway in the National State Highway Strategy (NSHS). At the time of granting approval for 

the roundabout, NZTA expected that the Tauriko Bypass would ultimately replace the existing SH29 

alignment through Tauriko and that the roundabout would therefore need to serve only as an interim 

solution. 

Three significant events have transpired since May 2007: 

 
1. The developer has been granted consent to develop the Tauriko Business Estate adjacent to Belk 

Road. To comply with the sequencing rules in the Plan Change imposed by NZTA, and due to the 

need to preload over swampy ground alongside Belk Road, construction of the Belk Road 

improvements needs to commence next construction season. 

2. The construction of the Pyes Pa Bypass (future SH36) has commenced, which restricts alignment 

options for the Tauriko Bypass. 

3. The envisaged expressway form of the Tauriko Bypass has proved to be financially unfeasible in the 

foreseeable future. As a result, upgrading SH29 along its current alignment through Tauriko to 

ultimate four-lane expressway standard and not pursuing the Tauriko Bypass any further has had to 

be considered as a likely alternative. 

Previous feasibility reports have concluded that the implementation of a bypass route is unlikely to be 

financially viable in the foreseeable future. However, there needs to be consideration of non-economic 

factors in order to fully appreciate the long term benefits of such a proposal. 

 
Although the original concept of the Tauriko Bypass as a high quality expressway with grade separation at 

Omanawa Road, Belk Road, Pyes Pa Bypass, and Kennedy Road is unlikely to be affordable, a substantially 

scaled-down version might be affordable if built in stages. Such a road could be seen as complementing 

the existing SH29 and as an alternative route providing extra capacity, rather than replacingSH29 through 

Tauriko. Consideration also needs to be given to whether the Tauranga City Council developer 

contributions of $ 6.2 million for the roundabout combined with an NZTA block funding allocation of 

$ 4.5 million might not fund an alternative and better long-term solution than a local intersection 

improvement (with or without local realignment). 
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3 Description of Problem 
To date, the full four-lane expressway standard Tauriko Bypass has not proved to be economically 

justifiable (using EEM procedures). As a result, all efforts to secure a bypass route by employing 

conventional assessment and procurement procedures have failed. 

The opportunities for securing the bypass route economically for the future are fading rapidly with the 

continued development in and around the bypass route. Further, the indecision regarding the Tauriko 

Bypass has significantly delayed addressing the current safety and congestion issues of the existing SH29 

route through Tauriko. 

There is, therefore, an urgent need: 
 

• to secure the route for the Tauriko Bypass to provide for longer term strategic planning of SH29 

as a National Highway connecting Tauranga with the Waikato and Auckland, while also facilitating 

developmental growth around Tauriko; and 

 

• to identify and implement safety and congestion improvement measures for SH29 through 

Tauriko. 

 

4 Site Description 
The study area extends from the recently constructed Takitimu Drive (Route K Extension) and Lakes 

Boulevard roundabout, to the existing SH29/Omanawa Road intersection. The terrain is generally 

undulating with some steep escarpments and ridges in excess of 8 %. The Kopurererua Stream runs north- 

south through the study area, meandering through the wide flood plain. There is a culturally significant 

hill within the study area, which lies east of Kopurererua Stream. The northern slopes of this hill are to 

remain undisturbed. 

 
Land to the east of Kopurererua Stream is currently zoned as residential, and is presently being developed. 

Generally all the land to the west of Kopurererua Stream is zoned as commercial and industrial, and is also 

currently being developed. 

 
This section of SH29 is part of the key route between Auckland / Hamilton and Tauranga identified in the 

National State Highway Strategy June 2007. The route is also an important part of the transportation 

network linking Tauranga to the Central Northern Island. The existing State Highway runs through 

predominantly rural land with the exception of Tauriko commercial centre, which consists of a service 

station, a community hall, a school, a rural produce stall and a shop. 

Whilst SH29 has a general speed restriction of 100 km/h, the speed limit is reduced through the town of 

Tauriko to 70 km/h. Vertical and horizontal alignments of the existing highway generally provide for a 

design speed of 70 km/h to 80 km/h. Typically the highway has a cross-section consisting of two 3.5 m 

lanes with 1.0 m to 1.5 m wide sealed shoulders on either side. There are two climbing lanes: one 

northbound from Redwood Lane to Gargan Road and the other southbound from Route K to Cambridge 

Road. The safety of the terminations of both passing lanes is less than desirable due to the proximity of 

intersections. Traffic turning right into/out of the side roads must decelerate/accelerate using the passing 

lanes whilst through traffic continue at a relatively high speed. 
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Whilst the road is predominantly straight to winding, the moderately steep topography results in the 

occasional tight curvature and substandard sightlines. Thus typical vehicle speeds are above the design 

speed and loss-of-control crashes are frequent. 

Approximately 9,000 vehicles use the road each day (2007 traffic data) with 12 % of these being HCVs. 

There is an existing two-lane bridge across the Omanawa Stream north of the Omanawa Road intersection. 

Its age is not known but is of sufficient age to assume it might require seismic retrofitting. 

 
The geometry and cross-section of the existing SH29 makes maintenance difficult without causing 

significant impact on traffic flow. A recent slip south of Tauriko had the potential to close the highway for 

many weeks. Further information can be seen on the Highway Information Sheets, Appendix D. 

5 Traffic Statistics 
The trip generation rates and the resulting distribution of the Tauriko Business Estate generated traffic on 

the network were analysed and accepted by all parties at the time of the hearings for the plan change 

application for the Tauriko Business Estate in 2006. The full development traffic expected in 2021 was 

used in the evaluation of the various Belk Road intersection improvement options (See SH29 Belk Road 

Realignment Alternatives Project Feasibility Report, January 2009). The existing traffic flow information 

can be found on the Highway Information Sheets, Appendix D. 

6 Crash History 
The NZTA Crash Database crash history for the section of SH29 between Route K (SH29 RP18/1.3) and 

Omanawa Road (RP 21/3.8) was evaluated in the Beca Feasibility Report, January 2007. Here, the five year 

period 2001-2005 was assessed and the results tabulated. The re-analysed data for the period 2004-2008 

are tabulated below. 

Table 6-1 : Crash History 
 

Movements    Crash Severity    

 Fatal Serious Minor Non Injury 
 2001- 

2005 
2004- 
2008 

2001- 
2005 

2004- 
2008 

2001- 
2005 

2004- 
2008 

2001- 
2005 

2004- 
2008 

Crossing – 
turning 

0 0 1 1 1 4 11 5 

Head On 0 3 3 2 1 2 2 8 

Hit Object 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 

Lost Control 1 1 1 2 4 6 12 16 

Miscellaneous 1 0 1 0 2 0 4 3 

Overtaking 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 2 

Rear End 0 0 1 1 4 1 12 13 

Totals 2 4 7 6 12 13 52 48 

 
 

The table shows that loss of control is the primary cause of the crashes, followed closely by rear end, head 

on and turning crashes. It is clear that the geometry of the existing state highway is not conducive to 

accurate driver interpretation of the highway environment with most of the crashes relating to loss of 

control at bends or poor awareness of turning manoeuvres. Further details can be found in Appendix A. 
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7 Bypass Option Considered 
Many options and variations have been developed for the Tauriko Bypass and other alternatives over the 

years. The high estimated costs of constructing the Tauriko Bypass and the recent commencement of the 

Pyes Pa Bypass have put pay to many of them, to the extent that the options that now remain are limited 

to tying into the current alignment of the Pyes Pa Bypass. Nevertheless, if NZTA are committed to develop 

this route at any point in the future, then this is the single most important opportunity for NZTA to 

secure the route and develop an alternative at a relatively low cost, with minimal social and 

environmental impact. 

For the Tauriko Bypass to succeed, the emphasis that might have influenced the development and 

assessment of previous options must shift to: 

 

• accepting that staged implementation is not only likely but essential; operating as an alternative 

high quality route initially before being developed in later years as an expressway styled bypass; 

 
• acknowledging that the existing SH29 has residual capacity and that it does not yet need to be 

replaced entirely by a new road; 

 
• accepting that the existing SH29 should continue to play a significant role in the network until a 

fully fledged expressway styled Tauriko Bypass can take over its role; 

 
• accepting that grade-separated interchanges and free flow connections between all roads are 

unlikely to be affordable within the economic analysis period; 

 
• not allowing future expansion and upgrading requirements to dictate the current alignment to the 

financial detriment of its successful implementation; 

 
• allowing sufficient future proofing to secure a reasonable designation for a future four-lane 

bypass; and 

 
• recognising the significant financial, social and environmental detriments of not taking charge of 

the potential savings afforded by a single co-operative landowner with resources to spare. 

 
The following sections describe what work is currently committed, and what staged options are available 

for discrete sections comprising the full bypass. 
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7.0 Status Quo 

 

 

 
7.0.1 Pyes Pa Bypass 

Figure 7-1 : Existing Committed Network 

 

The Pyes Pa Bypass is currently under construction along its originally intended and designated route. 

When it is completed, SH36 will divert from its current route following Pyes Pa Road up to SH29 at Barkes 

Corner and will follow the Pyes Pa Bypass to join the end of Route K (Takitimu Drive) instead. 

7.0.2 Kennedy Road 
 

A roundabout on the Pyes Pa Bypass at Kennedy Road will provide access to the Lakes residential 

development, which is currently under construction. The cost of the roundabout is included in the cost of 

the Pyes Pa Bypass. 

The following components of a possible Tauriko Bypass are already planned, under construction, or in 

place. 
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As part of the consent requirements for the Tauriko Business Estate, Kennedy Road must be extended 

westwards from the roundabout on the Pyes Pa Bypass across the Kopurererua Stream to join Taurikura 

Drive, which serves as a collector road through the Tauriko Business Estate. The costs of the Kennedy 

Road link and the bridge over the Kopurererua Stream will be borne by the developers of the Tauriko 

Business Estate. 

7.0.3 Belk Road 
 

Tauranga City Council has secured $ 2.9 million of funding, by way of developer contributions, to upgrade 

Belk Road from the vicinity of Wintrebre Lane to SH29, a distance of approximately 1.4 km. $ 600,000 out 

of the $ 2.9 million has been set aside for a roundabout connecting the Tauriko Business Estate street 

layout (Taurikura Drive) to Belk Road. The $ 2.9 million funding also covers raising Belk Road to provide 

sufficient capacity for the detention ponds planned alongside Belk Road. 

 
Tauranga City Council has also secured $ 6.2 million of funding, by way of developer contributions, to 

upgrade the intersection of Belk Road with SH29 by realigning Belk Road across the swampy ground to a 

proposed new position for a roundabout 160 m north of the existing intersection. 

7.0.4 Operation and Maintenance 
 

As there is no readily available alternative route to Tauranga from the west of the Kaimai Mamaku Forest 

Park when there is a need to close the road, be it accidental or planned, the alternative routes that have to 

be employed result in journeys that are 40 km longer. Maintenance has to therefore be carried out at night 

or, for smaller operations, out of out of peak hour to avoid major congestion. 

 
Discussions with the network operator have identified that on average the road is closed for 2-4 hours at a 

time for minor accidents and for up to 12 hours for serious and fatal accidents where the Police consider 

the highway a crime scene. For these closures, no signage is available to indicate a diversion route so 

personnel have to man each junction and advise drivers as they pass. 

 
More regular maintenance includes litter clearance and vegetation clearance and pothole repairs. These 

are made as frequently as every other day, during non-peak times and simple delay traffic rather than 

requiring diversions. Road resealing/resurfacing occurs approximately every 5 years and requires longer 

term closures. 
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7.1 Stage One 

 

Figure 7-2 : Stage One Layout 

The Stage One layout is shown in Figure 7-2. 

 
7.1.1 Omanawa Road to Belk Road 

 
Since the reason for upgrading the Belk Road intersection on SH29 is to provide safe access to the 

business estate from the south, it seems that the same purpose would be served if a new road were built 

from Belk Road near Wintrebre Lane to tie into SH29 near Omanawa Road instead of upgrading the 

existing Belk Road intersection. The route of this road could follow the anticipated alignment of a future 

Tauriko Bypass. Although the road might not be constructed to the full specification and standard of an 

expressway, it would provide a foot in the door by way of a designated corridor along which future 

widening of the road could be carried out to provide the bypass eventually. 

 
The link between Omanawa Road and Belk Road would be approximately 1.5 km long. It would require a 

bridge or large culvert across the Omanawa Stream. It is envisaged that the link would be a single 

carriageway two-lane road forming part of the first stage of an ultimate dual carriageway four-lane road. 

The main route to Tauranga would still be via SH29, and therefore the alignment of the link would have to 

tee into SH29, rather than follow the future alignment that would be a direct extension of SH29. The 

existing intersection at Omanawa Road is less than perfect as it is positioned at the top of a sharp crest 

vertical curve that limits the intersection sight distance. However, if the crest curve could be lowered or 

the intersection redesigned to make it safer, it would be possible to tie the Belk Road link into Omanawa 

Road as an interim measure. 

 
0.8 km of the 1.5 km link would cross land owned by the developer. The crossing of the Omanawa Stream 

could be aligned so that it coincides with a paper road and land already owned by the Crown 
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(approximately 250 m near the Omanawa Stream and 250 m coinciding with SH29). The remaining 200 m 

is in private ownership. 

 
The developer’s representatives have indicated that they may consider a land swap arrangement in 

exchange for redundant land currently owned by the Crown elsewhere if this assisted in reducing the cash 

requirement. In addition, the developer intends to offer to construct the earthworks required very cost 

effectively as part of the land development. NZTA would have to fund the construction of the pavement, 

ancillary works, and the Omanawa Stream crossing. 

7.1.2 Belk Road to Kennedy Road 
 

It is proposed that NZTA would fund and construct a two-lane road from Belk Road to Kennedy Road (a 

distance of approximately 1.8 km) at the same time as the construction of the link between Omanawa 

Road and Belk Road. This would require a roundabout at Belk Road (near the existing Wintrebre Lane 

intersection on Belk Road) and a roundabout at Kennedy Road. Note that Tauranga City Council has 

already set aside $ 600,000 out of the $ 2.9 million mentioned above for a roundabout at Belk Road. 

 
The route would skirt the foot of the Gargan Plateau. An advantage to the developer is that the road would 

provide access to the southernmost part of their development, without the developer needing to extend 

Taurikura Drive across Gargan Road and through land not controlled or owned by the developer until the 

final phases of the development. However, a corresponding disadvantage is that this will severe the south 

eastern sector of the developer’s land. To avoid the need for an additional bridge or underpass, an 

alternative entry to this area has been proposed from Belk Road. 

Despite a necessary dogleg connecting to the Pyes Pa Bypass at Kennedy Road, the combined link would 

provide a useful level of service in the initial years of operation. It would serve as an alternative route to 

SH29 from Omanawa Road joining the Pyes Pa Bypass at the Kennedy Road roundabout along a route that 

would be designated for future upgrading to four-lane expressway standard. The alternative route via the 

link would add capacity to the existing SH29, which might stave off any requirements to upgrade SH29 

through Tauriko. Alternatively, it could provide mitigation for any speed reduction and traffic calming 

measures implemented in Tauriko, such as 40 km/h school speed zones, a roundabout at Cambridge 

Road, and pedestrian crossing facilities. 

NZTA would have to fund the entire cost of the link between Belk Road and Kennedy Road and including 

the purchase of the land occupied by the link (estimated to be worth $ 4.3 million). A significant 

advantage is that all the land required is owned solely by the developer, which would simplify negotiating 

an arrangement for the sale of the land to NZTA and might also simplify matters surrounding resource 

consents. 
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7.1.3 SH29 Belk Road Cul-de-Sac 

 
 
 

 
Figure 7-3 : Belk Road Cul-de-Sac 

 
 

It is proposed that the existing Belk Road would be closed to through traffic and Tauriko Business Estate 

traffic and would serve only the few properties located along lower Belk Road. It is envisaged that a cul-de- 

sac turning bulb might be located about halfway between SH29 and Wintrebre Lane. The residents along 

the balance of Belk Road to the east of the Tauriko Bypass would use the new bypass to gain access to 

SH29, either in the northbound or in the southbound direction. The existing Belk Road would provide 

access to the Tauriko Business Estate located east of the bypass. On the western side of the bypass, a new 

road would be built more or less along the alignment of Wintrebre Lane to connect to the business estate 

street layout. 

7.1.4 Operation and Maintenance 
 

The creation of the alternative route to SH29 in Stage One will immediately enable safety improvements 

and more cost effective maintenance to be undertaken on the existing section of SH29 north of Omanawa 

Road and through Tauriko. 
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7.2 Stage Two 

Stage Two comprises changing the priority at the intersection of Pyes Pa Bypass to make the traffic flow 

principally along the new bypass. This will provide a direct link from the Stage One layout to Pyes Pa 

Bypass, eliminating the dog leg at Kennedy Road. 

7.2.1 Kennedy Road to Pyes Pa Bypass 
 

A direct link from Kennedy Road across the Kopurererua Stream to join the Pyes Pa Bypass (approximately 

1 km long) would swap the priority from the Pyes Pa Bypass to the Tauriko Bypass. The dogleg would then 

operate in mirror image for northbound traffic on the Pyes Pa Bypass. This is not seen as a major problem, 

as the preferred route to Rotorua is via SH30 and SH33. SH36 is a secondary route between Tauranga and 

Rotorua, and the dogleg would be at the end of the northbound journey. In the southbound direction, the 

hitherto existing Pyes Pa alignment would become a slip lane bypassing the dogleg. 
 

 
Figure 7-4 : Link from Stage One to Pyes Pa Bypass 

The direct link from Kennedy Road to the Pyes Pa Bypass crosses valuable land owned by the developer 

which has already been earth-worked and is ready for imminent development. This land is estimated to be 

worth $6.4 million. The Bypass in this location effectively severs a portion along the western banks of the 

Kopurererua Stream for development. However, the roundabout at Kennedy Road offers the opportunity to 
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kink the alignment of the Tauriko Bypass at the roundabout to follow an alignment closer to the stream to 

reduce the area of land severed by the bypass. It also offers the opportunity to shorten the length of the 

link by tying in to the existing Pyes Pa alignment further to the south and closer to Kennedy Road. If ever a 

future grade separation were required at Kennedy road, then the kinked alignment might lend itself to 

converting the bypass to the ramps that would be required, but this is estimated to be so far in the future 

that it should not cloud the decisions that need to be made today. 

However, it is not envisaged that this link would be required initially: certainly not until the priority at 

Omanawa Road was swapped in favour of the Tauriko Bypass (see Stage 3 below). Ideally that would 

require Omanawa Road to be disconnected from SH29 at its present intersection due to the level 

differences and reconnected via another route, possibly by passing over the new highway to join the old 

alignment of SH29 and then linking to the Tauriko Bypass via Belk Road. That work has been estimated to 

cost $ 6.4 million but has not been included here as it is not essential and clouds a like for like 

comparison of Bypass vs. Upgrade of existing SH29. That time would arrive when the safety and 

operational issues associated with SH29 passing through Tauriko were no longer being mitigated 

sufficiently by the alternative link. 

7.2.2 Operation and Maintenance 
 

With the priorities changed the opportunities to introduce further traffic calming and safety improvements 

through Tauriko are no longer limited by high volumes of high speed traffic. The original section of SH29 

could be transferred back to Tauranga City Council. 
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7.3 Stage Three 

7.3.1 Widening to Four Lanes 
 

Figure 7-5 - Four Lane Widening 
 

 
Having established the route for the Tauriko Bypass, the capacity of the bypass could be increased at any 

time on an as-required basis. Widening to four lanes north of the Omanawa Stream and increasing the 

capacity of the roundabouts are the most likely improvements. 

 

7.4 Final Stage: Motorway Grade Separation 

The final stage, which need not necessarily be designed at this stage, might be the conversion of the 

bypass to motorway or expressway standards by replacing the roundabouts with grade-separated 

interchanges at Belk Road, Kennedy Road, Lakes Boulevard and Taurikura Drive, and SH29 connecting to 

Barkes Corner and Te Maunga. It would probably be required at about the same time that the entire route 

over the Kaimai Ranges was widened to four lanes. This is expected to be beyond the economic 

assessment period. 
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8 Preferred Option 
With the above assessment of the existing situation, options for improvements to safety and congestion, it 

is evident that securing a future route for a bypass should be made at this time to minimise future costs 

and damage to social and environmental factors that will be established as the Tauriko Business Estate is 

developed. If the proposed bypass option is not taken forward, the future cost of designation, land 

purchase, and construction will be considerably higher than at present. Also, the benefits to a staged 

transfer of priorities from the existing SH29 will be more difficult in terms of funding from a single 

project. With the opportunity to gradually implement the improvements to the existing SH29 around 

Tauriko, funding can be eased and implementation of safety improvements promoted more rapidly, 

ensuring safety benefits are recognised earlier. 

With an alternative route in place, there are also benefits to operating and maintaining the existing SH29. 

 

9 Assessment against the LTMA 
A formal full assessment against the LTMA criteria has not been made at this stage. If, following the 

acceptance of the recommendations of this report, funding allocation is dependent on LTMA criteria being 

met, then a full scheme assessment should be undertaken to confirm the exact design proposal, including 

survey, geotechnical information, land agreements, etc. 

Below is a preliminary subjective assessment. 

 
9.1 Seriousness and Urgency - High 

Safety and operational concerns are associated with SH29 in the vicinity of the business estate. SH29 

passes through the village of Tauriko, which has shop and school frontage onto SH29. There are two steep 

gradients, one at each end of Tauriko; and there are the two sharp reverse curves at Belk Road. 

There are typically 40 recorded crashes every year along the existing stretch of SH29, north of Omanawa 

Road, with at least one of these including a fatality. Access to Tauriko School is predominantly by car due 

to the high speed environment of the highway and the lack of alternatives. At drop-off and pick-up times, 

the road becomes heavily congested. 

It is imperative that improvements are made to this section to improve safety and facilitate alternative 

modes of travel to both the school and the other retail units in the area. However, retrofitting traffic 

calming designs to the road can be undertaken effectively only once an alternative route is available. 

 
The existing bridge on the SH29 just north of Omanawa Road is anticipated to require seismic retrofitting. 

Doing so without an alternative route would likely cause considerable construction and traffic 

management difficulties. The new route will allow for the construction of a new bridge and alternative 

route to facilitate the initial upgrading and future maintenance in a more cost effective manner. 

 
Under the criteria provided in Z/20 – Generic Profiles the recommended option would fall under most high 

ratings of Safety Retrofitting, Seismic Retrofitting, Route Improvement – H, Rural Realignments (safety ) – 

H, Rural Realignments – (travel time) – H, Safety Improvements and intersections – H, Walking and Cycling 

Improvements – H. Consequently this project would be rated as high importance and urgency. 
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9.2 Effectiveness – Medium 

For similar reasons to those stated above, the criteria for effectiveness stated in Z/20 indicate that this 

proposal would be rated as Medium Effectiveness. Whilst some benefits can be afforded to walking and 

cycling through the related improvements to SH29 around Tauriko, these are supplementary and 

secondary to the proposal. 

9.3 Public Transport Strategies 

The proposal will create two benefits in relation to improving public transportation. The new route will 

enable a safer and more rapid route from the west into Tauriko but more importantly, the implementation 

of improved pedestrian facilities and slower vehicle speeds through Tauriko will encourage public 

transport patronage. 

9.4 Economic Efficiency 

A BCR for the recommended option has not been calculated as it is not considered relevant at this time. 

The cost of the providing the bypass in full, as per Beca’s recommended option in the PFR dated January 

2007 did not generate values greater than unity (1.0). However, the staged delivery of this proposal and 

the related contributions from all parties as identified earlier where not considered during this process. 

 
If Stage 1 alone were to be considered as the comparable equivalent to providing a local intersection 

improvement, with or without local realignment, to the southern end of the Tauriko Business Park, then it 

is anticipated that a similar BCR (1.92) would be arrived at given that the roundabout would not 

significantly change the safety of the overall alignment of SH29 and that congestion would not be 

addressed at all. 

 
Stage 1 of the proposal, whilst being more costly than upgrading the existing highway, provides multiple 

benefits to strategic traffic flow, safety, congestion, and flexibility of operation, but also enables future 

improvements to the network around Tauriko and secures the future bypass alignment in a cost effective 

manner. 

Evaluation using standard EEM BCR methodology accounts only for Vehicle Operating Costs, Travel Time 

Savings, Crash Benefits and nominal environmental pollution. There are other non-tangible benefits from 

the proposal: Primarily these relate to the consequences of not implementing this option - the 

environmental, social and financial impact of the alternatives is severe when compared to the proposal. If 

traditional BCR evaluation is not considered appropriate, then whole life costs must be considered to 

ensure appropriateness to allocation of funds. 

 

9.5 Confidence 

Whilst this report has been prepared, very much as a desk top evaluation, there is considerable knowledge 

of the area surrounding the study. The principle of this report is to seek agreement that the benefits of 

progressing with the bypass outweigh those of not doing so. The monetary figures stated within this 

report are approximate and have been derived using engineering judgement and 3D modelling from an 

 
 

2 SH29 Belk Road Realignment Alternative Project Feasibility Report, January 2009 
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initial and unrefined alignment. Some geotechnical investigations have been undertaken along the 

proposed route and the design undertaken to date embodies this geotechnical input. 

 
Given the early stage of the schemes development, accuracy of monetary figures should not be assumed 

to be high, although care has been taken to get these as accurate as possible and work is ongoing. 

Consequently, for comparison purposes, the figures are considered adequately accurate. 
 

9.6 National State Highway Strategy and Strategic Links 

The National State Highway Strategy June 2007 (NSHS) categorises SH29 as a National State Highway and 

identifies that SH29 is the key route into Tauranga from the west, from Auckland and the Waikato. 

 
NZTA has set out five goals in the NSHS to ensure that the State highway system contributes to the 

objectives of the New Zealand Transport Strategy. The goals are listed below together with comments on 

how the contributions of SH29 or a bypass of Tauriko to the State highway system should be viewed. 

Ensure State highway corridors make the optimum contribution to an integrated multi-modal land 
transport system. 

The implementation of a route bypassing Tauriko should take any multi-modal transport opportunities 

into account. The school at Tauriko, and the employment and retail related trips generated by the Tauriko 

Business Estate should provide opportunities to explore how public transport could be integrated into the 

options. 

Provide safe State highway corridors for all users and affected communities. 

The safety of residents and road users, especially school children, pedestrians, and cyclists through 

Tauriko has been an ongoing concern that should be addressed by improvements bypassing Tauriko. 

 
The identification of SH29 forming part of the key route between Auckland and Tauranga was in part 

motivated by the safety deficiencies of SH2 between the Karangahake Gorge and Tauranga. The safety 

improvement of SH29 is therefore an important aspect of its function as a National State Highway. 

Ensure State highways enable improved and more reliable access and mobility for people and 
freight. 

The above goal goes together with the following. 
 

Improve the contribution for State highways to economic development. 

The efficient movement of freight between the Port of Tauranga and the Waikato is an important function 

of SH29. Since much of the freight is destined for export, the function of SH29 can be seen as strategic to 

the economy. Therefore, route security is important and this should be gauged against the high potential 

for closures caused by slips (as recently occurred at Tauriko) and in an extreme case failure of the bridge 

over the Omanawa Stream in an earthquake. 

Improve the contribution of State highways to the environmental and social wellbeing of New 
Zealand, including energy efficiency and public health. 

A National State Highway passing through the existing small community of Tauriko should be weighed 

against a bypass that could be integrated better into the new residential and business developments 

surrounding Tauriko, as well as the Pyes Pa bypass. The energy efficiency option of climbing up to Tauriko 

along the existing SH29 route or of routing a bypass around the foot of the Gargan Plateau should be 
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weighed against the environmental issues of passing through an existing community or through a largely 

industrial area. 

 

9.7 National Land Transport Programme 

No improvements to SH29 are listed in the National Land Transport Programme June 2008 (NLTP).3 

 
9.8 Environment Bay of Plenty Regional Land Transport Strategy 

The Environment Bay of Plenty’s Regional Land Transport Strategy June 2007 (RLTS) 4 identifies key issues 

facing the region. Those that pertain to SH29 are: the economic drivers of agriculture and forestry, export, 

freight, and land development; integrating land use development and transport; and infrastructure 

investment needs. 

 
The RLTS acknowledges that a transportation corridor pattern has emerged. The Southern / Western 

Corridor is one of the key corridors providing a link with the twin cities of Tauranga and Rotorua via the 

Pyes Pa Bypass and linking Tauranga with the Waikato via SH29 or the Tauriko Bypass. The RLTS also 

acknowledges the business and residential growth surrounding Tauriko. 

 
The RLTS identifies the need to invest in the infrastructure needed to promote efficient transport to and 

from the Port of Tauranga and infrastructure that meets the long term needs identified in the SmartGrowth 

Strategy described below. SH29 is a key component in meeting these objectives. 

9.9 Integrated Transport Strategy for Tauranga 

The Tauranga City Council’s Integrated Transport Strategy for Tauranga 5 envisions making Tauranga a 

place that is easy and safe to move around in. The strategy recognises that the transport system needs to 

be planned as an integrated system that includes all forms of transport together with planning of the 

surrounding land use. The Regional Growth Strategy described below sets out in more detail how this 

affects the planning for SH29. 

9.10 Regional Growth Strategy 

SmartGrowth May 2007 6 sets out the desired urban limits, employment areas, major transport routes, and 

other growth elements in the Bay of Plenty. SmartGrowth acknowledges the strong growth in residential 

and employment needs to the west of Tauranga, and the need for the considered relationship between the 

principles of live, work, and play to reduce unnecessary travel. 

The need for the planned growth and integrated land use objectives embodied in SmartGrowth is 

demonstrated by the current developments along the Southern and Western Development Corridors 

comprising SH29, the Pyes Pa Bypass, the Lakes residential development, and the Tauriko Business Estate. 

 
Smart Transport Corridors are a series of inter-related projects designed to reduce congestion in the 

Western Bay of Plenty that would form a sustainable and efficient ring road linking Tauranga, Mt 

Maunganui, and the Port of Tauranga. Smart Transport identifies SH29 as forming the Western Corridor 
 

3 http://www.landtransport.govt.nz/funding/nltp/2008/bay-of-plenty.html 
4 http://www.ebop.govt.nz/media/pdf/RLTS_2007.pdf 
5 http://content.tauranga.govt.nz/strategies/IntegratedTransportStrategy.pdf 
6 http://www.smartgrowthbop.org.nz/downloads/SGStrategy0407.pdf 

http://www.landtransport.govt.nz/funding/nltp/2008/bay-of-plenty.html
http://www.ebop.govt.nz/media/pdf/RLTS_2007.pdf
http://content.tauranga.govt.nz/strategies/IntegratedTransportStrategy.pdf
http://www.smartgrowthbop.org.nz/downloads/SGStrategy0407.pdf
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linking the Bay of Plenty with the Waikato. The way in which SH29 would link into the ring road system and 

with the Port of Tauranga via Route K is fundamental to planning an efficient corridor that would meet its 

objectives. 

10 Economic Analysis and Risk Assessment 

10.1 Cost Estimation 

In order to understand the benefits of the recommended option accurately, it needs to be compared 

against equivalent options that provide similar benefits. An assessment should take into account the 

whole-of-life costs of each option and not simply the cost of construction. In our analysis we have 

evaluated the option of constructing the proposed bypass up to a four-lane highway as identified in the 

previous BECA PFR Report’s evaluation for a bypass. Future grade separation of intersections along the 

proposed highway is possible, but considered unrealistic as a comparison at present as the entire area 

wide network would need to be upgraded for this to be of any value. Also the staged delivery of the 

proposal enables the shorter term to be compared without over designing for the future or limiting the 

design where major opportunities will be lost for the longer term security or the route and consequential 

minimisation of environmental and social impact. The cost of providing the Tauriko Bypass must therefore 

be assessed, like for like against minimum realistic alternatives. The alternatives are identified in Table 10- 

2, below and Appendix B. These elements are considered necessary in order to maintain and improve the 

existing SH29 to a standard that provides a similar level of service. 

The PFR report produced by Beca already supports the bypass in principle. It’s just that the economics for 

providing a predominantly four-lane scheme estimated at $ 132 million do not generate an acceptable BCR 

value until after 2021. By staging the construction, it is possible to release many of the benefits of a new 

route earlier and at a much lower cost. In addition, the development provides the opportunity to secure 

the preferred route by negotiation with a single land developer (except for the landowner at the Omanawa 

Road access) and with the opportunity to transfer land between parties. Due to the current stage of 

development, the developer is also able to provide cost effective earthworks. Current excavations on the 

site are producing large quantities of pumice, which can be reused in fill. If the proposed bypass does not 

progress in a timely manner, these materials will have to been used and future construction will have to 

buy in equivalent material. 

Furthermore, if the proposal were not to progress, there would be additional costs to accommodate the 

development beyond those contained through the consent process. 

 
As consents stand, developers of the Tauriko Business Estate are committed to making Developer 

Subdivision Impact Fees(SIFs) of $6.2 million to TCC for the roundabout at Belk Road/SH29. NZTA is also 

able to support any significant improvement to their network through Block Project funding of $4.5 

million. Further SIF of $2.9 million have been made to TCC for the upgrade of Belk Road. It is clear that 

there is significant funding currently allocated to discrete schemes that may be more effectively used in 

the proposed new bypass. 

 
In the table below we have summarised our initial estimates of the costs of each stage and section of the 

proposal and compared this against the alternative improvements to the comparative existing section of 

SH29. 
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$ 0.5 million has been added to the cost of construction of the Tauriko Bypass to allow for safety 

improvements to SH29 through Tauriko in the form of traffic calming measures and school parking, which 

would be required regardless of the bypass being built or not. This allows a like-for-like comparison 

between upgrading the existing SH29 and constructing Stages One and Two of the Tauriko Bypass in 

Table 10-1 and Table 10-2. 

The costs have been estimated using a refined alignment to that shown in the Beca PFR report that 

reduces land severance and optimises the cut and fill balance. As the design progresses there will further 

opportunities to refine this alignment against a detailed topographical survey, balance the cut and fill 

quantities, accommodate stormwater detention ponds and other features, assess and mitigate risks and 

realise opportunities. As such the costs are still broad estimates and there remain opportunities to reduce 

these further during the detailed design. Land costs reflect only the raw costs and are not reflective of 

costs to purchase (i.e. they exclude survey, legal and negotiation costs). 

Table 10-1 : Tauriko Bypass Costs 

 

Tauriko Bypass (millions) 
 
 
 

Stage 

 

 
Construction 

(excl MSQA) 

Property Total 

 

 
Value 

 

Potential 

Saving 

 

Total 

Cost 

Developer’s 

SIFS’ 

Contribution 

Available 

 
 

NZTA 
Cost 

 

Stage One 

 

$ 33.0 

 

$ 14.5 

$ 3.0 million 

plus more if 

land swap 

 

$ 44.5 

 

$ 9.1 

 
 

$ 35.4 

Tauriko Safety $ 0.5 N/A $ 0.5 N/A $ 0.5 

Stage Two $ 8.3 Included in Stage One $ 8.3 N/A $ 8.3 

Total $ 41.8 $ 14.5 $ 3.0 $ 53.3 $ 9.1 $ 44.2 
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Table 10-2 : Upgrade SH29 Costs 

 
Upgrade SH29 (millions) 

  

 
Construction 

(excl MSQA) 

 
 

Property 

Market 

Value 

Total 

 

 
Total Cost 

Developer’s 

SIF’s 

Contribution 

Available 

 

 
NZTA Cost 

Belk Upgrade $ 18.5 $ 2.0 $ 20.5 $ 6.2 $ 14.3 

Tauriko 

Improvements 

 
$ 1.5 

 
$ 0.5 

 
$ 2.0 

  
$ 2.0 

Cambridge 

Road 

Intersection 

 

$ 6.0 

 

$ 2.0 

 

$ 8.0 

 

$ 8.0 

4 Laning $ 27.5  $ 27.5 $ 27.5 

Slip Lanes $ 22.5 $ 22.5 $ 22.5 

TOTAL $ 76.0 $ 4.5 $ 80.5 $ 6.2 $ 74.3 

 
 

The total cost of constructing the bypass after the development is complete is likely to exceed the $53 

million above as cost for land purchase through multiple land owners will be more expensive. 

 
The cost savings above identify a direct saving in terms of land value of $3 million. We have not sought to 

specifically identify other savings, but they are potentially huge, and arise from the following factors: 

 
1. No charge has been proposed by the developer for the land required to deal with either temporary 

or permanent stormwater solutions. This considerably reduces the land cost component. 

 
2. The developer has most of the construction materials available on site and in close proximity to 

the work. Importing would enormously increase costs. 

3. No charge is proposed for disposal of “unsuitable material”. Removal from site would be very 

expensive. 

 
4. The developer believes it has been conservative in its land values estimates, as it hopes to 

facilitate the bypass. A land acquisition at a later date or via contested PWA process has the 

potential to increase land cost considerably. If it is left until multiple owners exist through zoned 

land then these costs may become prohibitive. 

The alternative is to upgrade the existing alignment of SH29, an equivalent highway form would cost 

$ 80.5million - $ 27.2million more than the bypass. 
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However, this has not taken account the programme of expenditure, returned the costs to their Net 

Present Day Values or recognised the availability of SIF funds or Block Project funds already allocated for 

resolving related highway issues. 

In order to understand the Net Present Day Value of the two options, we have had to estimate the day that 

4 lanes will be required. Using the previous modelling and economic evaluation undertaken by Beca and 

capacity information detailed in Austroads Part 2, we have been able to determine a date for 

implementation of Stage 2 (See Trigger Year for Stage 2 Calculation - Appendix C). Based purely on 

capacity of a straight section of road (no junctions or crossing facilities) the capacity would be reached at 

2028. However, in terms of meeting a viable economic year of implementation, other benefits such as 

crash savings would likely bring this year of implementation forward. We have consequently assumed 

stage 2 would be implemented in 2026. 

On this basis, the NPV values for the options are as follows: 

 
Tauriko Bypass = $30.5 million7 

 
SH29 Upgrade to 4 lanes = $35.5 million 

 
Therefore, even when comparing the two options at their NPV, current funding requirements by 

NZTA to implement the Bypass are $5 million less than upgrading the existing alignment. 

 

10.2 Risk Assessment 

Given the early stage of this proposal and lack of detailed technical investigative data, there are clearly a 

number of risks that can be mitigated though further investigation and design at the next stage 

(geotechnical conditions, pavement design, service relocation costs, environmental issues, etc). However, 

the highest risks that need to be considered are in fact opportunities, namely: 

 
IMF have all the earthwork materials already onsite and the resources available to construct the bypass, 

without purchase or transport charge (other than rock if this is what the design calls for). This includes 

high quality lightweight fill as has been applied with great success to the Pyes Pa By-pass. Whilst this has a 

significant value for sale off-site, no charge is proposed to NZTA. 

 
Undertaking earthworks adjacent to the Pyes Pa Bypass now rather than later will avoid potential future 

damage to the environment. 

 
Staging the construction to enable it to progress now will reduce the whole life cost and recognise 

benefits earlier (more detail to follow). 

 
The $9.1 million in TCC SIF’s can be applied more effectively to achieve long term improvements to the 

surrounding network. 

 
No extra over land purchases are required, i.e. NZTA will only have to purchase the land required for the 

corridor and not complete plots. 

 
Developer is in a position to obtain all necessary consents and has virtually all potential objectors in 

agreement with the proposal, meaning construction of the proposal could start next season. Further 
 

7 See Appendix B – Cost Estimate for NPV calculations. 
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objectors are likely to appear over time as the Grasshopper residential development unfolds, making 

implementation more difficult. 

 
The opportunity to secure a new bypass through negotiation with a single land owner is rare. The 

potential additional cost should the opportunity not be exploited at this stage could easily be in the region 

of $1 million, which accounts for legal and engineering cost to acquire a designation which is likely to be 

objected to by many multiple land owners (and so go to the Environment Court), the escalating cost of 

land when subdivided and construction costs. It may even be impossible to achieve a designation once the 

land is developed / sub divided and under multiple ownership. 

As the developer is anticipating preloading the land required to form the southern entry to the Business 

Park at the start of 2009 and there is an existing agreement for the roundabout option, timely progression 

of this proposal is imperative to secure the whole life saving identified. 

 

10.3 Basis of Analysis 

The analysis of the proposal against alternative has been undertaken at a high level. Costs are based on 

modelled earthworks volumes, pavement costs and land values, as being the dominant costs in any 

scheme. In order obtain further funding, a more accurate assessment should be made. However, this 

report does enable a relatively accurate comparison of building the bypass as proposed or later, in a 

single process, establishing which option would represent the best whole life value for money. Discussions 

have been held with the Network Operator to understand the delays caused by crashes and regular 

maintenance. The diversion route for vehicles when SH29 is closed around the study area is an additional 

40km. 

 

10.4 Crash Benefits 

As has been discussed above, the existing SH29 has a poor safety record. The only way to realistically 

improve safety whilst also increasing capacity is to provide an alternative route. Widening to four lanes to 

the west of the existing SH29 has already been assessed in a previous PFR and considered undesirable 

compared to the proposal. Thus this proposal provides not only for future growth with a safer route but 

also provides now for improvements to be implemented and realised on the existing route. Crash history 

data over the past 5-7 years shows there to typically be 2 serious or fatal crashes per year. If costs to the 

economy of $3.8 million (fatal) and $0.4 million (serious) where used8, the bypass would offer benefits in 

excess of $4.2 million per year alone. 

10.5 Travel Time Savings 

The proposed route will enable an alternative route after the opening of the first stage. This will reduce 

pressures on the existing State highway and consequently facilitate increased travel time saving on the 

existing route. The second stage of the proposal can efficiently supplement Stage One, enabling future 

growth and development. 

 
 
 
 
 

8 Table A6.2(e &f), Economic Evaluation Manual Volume 1 
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10.6 Congestion Savings 

With additional capacity and route choice, the ability to avoid/manage incidents that cause congestion can 

be avoided. This could be maximised by the inclusion of interactive signage at the intersections of 

alternative routes if desired. With a secondary alternative route provided, planned maintenance such as 

vegetation/litter clearance and pothole repairs require significant traffic management. 

10.7 Vehicle Operating Cost Savings 

The proposed route, being of higher design standard will reduce acceleration and braking occurrences and 

reduce wear on vehicle components from the improved design curvature of the road, i.e. less sharp 

turning. 

 

10.8 Benefit Cost Ratio Results 

As previously mentioned, the assessment of the benefits of this proposal against other schemes seeking 

funding and more specifically alternatives to this scheme, is not considered appropriate. The non-tangible 

benefits and opportunity presented at this point in time by a single co-operative land owner (the 

developer) need to be understood, which a simply mathematical calculation based on limited factors will 

not do. Comparison of like for like long term solutions to safety, route security and capacity demonstrate 

the bypass is the preferred option. This is also supported by the Feasibility Report undertaken by Beca. It 

is simply a matter of timing and the significance of the opportunity presented that needs to be evaluated. 

This has been achieved in the NPV calculations indicated above. 

10.9 Other 

NZTA has indicated to the construction industry that it is seeking to base its decisions more on whole life 

costs and that capital projects should be more considered against the operational needs of the network. 

Whilst it may be too early to provide a mathematical measure of achieving these goals, it should be clear 

from this report that the proposed Tauriko Bypass offers exactly that. 

11 Social and Environmental Assessment 
An initial desk top analysis of the potential social and environmental effects of the proposed Tauriko 

Bypass are identified in the table below. This preliminary assessment is based on NZTA's standard Social 

and Environmental Management Form PSF/13. 

 
As set out in the Resource Management Issues section of this report, a far more detailed assessment of 

the actual and likely effects, the identification of potential mitigation measures and the implementation of 

an appropriate consultation plan would need to be undertaken prior to and during the notice of 

requirement process to obtain a State highway designation. 
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Table 11-1 - Assessment of Social and Environmental Effects 

 

Social and Environmental Screen Social and Environmental Assessment 
Issue Effects Degree 

of 
Effect 

Requirements Addressing Effects and Meeting 
Requirements 

 
Specific Actions 

Estimated Cost 
($) 

Noise Potential noise 
nuisance during 
construction. 

 
Some operational 
traffic noise. 

L Resource 
consent/designation 
conditions: TBC 

 
Specific TNZ Objectives: 
- Reduce exposure to high 
traffic noise levels from the 
existing state highway 
network. 
- Determine reasonable 
noise requirements when 
seeking new or altering 
existing designations 
including when designating 
existing local roads by using 
Resource Management Act 
procedures. 
- Manage construction and 
maintenance noise to 
acceptable levels. 
- Influence activities 
adjacent to state highways 
to discourage noise- 
sensitive activities 
establishing in areas 
adversely affected, or likely 
to be in the future, by state 
highway traffic noise. 

Ensure issues 
are covered in 
the design and 
the construction 
contract. 

 
Specialist 
assessments 
including 
mitigation 
measures for 
input into AEE. 

As part of 
contract price. 

Air Quality Potential increase in 
dust due to 
construction. 

 
Creation of vehicle 
emissions. 

L Resource 
consent/designation 
conditions: TBC 

 
Specific TNZ Objectives: 
- Understand the 
contribution of vehicle traffic 
to air quality. 
- Ensure new state highway 
projects do not directly 
cause national 
environmental standards for 
ambient air quality to be 
exceeded. 
- Contribute to reducing 
emissions where the state 
highway network is a 
significant source of 
exceedances of national 
ambient air quality 
standards. 

Ensure issues 
are covered in 
the design and 
construction 
contract. 

As part of 
contract price. 
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Social and Environmental Screen Social and Environmental Assessment 
Issue Effects Degree 

of 
Effect 

Requirements  
Addressing Effects and Meeting 

Requirements 
Water 
Resources 

Impact of 
earthworks activities 
and bridge 
construction on 
watercourses. 

 
Location and design 
of future stormwater 
ponds. 

L Resource 
consent/designation 
conditions: TBC 

 
Specific TNZ Objectives: 
- Ensure run-off from state 
highways complies with 
RMA requirements. 
- Limit the adverse effects of 
run-off from state highways 
on sensitive receiving 
environments. 
- Ensure stormwater 
treatment devices on the 
network are effective. 

Ensure issues 
are covered in 
construction 
contract. 

 
Specialist 
assessments 
including 
mitigation 
measures for 
input into AEE. 

As part of 
contract price. 

Resource 
Efficiency 

Use of petroleum, 
use of local 
materials. 

L Resource 
consent/designation 
conditions: TBC 

 
Specific TNZ Objectives: 
- Manage energy 
consumption and waste 
associated with NZTA’s 
business in a cost effective 
and sustainable manner. 
- Make resource efficiency 
an integral part of all state 
highway activities. 

Consider re-use 
of materials in 
design process. 

 
Source fill 
material from 
local sites. 

As part of 
contract price. 

Culture and 
Heritage 

Potential 
disturbance of 
historic or 
archaeological sites. 
Sites of significance 
to tangata whenua - 
waahi tapu 

N/A Resource 
consent/designation 
conditions: TBC 

 
Specific TNZ Objectives: 
- Proactively limit the 
disturbance of significant 
cultural and heritage 
features along state 
highways. 

 
Other: Consultation 
undertaken with tangata 
whenua and HPT. 
Establishment of protocols, 
compliance with MoU. 

Undertake 
adequate 
consultation 
early in project. 

 
Ensure issues 
are covered in 
construction 
contract. 

 
Specialist 
assessments 
including 
mitigation 
measures for 
input into AEE. 

As part of 
identified project 
cost. 
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Social and Environmental Screen Social and Environmental Assessment 
Issue Effects Degree 

of 
Effect 

Requirements  
Addressing Effects and Meeting 

Requirements 
Visual 
Quality 

Visual effects of 
proposed works 
from adjacent 
properties. 

L Resource 
consent/designation 
conditions: TBC 

 
Specific TNZ Objectives: 
- Incorporate multi-purpose 
landscaping as an integral 
part of all new state highway 
construction projects. 
- Improve the visual quality 
of the existing state highway 
network. 

Include 
landscaping in 
design. 

 
Specialist 
assessments 
including 
mitigation 
measures for 
input into AEE. 

As part of 
contract price. 

Ecological 
Resources 

Potential impact of 
proposed works on 
terrestrial and 
aquatic ecology. 

L Resource 
consent/designation 
conditions: TBC 

 
Specific TNZ Objectives: 
- Promote biodiversity on 
the state highway network. 
- No net loss of native 
vegetation, wetlands, critical 
habitat or endangered 
species. 
- Limit the spread of plant 
pests. 

Ensure issues 
are covered in 
the design and 
construction 
contract. 

 
Specialist 
assessments 
including 
mitigation 
measures for 
input into AEE. 

As part of 
contract price. 

Vibration Impact on adjacent 
landowners during 
construction phase. 

L Resource 
consent/designation 
conditions: TBC 

 
Specific TNZ Objectives: 
- Plan and design new state 
highways to avoid or reduce 
adverse vibration effects. 
- Mitigate vibration where 
levels are unreasonable and 
exceed relevant criteria set 
in New Zealand or 
internationally accepted 
thresholds. 
- Avoid or reduce, as far as 
is practicable, the 
disturbance to communities 
from vibration during 
construction and 
maintenance. 

Ensure issues 
are covered in 
construction 
contract. 

As part of 
contract price. 
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Social and Environmental Screen Social and Environmental Assessment 
Issue Effects Degree 

of 
Effect 

Requirements  
Addressing Effects and Meeting 

Requirements 
Land 
use/Transp 
ort 
Integration 

The proposal 
integrates the future 
Tauriko Business 
Estate into the road 
network. 

Positive Resource 
consent/designation 
conditions: TBC 

 
Specific TNZ Objectives: 
N/A 

Consider during 
design phase. 

As part of 
project cost. 

Urban 
Design 

Connectivity and 
urban and 
landscape design 
consistency with 
local road network. 

L Resource 
consent/designation 
conditions: TBC 

 
Specific TNZ Objectives: 
N/A 

Consider during 
design phase. 

As part of 
project cost. 

Community 
Cohesion 

Belk Road will be 
realigned and 
therefore will be 
some changes the 
access 
arrangements for 
the existing 
residents. 

L Resource 
consent/designation 
conditions: TBC 

 
Specific TNZ Objectives: 
N/A 

Undertake 
adequate 
consultation 
early in project. 

 
Ensure issues 
are covered in 
construction 
contract. 

As part of 
project cost. 

Public 
Health 

Will improve road 
safety by reducing 
crashes in the area. 

Positive Resource 
consent/designation 
conditions: TBC 

 
Specific TNZ Objectives: 
N/A 

Consider during 
design phase. 

As part of 
project cost. 

Access and 
Mobility 

N/A N/A Resource 
consent/designation 
conditions: TBC 

 
Specific TNZ Objectives: 
N/A 

Consider 
access and 
mobility issues 
for all modes 
and people 
during the 
design process. 

As part of 
project cost. 

Other N/A N/A None None N/A 
 

12 Geotechnical Requirements 
Geotechnical investigations have been undertaken along the route and the design has been developed in 

light of the results of these tests. 

12.1.1 Cut to fill material 
 

The owner of the property on the hill through which the SH29 realignment would pass mentioned that it 

was pumice. The underlying material is exposed in a driveway cutting on the southern flank of the hill, 

which confirms this. 

It has been assumed that all the material from the hill would be suitable for use as fill. 
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12.1.2 Low-lying swampy ground 

 
Discussions with geologists and IMF’s engineers active in the area of the Tauriko Business Estate suggest 

that the fill over the low-lying swampy area would have to be preloaded to induce settlement and 

consolidation of the underlying subgrade. Generally a quarter to a third of the height of the fill above 

natural ground level can be expected to settle into the underlying peat. This occurs quite rapidly, with a 

large proportion of the settlement taking place during construction. In addition, a further 1.5m to 2m of 

preloading material would need to be placed on top of the fill. Consolidation takes a minimum of nine 

months, but the longer the fill remained under preloading the better. 

With the high initial rate of settlement, it is important that the fill slopes are no steeper than 1:3 to 

prevent failure of the slope. A steeper slope would require surcharging along the toe to prevent failure. 

 
The advice is that the topsoil should not be removed to preserve any crust that might have formed over 

the peat. 

 
A geotextile separation membrane would be an advantage, but is apparently not essential. It is not certain 

whether wick drains would be necessary or if they would provide any advantage in speeding or assisting 

consolidation. 

 
This said, the alignment generally follows good ground conditions and the construction difficulties 

encountered with the Pyes Pa Bypass are not anticipated. The swampy area mentioned here is limited to 

the south western end of the proposed alignment and in the area beneath Gargan Plateau, where the two 

bypasses meet. Where required in these areas the estimated cost includes an allowance for an 800mm 

layer of metal and geogrid, as has been used in the construction of the Pyes Pa Bypass. 

13 Preliminary Design Philosophy Statement 

13.1 Introduction 

The Tauriko Bypass has been designed to extend the high quality / capacity Route K and Pyes Pa Bypass 

southwest by approximately 5 km, bypassing the town of Tauriko to rejoin State Highway 29 south of the 

S-bends which continue to present a safety concern. The Tauriko Bypass has been designed to provide a 

high quality link away from the town of Tauriko, removing strategic traffic away from this area. The 

Tauriko Bypass is envisaged to achieve the main objectives of increasing the primary network capacity to 

relieve pressure from the existing highway and to enhance the strategic function of SH29 whilst improving 

safety. 

The benefits of constructing a full four-lane bypass cannot be fully utilised until 2021 as indicated in the 

BECA PFR dated January 2007. However, the developer of the land affected by the bypass has offered to 

construct a road along this route and exchange much of the land required to NZTA. It is therefore 

proposed to construct this bypass in several stages to take advantage of land ownership and to realise 

immediate capacity and safety benefits. 
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The recommended bypass option incorporates the following elements: 

 
Stage One 

 
Stage One connects to a fully committed Pyes Pa Bypass via the developer-funded Kennedy Road crossing 

of the Kopurererua Stream and a roundabout on the Pyes Pa Bypass at the Kennedy Road intersection. 

 
Construct an additional roundabout on Kennedy Road west of the Kopurererua Stream. 

 
Construct a two-lane carriageway from a new roundabout on Kennedy Road southwards to Belk Road. 

 
Construct a roundabout at the intersection of Belk Road and the Tauriko Bypass. This will provide local 

access to properties along Belk Road east of the bypass and to the Tauriko Business Estate west of the 

bypass. 

 
Construct a two-lane carriageway linking the Belk Road roundabout with SH29 at Omanawa Road. This 

includes the construction of a new two-lane bridge across the Omanawa Stream. 

 
• Relocate the existing Omanawa Road intersection to SH29 further south by approximately 30m to 

improve visibility. The bypass would connect to SH29 and Omanawa Road would connect to the 

Tauriko Bypass. 

 
• Cul-de-sac the existing Belk Road so that it does not connect to the proposed Tauriko Bypass. Access 

to SH29 can be maintained for the properties along Belk Road via the existing intersection. 

 
Stage Two 

 
From the Kennedy Road Roundabout extend the two-lane road northwards to the Pyes Pa Bypass changing 

priority to/from Takitimu Drive from Pyes Pa to SH29. Southbound traffic can slip off this route to 

continue south along SH36 to Pyes Pa. Driving northbound up SH36, drivers would need to be diverted 

along Kennedy Road to continue up the new Tauriko Bypass up to Takitimu Drive. 

 
This design philosophy report details the standards used and assumptions made when developing the 

concept design. 

 

13.2 General Design Philosophy 

The general alignment of the Stage One bypass is not dissimilar to that proposed by Beca in their PFR 

Report dated January 2007. It crosses through predominantly low-lying land, negotiating between certain 

mounds where deep cuts are required across the Omanawa Stream and rising at 5% to rejoin SH29. 

 
Whilst the design follows the general terrain, the earthworks could still be further optimised with more 

analysis of the geotechnical conditions and detailed survey. 

 
Stage One has been designed to minimise the cost when progressing to the next stages. The change in 

priorities when moving to Stage Two/Three does not require any alterations to the new bridge with all the 

new alignment geometry occurring to the south. To progress to a four-lane carriageway, the bridge would 

be duplicated alongside the new carriageway. Obtaining full designation during Stage One would enable 

future stage to progress unhindered. Intersections with roundabout may need to be fully reconstructed or 

over designed during Stage One. 
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13.3 Standards 

13.3.1 Geometric Design Standards 
 

The schemes geometric design was developed using NZTA’s State Highway Geometric Design Manual 

(GDM), Austroads Rural Road Design, Austroads Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice (GTEP) series and 

NZTA’s New Zealand Supplement to GTEP 14. No traffic modelling has been undertaken, but carriageway 

configurations have been developed based on known traffic flows for SH29 and modelling undertaken in 

relation to the Pyes Pa Bypass and the Tauriko Business Estate. 

 

13.3.2 Stormwater Design Standards 
 

Currently there is no specific national standard for stormwater management design for state highways. 

However, during the development of the Belk Road roundabout and the SH29 realignment options to 

connect the new business estate to SH29, it was clear that the additional impermeable areas generated 

would need to treated and or detained. In the development of the internal business Estate development 

Plan, areas adjacent the roading connections/Belk Road where identified to facilitate these facilities. With 

any of the connection arrangements there will need to be a proportionate increase in these pond 

capacities to facilitate addition retention and treatment for any corresponding impermeable area. 

Specific calculation in relation to volumes, areas and cost have not been made but a general allowance for 

costs associated with land and physical works have been made. 

 

13.3.3 Pavement Design Standards 
 

The pavement design has been based on Austroads Pavement Design Manual and NZTA’s New Zealand 

Supplement. A ground CBR value of at least 3 has been assumed with road construction being formed on 

top of engineered fill or cutting that forms the sub-grade. The sub-grade has been assumed to provide a 

CBR of at least 10 with the construction above being 300 mm subbase, 170 mm basecourse and 40 mm 

AC. 

 
The NZTA State Highway Traffic Data for 2003 – 2007 indicate a fluctuating traffic flow with a mean value 

of around 9,000 AADT. HCV percentage trend information is not readily available but is quoted as 12.5% 

for 2007. 

13.3.4 Landscaping Design Standards 
 

Landscaping has not been designed at this stage. Further design development should provide for 

landscaping to comply with NZTA’s Guidelines for Highway Landscaping (Version 2). A general allowance 

has been made in the cost estimation. 

 

13.4 Horizontal and Vertical Alignments 

The design is fully compliant to NZTA’s Geometric Design Standards for a 100 km/h four lane highway. 

The minimum vertical and horizontal curvatures in the proposed designs are based on a ‘k’ value of 

74(100kph design = ‘k’ of 67) and 1200m respectively. 
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13.5 Fill and Cut batter slopes 

The natural material should allow retained fill heights up to 6 m to be constructed safely. Embankment fill 

heights up to 8 m are to be constructed and thus should be achieved without detrimental settlements. Fill 

batters of 1:3 or flatter should be considered at this stage to improve loading displacement and reduce 

settlement issues (see 12.1.2 above) 

For stage 1, cuts of up to 15m in depth are experienced in relation to local hills. The greatest fill of up to 

15m height is expected on the first stage. 

 

13.6 Stormwater Treatment Design 

There is a history of flooding in the area, especially around the Belk Road area. Any increase in 

impermeable area will need to detain and treat the run-off before discharge to either Omanawa or Wairoa 

streams. 

 
Erosion and sediment control practices (e.g. silt fences, diversion channels, sediment retention ponds, etc) 

should be used during construction to help reduce short term environmental effects that are generally 

associated with the construction and earthworks activities. 

 
The long term stormwater management concepts include conventional collection and conveyance network, 

swales, water gardens and treatment ponds and detention filtration devices should be considered. 

 
Overall the environmental effects of stormwater can be avoided, remedied and/or mitigated to achieve a 

positive project outcome and there will be an opportunity to accommodate stormwater solutions with the 

developers overall design. 

13.7 Cross-sectional Standards 

Traffic lanes on the proposed bypass are 3.5 m wide. Cyclists could be provided for in 1.5 m wide 

shoulders along the bypass, however, given the strategic function of the bypass, cycling is not to be 

encouraged and so no specific facilities are proposed. 

 

13.8 Clear Zone 

The term clear zone, as detailed in section 6.5 Clear Zone of NZTA’s Draft State Highway Geometric 

Design Manual, is applied to a recovery area beyond the edge of the trafficked lane for errant vehicles. 

Clear zone requirements vary with cross slope and AADT. For volumes 750-1500ADT, required clear zones 

are about 9 m for 100 km/h. The road corridor considered for land purchase/designation is 50 m 

permitting clear zones of 10 m. 

 
Semi-rigid safety barrier systems complying with TNZ M/23: 2002 could be provided to mitigate batter 

slopes if they steeper than 1:3 are eventually required and to accommodate other non-frangible road-side 

objects. 
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13.8.1 Sight Distances 

 
Sightlines for the proposed alignment are fully compliant with NZTA standards. The southern intersection 

of the bypass in stage one improves the current intersection arrangement where the natural vehicle 

vantage point restricts visibility for vehicles turning right into and out of Omanawa Road. 

Stage Two flattens the alignment and removes this intersection altogether, eliminating this conflict point. 

 
13.9 Construction Methodology 

The earthworks for the proposed alignment will initially be undertaken with addition overburdening being 

laid to commence the compaction/settlement phase. This is the time critical phase to ensure opportunity 

for spare fill material is maximised. During the settlement period, the bridge over the Omanawa Stream 

would be constructed. Then the road itself would be constructed. Future stage development would depend 

on further modelling analysis. 

14 Land Requirements and Constraints 
Figure 14-1 - Land Requirements Plan 

 

 
Land required to construct the By-Pass falls broadly speaking into four areas. Area 1 is prime development 

land currently being developed as a part of Stage 2 of overall site development. The route of the 

development severs land between the proposed By-Pass route and Pyes Pa By-Pass which will consequently 

also need to be purchased when the Tauriko By-Pass reaches Stage 2 and the priority is switched from the 

existing SH29 to the new alignment. It has been estimated to be valued at $150/m². 
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Area 2 is designated Green Belt and is consequently of low value. The developer paid $ 1.5 million for this 

land. It is noted that to facilitate the By-Pass and eliminate objections the developer also needed to acquire 

properties overlooking at a cost of $ 3.5 million. 

Area 3 is again developable land and has been costed at $ 75/m². 

 
Area 4 is rural land although it does provide a logical extension of the TBE at some point in the future. 

Areas 2 to 4 are required to construct Stage 1 of the By-Pass. 

15 Resource Management Issues 

15.1 State Highway Designation 

The SH29 Belk Road Realignment and Tauriko Bypass Project will require a designation to be included in 

the Tauranga City District Plan and the Western Bay of Plenty District Plan by way of the Notice of 

Requirement process of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA). This Process is similar to the resource 

consent process in terms of documentation, public notification and hearings. 

Given the proposed route will be almost entirely within IMF New Zealand Ltd land, the Notice of 

Requirement process is likely to be significantly easier at this stage, prior to the further development of 

the Tauriko Business Estate. In the future the land is likely to be owned by a number of separate parties all 

of whom would have the ability to be involved in the process. 

A Notice of Requirement for a designation must be supported by an assessment of effects on the 

environment (AEE). In preparing an AEE it is likely the following specialist assessments and reports will 

likely be required: 

• Archaeological Assessment (also required for any application for authority to New Zealand Historic 
Places Trust) 

• Ecological Assessment 

• Landscape and Visual Assessment 

• Acoustic Assessment 

• Sediment and Dust Mitigation Plan 

• Planning and urban design assessment 

• Assessment of options and alternatives 

 
MWH, and their regular sub-consultants, will be able to prepare these required reports and AEE, and also 

undertake the required iwi and community consultation. 

 

15.2 Boundary Issues 

The Western Bay of Plenty District (WBOPDC)/TCC boundary has recently shifted south-west to run along 

Belk Road’s current alignment, which is also the southern edge of the Tauriko Business Estate. 
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Despite the fact that TCC has taken jurisdiction of this newly formed industrial area, the bypass is 

proposed to extend beyond Belk Road and rejoin with SH 29 further south-west, meaning that the 

WBOPDC land is involved and adding the Council as a key stakeholder for discussions. 

15.3 Resource Consents 

The SH29 Belk Road Realignment and Tauriko Bypass Project are also likely to require regional council 

resource consents from Environment Bay of Plenty for the following activities: 

• Earthworks 

• Works within/across a watercourse 

• Vegetation removal 

• Discharge of contaminants (stormwater) 

15.4 Environment Bay of Plenty - Regional Policy Statement (RPS) 

The proposed SH29 Belk Road Realignment and Tauriko Bypass Project will be subject to the subject to the 

requirements of the Environment Bay of Plenty Regional Policy Statement. From a preliminarily analysis it 

is considered that the proposal will be consistent with a number of policies within the RPS including Policy 

13.3.1(b)(ii) To promote an efficient and safe land transport network. 

 

15.5 District Plans 

The proposed designation is located within the boundaries of both TCC and WBOPDC and is subject to the 

provisions of both the Tauranga City District Plan and the Western Bay of Plenty District Plan. 

 
A preliminary analysis of the District Plans indicates that the proposed bypass is consistent with the 

objectives and policies outlined in both plans, provided that the potential adverse effects are appropriately 

mitigated. 

 
Plan Change 41 to the Tauranga District Plan and Plan Change 36 to the Western Bay of Plenty District Plan 

include amendments to make provision for the IMF Westland Tauriko Business Park. The plan changes 

became operative 23 June 2007 and include objectives, policies and rules enabling the development of the 

industrial and business activities of designating. 

15.6 Importance of obtaining designation at this early stage 

From a planning and RMA perspective there are a number of benefits associated with designating the 

bypass sooner rather than later. These are as follows: 

• Currently there are only a small number of land owners affected by the proposed bypass. 
 

• That part of the Tauriko Business Park affected by the bypass is currently held in sole ownership 

and the owner has indicated his support for the bypass. 

 
• That part of the Tauriko Business Park affected by the bypass has yet to be developed for business 

and industrial purposes. 
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Due to the small number of directly affected owners the consultation process under the RMA should be 

less complicated than if the Tauriko Business Park had been fully or even partially developed. 

 
If the designation is in place ahead of development of the park then the development can be designed to 

accommodate the bypass and mitigate any effects. 

 
The proposed bypass will have less effect on the built environment including business and industrial 

activity and infrastructure. 

 
If the designation was to progress after the business park develops, the designation process will become a 

long and drawn out account which will be financially more expensive for all parties involved. 

 

16 Maintenance Issues 
As detailed above, the existing State Highway is limited in terms of it geometry permitting economic 

maintenance of the route. Any works, planned or unplanned, require significant temporary traffic 

management arrangements that inevitably lead to considerable congestion. 

17 Conclusions and Recommendations 
Previous Preliminary Feasibility Reports have already identified that the construction of a Tauriko Bypass is 

the most economically justifiable solution to growing safety and congestion issues. However, they have 

indicated that economically, the construction of the entire bypass is not justifiable until 2022 at the 

earliest. 

Unfortunately they did not take account of early recognition of the benefits from a staged delivery nor the 

major benefits of acquiring much of the first stage through negotiation with a single land owner. 

 
This report demonstrates that benefits of earlier investment outweigh the disadvantages, given the 

consequential safety, social, environmental and land purchase impacts of not doing so (equating to a NPV 

saving in excess of $5 million). It is therefore recommended to: 

 
• progress the investigation in conjunction with the developer to assess the alignment more 

thoroughly and to confirm the cost share and property issues; 

 
• negotiate with the developer to agree land transfer to secure the proposed land to be designated; 

 
• enter a tri-party agreement between NZTA, TCC, and the developer to agree formally to a new 

alignment through the developer’s land and enable the developer to commence pre-loading on 

this alignment. 

Urgency: There is urgency in this proposal for the following reasons: 

 
• The Pyes Pa Bypass is presently under construction. The ground conditions at the point where the 

roads would intersect are such that preloading will be necessary. If this is done at a later date 

once the Pyes Pa Bypass is operational, this will undermine and damage that road. 

• The developer requires certainty of layout so that it may continue with its project. 
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• The $ 9.2 million available through SIF’s to contribute to the project will be committed to an 

approved roundabout and upgrade of Belk Road and its intersection with the State Highway within 

twelve months. 

 
• The Bypass would require a significant change to the approved internal road design of the Tauriko 

Business Estate.  This work is programmed for next construction season. 

 
• A parcel of land which would end up wedged between the Pyes Pa and Tauriko Bypasses is zoned 

high density residential. Via cooperation between the developers on both sides of the Valley and 

the Tauranga City Council there is short window of time during which this could be rezoned to a 

Business use. 

 
• Planning difficulties may increase as residential uptake within “The Lakes” development 

progresses. 

 
• Whilst full costs have been allowed in our estimates, potential savings exist to minimise costs 

surrounding the relocation of power lines and the high pressure gas main in the vicinity of the 

connection point of the two Bypasses. There are likely to be further synergies available 

surrounding the bridge over the Kopurererua Stream, and potential savings available due to 

sections of the Pyes Pa Bypass no longer being required. All of these synergies would need to be 

considered further during detailed design. 
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Appendix B – Cost Estimate 

 

BYPASS OPTION 
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Links 

Property Costs 
Construction 

(MSQA not incl) 

TOTAL 

Estimated Market 
Value Proposal Total Cost NZTA Cost SIF’s Cost 

 
 

SH 29 Tie in to Belk Road 

Developer’s land – 
$2 million 

Private land - $0.3 million 
(partial purchase) 

$2.3 million 
(Developer would 

consider land swap for 
suitable surplus Crown 
or Local Authority land) 

 
 

$10.3 million 

 
 

$12.6 million 

  

 
Bridge over Omanawa Stream 

 
Follows existing paper road 

 
$3 million 

 
$3 million 

Belk Rd/Taurikura Road Roundabout Included in $4.3 million below $0.7 million $0.7 million 

Belk Road to Kennedy Road Developer land - $4.3 million $15 million $19 million 

 
Kennedy Road Roundabout 

Developer land - $1.5 
million (Green Belt) 

Developer offering to 
contribute at no charge 

 
$1.0 million 

 
$1.0 million 

 
Kennedy Road to Pyes Pa Bypass 

Developer land - $6.4 
million 

$4.9 million + land 
swap of NZTA land by 

retail site 

 
$3.3 million 

 
$8.2 million * 

SH29 Tauriko Safety improvements N/A $0.5 million $0.5 million 

 Sub Total $45 million $35.9 million $9.1 million 
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Link 

 

Property Costs 

 
Construction 

(MSQA not incl) 

TOTAL 

 
Total Cost 

 
NZTA Cost 

 
SIF’s Cost 

 
Kennedy Road / Pyes Pa Bypass 

 
 
All property required for this stage would have been 

acquired in Stage one 

 
$3.5 million 

 
$3.5 million 

  

 
Kopurererua River Bridge 

 
$4.8 million 

 
$4.8 million 

  
Sub Total 

 
$8.3 million 

 
$8.3 million 

 
N/A 

Total $53.3 million $44.2 million $9.1 million 

* It is possible that significant savings could be achieved on these items during detailed design 
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Upgrade Stage One 

Property Costs 
 
 

Construction 
(MSQA not incl) 

TOTAL 

Estimated Market 
Value 

 
Proposal 

 
Total Cost 

 
NZTA Cost 

 
SIF’s Cost 

SH29 Belk Road Realignment Inclusive  
 
 
 
 

N/A 

$18.5 million $18.5 million 
  

Belk Road Ponds, services – extra 
over cost to NZTA for realignment 

 
$2 million 

 
N/A 

 
$2 million 

Tauriko Village Traffic Calming N/A $1 million $1 million 

Tauriko School Parking and Access $0.5 million $0.5 million $1 million 

Cambridge Road Intersection 
Signalization 

 
$2 million 

 
$6 million 

 
$8 million 

 
Sub Total $30.5 million $24.3 million $6.2 million 
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Upgrade Stage Two 

Property Costs 
 

Construction 
(MSQA not incl) 

TOTAL 

 
Estimated Market Value 

Proposal 
(Developer would 

entertain land swap) 

 
Total Cost 

 
NZTA Cost 

 
SIF’s Cost 

4 Laning of SH29 
(as per Beca Report January 2007 – 

Table 10.2) 

 
$27.5 million 

 
$27.5 million 

 
$27.5 million 

 
 
 

N/A 
Service Lanes 

(as per Beca Report January 2007 – 
Table 10.2) 

 
$22.5 million 

 
$22.5 million 

 
$22.5 million 

  
Sub Total $50 million $50 million 

Total $80.5 million $74.3 million $6.2 million 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Overview 
This Tauriko Network Programme Business Case (PBC) provides a vision and plan for the western corridor of 
Tauranga. State Highway 29 (SH29) lies within an area of urban expansion on a nationally strategic freight route 
connecting the Port of Tauranga and Tauranga City’s Central Business District to New Zealand. Provision for up to 
18,500 dwellings is in the SmartGrowth1 long term horizon in this corridor with 350 hectares of industrial land and 
44,000m2 net leasable retail area. 

The PBC proposes a set of transport investments (cycling, walking, public transport, local road, state highway) that 
protects SH29’s strategic role as part of the preferred Auckland-Hamilton-Tauranga national high volume route 
whilst supporting the planned and sustainable development of the corridor. 

On the main state highway: 

• SH29 will be four-laned at specific growth trigger points 
• Side access will be limited in accordance with the one network road classification (ONRC) 
• Intersections will be rationalised to be grade-separated or left in and left out in accordance with the ONRC 
• Road straightening and geometry corrections will be required. 

The recommended programme addresses the problems identified by key stakeholders. It is expected to deliver the 
benefits and meets the investment objectives. 

Tauriko network programme business case principles 

Four important principles applied to the development of the Tauriko Network PBC. 

1. The ‘network’ must function to give effect to the SmartGrowth western corridor settlement pattern over 
10, 30 and 50 year time horizons. The Tauriko Network PBC includes existing and new local arterial roads 
and connections, public transport and demand management activities such as promoting active modes 
(i.e. walking and cycling), and state highway interventions. 

2. At the outset of the Western Corridor Strategic Study the partners approached the problems and 
interventions within a paradigm of minimising the number of local connections to SH29. The focus was on 
providing local roads for local journeys and SH29 for regional journeys. 

3. The programme will require ongoing collaborative effort from a wide set of stakeholders to promote 
liveability and freight movement objectives. Objectives, programmes and recommendations have been 
jointly agreed. The recommended programme enables staged levels of investment and planning 
commitment amongst the partners. 

4. Future structure plans and infrastructure projects will need to remain consistent with the SmartGrowth 
land use settlement pattern and the preferred transport network established through the PBC. 

These four principles working together enable a conceptual and practical contribution towards the SmartGrowth 
vision for the sub-region and the Transport Agency’s policy and goals. 

State Highway 29 

SH29 is classified as a national high volume route which should provide a reliable and resilient freight route 
between Auckland, Hamilton and Tauranga. Approximately 40% of road freight to and from the Port of Tauranga 
travels on SH29 from the Waikato (north and south) and Auckland. Import and export activities at the port 
contribute around 9% of NZ Gross Domestic Product. The Transport Agency’s adopted policy is to concentrate the 

 
 

1 SmartGrowth is a collaboration between Tauranga City Council, Western Bay of Plenty District Council, Bay of Plenty Regional Council and 
Tangata Whenua working in partnership with central Government (notably the Transport Agency), businesses, education groups, industry and the 
community to provide well-planned and integrated settlement development in the Western Bay of Plenty Sub-region. At the core of the new urban 
growth areas is the liveability principle of closely co-located opportunities to live, learn, work and play. SmartGrowth is about place-making and 
creating new communities where transport and land-use decisions are integrated over a longer term time horizon. 
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longer-distance traffic from Auckland to Tauranga on the SH1/SH29 route taking advantage of the investment in 
the Waikato Expressway. 

The problems, benefits, and investment objectives 

The western peri-urban area of Tauranga has new and forecast residential and commercial growth that has the 
potential to generate local traffic movements that could compromise the performance of SH29 as an efficient, safe 
freight route. The PBC presents a plan for the transport network which places the right traffic on the right roads 
while creating the best urban form and local transport provision in line with SmartGrowth objectives. 

The PBC partners and stakeholders agreed the following problems, benefits and investment objectives, as outlined 
in Figure 1. 

 
 

Figure 1, Problems, benefits and investment objectives agreed by the partners and stakeholders 
 

 
 
 

The recommended programme 

A total of 57 potential programme options were assessed in developing this PBC. Development of the options and 
selection of the recommended programme was undertaken with stakeholders. 

The recommended programme is a network PBC that will support the growth in the Western Corridor and the 
function of the freight corridor. 

The recommended programme includes capacity and safety improvements to the existing SH29 alignment. A new 
local ring road connecting SH29 to SH36 and then SH36 to SH29A at Oropi caters for local movements (separate 
from national/regional through traffic). Public transport and cycle ways provide an alternative to cars and enhance 
suburban connectivity. 

The recommended programme performed well against all the objectives and had the lowest risk profile, including 
community severance risk. It had the best BCR rating and is resilient against a 50 year settlement pattern test. 
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Figure 2, The recommended programme 
 

 

 

 

Risk of Non-Investment 

A ‘do minimum’ approach will result in lost opportunities to: 

• Collaborate and provide an integrated approach to land use and 
transport planning on the Western Corridor network 

• Jointly undertake statutory processes 

• Manage the degradation in travel time along a national freight route 

• Rapid development will limit the options for network improvements 
as required land will be developed for residential and industrial use. 
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Next Steps 

One package is proposed for early action in 2017: Tauriko Network Indicative Business Case. 
 

The next phase will involve: 

1. Joint public engagement with SmartGrowth partners on the SmartGrowth settlement pattern review and 
the programme options. 

2. The Transport Agency and the SmartGrowth partners will work in collaboration to agree triggers, 
responsibilities and develop principles for co-investment. 

3. Delivery of the Tauriko Network IBC and DBC1 and DBC2. The Transport Agency will lead the SH treatments 
for SH29, whilst Tauranga City Council will lead the local roads and structure planning and the Bay of 
Plenty Regional Council will lead the public transport planning. 

Successful delivery of this programme will involve ongoing collaboration with project partners throughout the life 
of the programme. It is important that the next phases are advanced conjointly with the Tauriko West structure 
planning. Joint notification of changes to Transport Agency designations, District Plan and Regional Policy 
Statement (RPS) will facilitate efficient and effective ongoing statuary processes. 

Tauriko Network Indicative Business Case $3.8m 

An Indicative Business Case (IBC) together with the fast-tracking of two detailed business cases addresses the 
timely need to continue with a network planning process in collaboration with SmartGrowth partners to deliver 
integrated network recommendations. 
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PART A – THE STRATEGIC CASE 
 

1 Introduction 

The purpose of the strategic case is to determine whether there is a compelling case for investing in the transport 
network of the Tauriko area particularly in the context of the Transport Agency’s policies for the relevant state 
highways and the continuing rapid growth of the City of Tauranga with urbanisation planned around Tauriko. The 
strategic case forms the first part of the PBC which demonstrates the scale and significance of existing and 
expected problems, benefits sought and objectives from transport intervention and investment. 

This strategic case concludes that there is a need to plan appropriate responses to manage the competing needs 
of maintaining efficient freight access to the Port of Tauranga (on the key journey from Auckland to Tauranga via 
the Waikato) with sub-regional demands to accommodate growth in a safe and sustainable manner. In a 30 year 
timeframe, road use is predicted to increase by 110,000 trips per day in Tauriko. The study area is shown in Figure 
3 in the context of other strategic corridors across the Western Bay of Plenty sub-region. 

Figure 3, Tauriko network study area 
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The strategic case has been prepared collaboratively by a wide set of stakeholders via the Western Corridor Group 
established under SmartGrowth – see Section 2.3. 

Scope and time horizon 

The PBC is a network PBC as it considers problems and interventions across land uses, local roads, public transport 
and the state highway network for the study area centred on Tauriko. The Tauriko Network PBC approach is about 
commitment from multiple parties for an integrated land use and transport network. It tests the resilience of its 
recommendations over a long time period to ensure short-term decisions do not result in long-term problems in 
the western corridor. 

The Tauriko Network PBC seeks to integrate transport solutions with planning for residential and industrial growth 
within the western corridor over the next 30 years, whilst retaining a 50 year strategic horizon and following a 10 
year plan. 

Figure 4, Integration of transport solutions 
 

The Tauriko Network PBC is integrated with, but does not include: 

• The existing Tauranga Transport Strategy and draft Tauranga Strategic Case – particularly for Cameron Road 
and the Peninsula 

• State Highway 2 (included in Waihi to Tauranga PBC) 
• State Highway 29 from Piarere to Tauriko (SH29 PBC) 
• The developing Public Transport Blueprint including wider public transport initiatives. 

50 Year 
Strategic 
Horizon 

 
30 Year 

Integrated 
Settlement 
Pattern and 
Transport 
Strategy 

10 Year 
Planning 

Structure Planning 
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2 Programme Context 

2.1 GEOGRAPHIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT 

The Tauriko study area is bounded by the Wairoa River in the north-west and Kopurererua stream in the east where 
Takitimu Drive intersects with SH2. The land adjacent to the river rises to an escarpment on the existing SH29 
alignment. The river and the escarpment provide geographical constraints when considering the possible transport 
interventions at Tauriko village. 

Tauriko is a fast growing suburb with a significant business hub comprising industrial and commercial land 
alongside the Western Corridor (SH 29) on the south-western fringe of Tauranga. The Tauriko study area includes 
‘the Lakes’ development and ‘Pyes Pa West’ residential development on either side of SH36. These development 
areas rise to Keenan Road in the south of the study area (see Figure 10). Streams drain the Keenan Road area 
creating multiple steep gullies and escarpments. The gullies provide challenging contours and geographical 
constraints on east–west transport interventions. 

Grazing land, lifestyle blocks and areas of horticulture are located to the north of SH29 and in the south beyond 
the urban growth area. 

To the north-east is residential and commercial land use. Cameron Road provides an important arterial route into 
Tauranga CBD. 

Natural environment and historical context 

A proportion of the gully network is in private ownership and is predominantly native vegetation cover that flanks 
the plateau streams, some of which connect into the culturally and environmentally sensitive Wairoa River. These 
gullies have ecologically sensitive areas. A number of private statutory conservation orders are in place to protect 
sections of them. Connectivity of these ecologically sensitive areas will be an important part of the land use and 
transport integration planning. Avoiding any works that drain into or affect the Wairoa River is also an important 
consideration of the option analysis. 

There are two archaeological sites located within the wider Tauriko-Omanawa area primarily associated with pre- 
European contact period occupation. There is also evidence of late nineteenth century military occupation at 
Omanawa Redoubt. 
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Figure 5, Natural severance in current SH29 alignment  
 

 
To the east of SH29 a natural 
barrier exists between SH29 and 
the new industrial area. This is 
represented by the darker green 
band of contour lines. 

There are some properties with 
direct access onto SH29 that will 
be rationalised so access is from 
the new industrial and residential 
areas or purchased by the Agency 
as road side reserve. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6, escarpment between the new industrial area (foreground) and SH29 alignment (horizon) 
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2.2 SOCIAL CONTEXT 

Tangata whenua 

Tauranga has a rich Maori history.17% of the Tauranga city’s population is Maori (2013 census). There are three 
main tribes in the district with the most prevalent in the Tauriko area being the Ngati Ranginui. The existing SH29 
alignment, the area north of the state highway, Wairoa River and the Omanawa Stream are areas of particular 
cultural value to Ngati Hangarau Hapu and Ngati Kahu Hapu. 

Tauriko village 

Tauriko village is located centrally in the study area adjacent to SH29. It contains a primary school (Tauriko School) 
that has direct access on to SH29. This village existed prior to the level of development currently occurring in the 
western corridor. There may be an opportunity to consider a more appropriate access for the school when local 
issues are assessed in greater detail in the next phases in developing a business case. There are also commercial 
properties in Tauriko village and along the escarpment above the Tauriko valley that present a side friction issue 
for SH29. 

Population growth 

The most significant social context for Tauriko is the rate of population growth in Tauriko and Tauranga City more 
generally. 

Tauranga City has an urban population of 122,000 (2016 Tauranga City Council files). From 1996 to 2013, 
Tauranga City had 48% growth. Traditionally known as New Zealand's retiree capital, predictions suggest that this 
trend will continue into the future and that the current population over 65 years of age will increase from 
approximately 20% currently to over 30% by 2033. Initiatives are now being progressed to encourage a more 
balanced population. The new university campus is one of a number of actions being taken to promote a better 
balanced demographic population growth. There is also an influx of families moving to Tauranga from Auckland 
and the rest of the Bay of Plenty region. The number of families is projected to increase by 80% (27,000 families) 
by 2063 (SmartGrowth 2014 Review - Demographic and Employment Projections 2013 – 2063). 

Figure 7 shows the population growth that the 30 year infrastructure and SmartGrowth settlement pattern use to 
forecast investment requirements. 

Figure 7, Population growth Tauranga 
 

Source: Tauranga City Long-term Plan 2015-25 
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Figure 8, Tauranga city population quick facts 
 

Source: Tauranga City Long-term Plan 2015-25 

In addition to Tauranga city growth, the Western Bay of Plenty population is projected to grow from 46,110 in 2013 
to around 58,000 in 2033 (25%). This will increase traffic demand between the district and the city predominantly 
along state highways 2 and 29. 

 
 

2.3 SMARTGROWTH AND THE WESTERN CORRIDOR 

SmartGrowth Settlement Pattern Strategy 

According to SmartGrowth projections, Tauranga City will require an additional 45,000 dwellings between 2016 
and 2063. The total greenfield capacity combined with projected uptake of infill and intensification development 
is approximately 17,000 dwellings, which when deducted from the projected demand out to 2063 leaves a shortfall 
of 28,000 dwellings. Infill and intensification has accounted for approximately 17% of new dwellings in recent 
years. The SmartGrowth Compact City Project currently underway is taking a comprehensive study to find ways of 
increasing the share of growth delivered by way of infill and intensification and proposes increasing this 
contribution up to 30%. 

The Te Tumu area in the eastern corridor is identified in the RPS as a post-2021 urban growth area following on 
from the Wairakei urban growth area (Papamoa). Taking constraints into consideration, the Study determined that 
if the area was developed at the conventional density of 15 dwellings a hectare, Te Tumu would yield approximately 
4,000 dwellings. There are strong aspirations by the SmartGrowth partners and some land owners in Te Tumu to 
deliver a higher yield that would provide a total yield of approximately 8,000 dwellings. Taking this into 
consideration, the 28,000 dwelling shortfall out to 2063 could potentially reduce to 20,000. 

The main focus of zoned greenfield growth is principally in the western corridor and Papamoa, as demonstrated 
in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9, Current and potential urban growth areas 
 

Source: Tauranga City Long-term Plan 2015-25 

The western corridor 

The SmartGrowth Western Corridor Strategic Study is developing a 50 year spatial plan for 18,500 houses, a 
commercial centre and industrial estate. Grouping these land uses promotes the ‘live, learn, work and play’ pillar 
of the SmartGrowth Strategy. The Study report recommends that the western corridor is generally more suitable 
for urban development than the southern corridor, with the possible exception of the relatively small (<1,000 
dwellings) Ohauiti South area. 

On 17 August 2016 the SmartGrowth Implementation Committee supported the Tauriko Network Plan at a concept 
level and the business case moving to the next stage, and agreed to letters of support being provided from partner 
Councils and SmartGrowth. The committee also agreed to start structure planning and Resource Management Act 
1991 (RMA) processes required for the development of land in Tauriko West. 

Most likely land use over a 30 year period 

Figure 10 provides geographic location of existing and possible new urban areas within the western corridor. The 
Tauriko industrial estate (land use A) the commercial centre (land use B) and Pyes Pa West (land use C) are already 
zoned in the District Plan, included RPS and currently being developed. 

The Tauriko Network PBC has been undertaken in parallel with the SmartGrowth Western Corridor Strategic Study. 
This has been of benefit to both work streams to determine an urban form integrated with the strategic transport 
network in the corridor. 

The Tauriko Network PBC adopts the SmartGrowth Strategy planning horizons of 30 years and 50 years. The 30 
year ‘most likely’ land use assumed for developing the PBC is the completion of Areas A to E based on growth 
projections, with possible progress of a further residential urban growth area. This ‘most likely’ future is based on 
estimates of growth trends and assumes that growth will occur contiguously and concentrically out from the 
existing urban zoned areas. 
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Figure 10, SmartGrowth 30 and 50 year horizon 
 

The 30-year scenario has therefore been assumed to include the existing zoned areas (A, B, C) as well as the 
potential growth areas of Keenan Road (D) and Tauriko West (E). 

Table 1, Land use, residential yield and trip generation in the Western corridor 
 

AREA AREA NAME LAND USE YIELD DAILY TRIP 
GENERATION 

A Tauriko Business Estate Industrial (zoned) 255ha industrial land 28860 
B Tauranga Crossing Retail (zoned) 44,000m2 leasable retail area. 7ha 

bulk retail 
33000 

C Pyes Pa West Residential (zoned) 3,000 dwellings 18600 
D Keenan Rd Residential (planning) 2,000 dwellings 9300 
E Tauriko West Residential (possible) 3,000 dwellings 18600 
F Lower Belk Road Industrial (future) 100ha developable 5550 
G Upper Belk Residential (possible) 6,000 dwellings 37200 
H Merrick Road Residential (possible) 2,500 dwellings 15500 
I Upper Joyce Residential (possible) 2,000 dwellings 12400 

 Total Residential 18,500 dwellings 179,010 

50 year horizon also 
includes Areas F, G, H and I 

Areas A, B, C are within the 
RPS urban limits and currently 
in development 

Tauriko West (E) 
- Next urban 
growth area for 
development – 
currently outside 
RPS 2021 urban 
limits. 
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A ‘most likely’ scenario has been important for simplifying study area variables by providing more certainty and 
less risk around land use. Section 7.2 discusses how a 50 year sensitivity for a full build-out has tested the resilience 
of programme options in those circumstances. This also ensures that if higher (or lower) growth rates occur in the 
western corridor then the programme options remain suitable. 

SmartGrowth will monitor growth demand and advance land use and infrastructure planning and the subsequent 
release of additional areas within the western corridor as required. 

Tauriko West (land use E) is located adjacent to SH29 at Tauriko village and is recommended to be included in the 
RPS and District Plan for residential development. The SmartGrowth settlement pattern plan was confirmed in 
August 2016. Structure planning has already started and expected to continue with consultation for the next 
growth areas in 2017. It is proposed that plan change processes for RPS and City/District Plans will commence in 
2017/2018 with infrastructure investment for Tauriko West included in 2018-28 LTP/Development Contributions 
Policy. Rezoning will be followed by development in 2020 onwards. 

Detailed structure planning will require the Transport Agency to provide clarity to the alignment, high level design 
and designation of land for SH29 as a nationally strategic high volume freight route. Without progressing the 
Transport Agency’s thinking for SH29 through the Tauriko area, development alongside the state highway will limit 
the Transport Agency’s options for road straightening and improved intersection design. If Tauriko West is to 
progress in the next five years, there will need to be practical access solutions agreed between the councils and 
Transport Agency. 
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2.4 ECONOMIC CONTEXT 

This section provides a local, regional and Upper North Island economic context. 

Local context 

The local economy is growing strongly. Population growth, which is linked to growth in local GDP, has been 2.5% 
compared to 1.9% nationally over the last ten years. Manufacturing, health-care and construction are well- 
established in the local economy and make the highest contribution to local GDP. Retail and wholesale trade have 
also been significant growth contributors over the last 10 years. This local context is important because the large 
and growing number of trips generated locally are heavily dependent on use of the urban state highway network. 

Elderly residential care is also a well-established and growing industry in Tauranga. A large number of new 
residents are from surrounding regions that have chosen Tauranga as a place to retire. It is predicted that this 
demographic trend will continue. 

Figure 11, Tauranga Infometrics 
 

 
Source: Tauranga Priority 1 

Port of Tauranga 

The Port of Tauranga is New Zealand’s largest export port by volume. Exports increased over the first half of the 
2016 financial year to nearly 6.5 million tonnes. Processed forestry products saw some growth including square 
lumber. Kiwifruit exports increased 23% to 413,000 tonnes. Dairy product exports increased 29% compared with 
the previous year. Port of Tauranga's diverse operations, locations and income streams continue to provide some 
protection from fluctuating cargo volumes in commodities such as log exports. SH29 is important to the port as a 
national strategic high volume freight route connecting to the Waikato and Auckland. 

Figure 12 below shows the main movements into the port with the largest proportion on SH29. 
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Figure 12, Truck movements - Port of Tauranga sourced from the TTS 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Bay of Plenty regional economy 

The regional economic context provides a wider economic base from which over $10 billion of GDP is generated 
(5.2% of New Zealand total GDP - Statistics NZ, 2013). The Bay of Plenty economy is dominated by horticultural 
production, forestry and logging. Much of this product is exported and transported via the state highway network 
to the Port of Tauranga. Imports/exports from Port of Tauranga contribute 9% of New Zealand’s GDP. 

Tourism is another major source of income, particularly in Rotorua, one of the country’s premier tourist 
destinations. Interregional trips occur between Tauranga and Rotorua for cruise ship and other international 
tourists who visit the Bay of Plenty. Although SH2/SH33 and SH29/SH36 provide the main tourist routes, SH29 is 
used by tourists travelling between the Waikato and the Bay of Plenty. 

Upper North Island Economic Context 

The Upper North Island (UNI) generates approximately 52% of national GDP (Statistics NZ, 2013) and includes Bay 
of Plenty regional revenues and export earnings. Tauranga supports the UNI economy including a high tonnage 
port facility and efficient connections to trading partners in the Waikato and Auckland. It also provides a large 
number of secondary industry benefits to locally based export business and industry based in Tauranga and the 
Western Bay of Plenty. 
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2.5 TRANSPORT CONTEXT 

Upper North Island context 

Figure 13, Bay of Plenty – Waikato and Auckland Key Journeys 
 

SH29 through Tauriko is part of the Auckland – Hamilton – Tauranga Key Journey, a nationally strategic freight 
route under the ONRC. About 15% of the traffic crossing the Kaimai range from the Waikato on SH29 is interregional 
freight. 

The Transport Agency has recently confirmed (Board Meeting 1 April 2016) that SH1/SH29 will remain the preferred 
freight route/key journey between Auckland and Tauranga. The SH29 Piarere to Tauriko PBC has further endorsed 
the routing east of SH1. In the Tauriko study area this focus will need to continue into the Tauranga peri-urban 
environment whilst also planning for the increased travel demand generated from urban growth. 

 

SH29 Piarere to Tauriko PBC and Tauriko Network PBC 

A boundary at Omanawa Road at Tauriko provides a transition point. 

Both PBCs: 
- Recognise that any disruption of SH29 impacts the nationally strategic freight route. 
- Recognise that a continuous reliable trip across both study areas for freight is important. 
- Identify safety as a key investment objective. 
 
The PBCs are different in that: 
- SH29 PBC concentrates on resilience and Tauriko recognises road use conflict created by urban growth. 
- Tauriko PBC protects the strategic route and provides for liveability in the urban zone. 
- Tauriko PBC is a network PBC including local roads and public transport whilst SH29 is a corridor study of 
approximately 70km. 
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The relationship between road and rail 

The split between road and rail freight is an approximate 50% / 50% split from the Waikato which is not predicted 
to change. Both road and rail are infrastructure strengths in the Bay of Plenty as identified in the UNI freight story. 
The Tauriko Network PBC needs to focus on maintaining the road freight route as a competitive journey option. 
This PBC recognises that both road and rail efficiency are important and each is part of the strategic UNI freight 
story. 

Local transport context 

SH 29 

SH29 northbound between Omanawa Road and Takitimu Drive Roundabout generally has a speed limit of 
100km/hr although the vertical and horizontal alignment of the road largely provides for a design speed of 
70km/hr to 80km/hr. The speed limit is reduced through the settlement of Tauriko to 70km/hr. 

On SH29 southbound from Cambridge Road to and through Tauriko Settlement (900m) there is a restricted speed 
of 70km/h. From Tauriko village to Gargan Road (900m) the speed limit returns to 100km/h. 

This section of SH29 comprises a two lane carriage way with turning provisions at key intersections. 

SH2 Waihi to Tauranga 

The Tauriko Network PBC study area ends where Takitimu Drive toll road (former Route K) joins the proposed 
Tauranga Northern Link (TNL). The Cambridge Road local arterial road overlaps these study areas and will provide 
an alternative local route between the north and west of Tauranga city. Options for Cambridge Road connection 
to SH29 will consider the impact of tolling the new TNL. By retaining a connection to allow a north-west connection, 
tolling will be possible on the TNL if this is the desired strategy. 

SH29A 

Previous studies have shown that travel choice to use the freight route (SH29) will increase if SH29A fails to perform. 
SH29A provides an easterly ‘around the harbour’ alternative to SH29 via the harbour bridge. Figure 14 indicates in 
red that the functioning of this alternative may come under considerable pressure if the Tauriko Network plan fails 
to address SH29A. This is evidenced in the Tauranga Transport Strategy. 

Figure 14, SH29A AADT across the Tauranga strategic network (TTS 2012) 
 

Source: Tauranga Transport Strategy 2012 

Pressure on SH29A at 
junction with SH29 

SH29A 

SH29 
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SH36 

SH36 between Tauriko and Rotorua enables movement of people between these cities although in Tauranga it 
principally serves as an urban roading route. It provides an important part of the local network and reduces the 
pressure on local trips on SH29. Growth on SH36 is anticipated by opening of Tauranga Crossing late 2016, 
particularly at the intersection of SH29 where shoppers and employees will access the site. It also provides 
connection to Pyes Pa Road that offers an alternative local road connection to the city. 

 

Figure 15, Annual average daily traffic 

 
The impact of the urban population 
growth is represented by increasing 
annual average daily traffic flows. At 
the Kaimai Range summit, daily traffic 
on SH29 is 10,000 which increases to 
17,000 at the Tauriko Roundabout. 
Traffic heading around Tauranga 
Harbour on SH29A exceeds 20,000, 
as demonstrated in Figure 15. 

Approximately 50% of the traffic that 
arrives at Takitimu Roundabout is 
regional traffic. 

 
Public Transport and the Public Transport Blueprint 

A consistent theme across Tauranga City is that a significant transformation needs to occur in the share of trips 
made via the private motor vehicle. This recognises that given the amount of growth potentially able to be provided 
for in the city, including the western corridor, the transport network would not be able to sustainably provide for 
the current travel mode profile of Tauranga’s residents (see Table 2). Travel demand management (TDM) (i.e. 
reducing the need for car travel or distance travelled) can achieve this end, in part, and is an approach that aligns 
closely with the ‘live, learn, work, play’ pillar of SmartGrowth. A transformation in the share of trips made via public 
transport will be important. These requirements also emphasise the importance of place-making in the western 
corridor, especially provision for easy access to an attractive public transport service. 

Table 2, Tauranga travel mode share compared to other centres (2009 -2012 average) 
 

Mode share by the public bus network is increasing. However, incremental changes to public transport will result 
in positive but only small mode shifts in the study area. The Public Transport Blueprint, an initiative by the Regional 
Council, provides a 10 year activity business case for public transport in Tauranga. The business case is a 
collaborative effort including the Transport Agency, the City Council and the Western Bay of Plenty District Council. 

The benefits sought from the Public Transport Blueprint are: 
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• Benefit one: Improved optimisation of the transport network 
• Benefit two: Improved travel choice 
• Benefit three: Greater alignment of planning and investment. 

At the end of 2017 the Regional Council’s contracts for Tauranga urban and school bus services end. Prior to 
letting new contracts, a business case for investment in Western Bay’s public transport network will be developed 
to ensure that any investment in the network achieves the best outcomes for the Western Bay transport network 
and aligns with the views of participating organisations. The forward thinking in the Tauriko Network PBC with 
respect to public transport will need to complement and support this initiative. 

The Tauranga Transport Strategy and draft Tauranga Strategic Case 

In 2014 the Tauranga Transport Strategy (TTS) was adopted by Tauranga City Council and approved by the 
Transport Agency Board as the Strategic Case for Tauranga. The draft Tauranga Strategic Case looks to reconfirm 
the TTS using a Business Case approach and define the next steps for programme development. The Tauriko PBC 
has been brought ahead of the draft Tauranga Strategic Case to enable integrated land use and transport planning 
in the Western corridor, recognising its rapid growth 

The Tauriko Network PBC forms an input to the wider draft Tauranga Strategic Case review. Key considerations 
include public transport, treatment of Cambridge Road and suburban connectivity to the network, and the 
performance of the remaining section of the freight journey to the Port of Tauranga (between 15th Avenue and 
Totara Street) including Elizabeth Street intersection with SH2. The Tauranga Strategic Case does not replace or 
conflict with the scope or recommended programme for Tauriko. 

The future TNL intersection treatment with Cambridge road forms a part of the Tauriko Network IBC and the 
Tauranga to Waihi PBC. The Tauranga Strategic Case will consider the down flow effects of the treatment options 
on the freight efficiency for the remaining section of the national freight route to the Port of Tauranga. 
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2.6 INVESTMENT PARTNERS 

The Tauriko Network PBC has been developed and is supported by the following organisations. 

NZ Transport Agency 

The Transport Agency is responsible for planning, investing, improving, managing, and operating the state 
highways network. The Transport Agency also invests in some activities on local roads and public transport through 
the National Land Transport Fund (NLTF). 

The Transport Agency’s primary role is: 

• Plan and invest in State Highway and local road networks through the NLTF 
• Network planning, build, maintenance and operations. 

The Transport Agency is also a delivery partner to the SmartGrowth sub-regional partnership. 

SmartGrowth 

SmartGrowth is a collaboration between the local authorities and Tangata Whenua in partnership with central 
Government and multiple wider interests. It sets the strategic vision and collective direction for the growth and 
development of the Western Bay of Plenty, on key issues across the spectrum of social, environmental, economic 
and cultural objectives. SmartGrowth is a mechanism to harness the collective impact of local government, iwi, 
business, central Government agencies, key industries and the community. It provides a shared pathway toward 
a single vision - making the Western Bay a great place to live, learn, work and play. 

Tauranga City Council 

Tauranga City Council (TCC) plans, constructs, operates and maintains the local transport network within the urban 
boundary as well as managing traffic signals on the state highway network on behalf of the Transport Agency. TCC 
is responsible for managing and structure planning all residential and commercial growth areas within the city 
boundary as well as being a key partner in developing the SmartGrowth sub-regional growth strategy. TCC is 
responsible for the statutory District Plan under the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) that gives statutory 
effect to the planning. 

Western Bay of Plenty District Council 

Western Bay of Plenty District Council (WBoPDC) similarly plans, constructs, operates and maintains the local 
transport network within the district boundary and is responsible for managing and structure planning residential 
and commercial growth areas within the district boundary. It is also a key partner in developing the SmartGrowth 
sub-regional growth strategy and its own District Plan. 

Bay of Plenty Regional Council 

The Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BoPRC) is responsible for planning and developing the Bay of Plenty public 
transport system. The Regional Council also prioritises investments in the land transport system through the Bay 
of Plenty Regional Land Transport Plan and develops the overarching RPS under the RMA. 

Other Stakeholders 

The following bodies have contributed to the development of this business case: 

• Freight Logistics Action Group (FLAG) – primary role is the research and development of the freight logistics 
sector as a contributor to New Zealand’s economy 

• Port of Tauranga: Port of Tauranga is a major trip generator in the study area 
• Developers and organisations with commercial and economic land development interests in the area 
• Local land owners who rely on the Tauriko transport network. 
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3 Strategic Assessment – Outlining the Need 
for Investment 

3.1 DEFINING THE PROBLEM 

A facilitated investment logic mapping (ILM) workshop was held on 3 October 2013 with the stakeholders to identify 
and agree a common understanding of the priority problems and the benefits sought by addressing them. Following 
this workshop, data collection and supporting evidence collected during 2015 and 2016 provided greater clarity 
around the problem statements. Problem statement one was reconfirmed and problem statement two was refined 
based on evidence that poor geometry and the negotiation of intersections was the main reason for deaths and 
serious injuries (DSIs), rather than too much direct access to the state highway as suggested in the first version of 
the problem statement. The refined ILM, benefits mapping and objectives were agreed by the Western Corridor 
Group (a representative group of SmartGrowth) on 4 March 2016. 

Problem one: High traffic generating land use, inappropriately connected to the 
network will lead to delay and conflict between road users. 

Problem one captures the concern that traffic growth through Tauriko is not adequately planned for. Full scale 
development of up to 18,500 houses, 60,000 m2 retail and 310 hectares of industrial development is under 
consideration. 

The nationally significant SH29 (under the ONRC) bisects the area and is expected to provide efficient road freight 
between the Port of Tauranga and the Auckland/Waikato regions. Current interregional traffic volumes on SH29 
over the Kaimai ranges is approximately 10,000 vehicles a day of which 15% is freight. At Takitimu Roundabout 
traffic demand has reached 17,000 vehicles per day. 

Problem one evidence 

The data referenced below provides the evidence for the expected increasing conflict between different road users 
resulting from local traffic demand pressure and implications for the performance of the state highway network. 
As the problem is forward looking the evidence is largely drawn from traffic modelling using the inputs cited in 
Table 3. 

Table 3, Evidence data sources and key outputs 
 

DATA SOURCE KEY OUTPUTS 
Land use growth 
projections and 
growth rate 
sensitivities 

Indicate yields, likely order and rates for each of the planned urban growth areas. The 
full scale of development (50 years) could generate around 179,000 extra journeys per 
day, whilst areas A-E (the 30 year projection) could generate 108,000 extra vehicle 
trips per day on the network (both state highway and local networks). 

Bliptrack monitoring 
Determined current 
baselines: 

SH29 Omanawa Rd to Takitimu Roundabout: travel time 10 mins variation: +/- 3 
minutes (AM) 
SH36 Study area travel time: 6 minutes +/- 3 minutes (AM) 
SH29A Study area travel time: 5 minutes +/- 3 minutes (PM) 

Estimated travel times 
based on congestion 
speeds – do minimum 

SH29 Omanawa Rd to Takitimu Roundabout: travel time 35 to 71 minutes; SH36 Study 
area travel time: 20 minutes to 41 minutes (AM) 
SH29A Study area travel time 8 minutes to 17 minutes (PM) 

Tauranga traffic model 
(TTM) predictions 

Based on whole of network impact from traffic growth and interventions. 
Demonstrates a Level of Service F for the base case (Do minimum) scenario not just in 
Tauriko, but also network flow-on effects to other parts of the city. 

Public transport 
uptake and 
projections 

Public transport uptake in base case and no rapid services currently planned to service 
the new growth. Current uptake at Tauriko is 14,000 trips p.a. 

 
Appendix XXVI provides the links to these documents should they be requested. A summary of these findings is 
provided below in Figure 16 and Figure 17. 
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Under current development, it takes 12.3 minutes for trucks to travel between Cambridge Road on SH29 in Tauriko 
and Totara Street (Port of Tauranga), with a 4.8 minute variation. 

Traffic demand growth (based on the TTM) has been plotted to show capacity trigger points (years when AADT 
capacity for a two-lane road is exceeded) in the study area, as presented in Figure 17. 

The conclusion is that there is strong evidence supporting the problem statement. Without significant intervention 
traffic conditions will deteriorate unacceptably for both the through element on the key inter-regional journey and 
for local movement in the growth areas. 

Problem two: Poor geometry and negotiation of major intersections through Tauriko 
leads to death and serious injury. 

Evidence 

Evidence from the Transport Agency’s Crash Analysis System (CAS) suggests: 

• Poor geometry of the state highway e.g. sharp curves, poor visibility and challenging gradients present an 
unforgiving road environment when drivers make mistakes. 

• Negotiation of major intersections is a significant cause of DSI. 

Sight distance at intersections seems to be an issue particularly around Belk Road and Redwood Lane (refer to 
Figure 18). 

Data used is outlined in Table 4. 

Table 4, Evidence data and findings 
 

DATA FINDINGS 

Year, location and cause of 
serious injury or fatality 

Poor geometry and negotiation of major intersections is a repeated cause of 
crashes as shown in Figure 17. 

DSI rate for a national and 
regional strategic road 

The DSI rate along SH29 in the study area is higher than national averages. 
10 actual DSIs compared to an expected baseline of less than 6 over a 5 year 
period. 

Actual and expected SH29 star 
rating at Tauriko 

Actual rating is below expected rating. The expected rating is 3 for regional 
and 4 for national routes. The current rating is 2.7 for the national route 
(SH29) and 2.8 for the regional route (SH29A). 

 
Location of DSIs along the corridor over the last five years closely correlates to sections of high risk. More actual 
DSIs than predicted DSIs, and a higher than predicted risk rating for both the national high volume route and the 
regional route, indicate improved safety treatments along the corridor are required in the programmes. 

Where the actual star rating is lower than the predicted star rating expected for a nationally strategic state highway, 
safety treatments along the corridor are required to bring it up to a national high volume route standard. Increasing 
the Kiwi RAP Star Rating through specific measures is expected to reduce DSIs. 

A summary is provided in Figure 18 and Figure 19 that shows the higher than expected DSIs and the common 
causes of DSI. 
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Figure 16, Problem 1 summary AADT 
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Figure 17, Problem 1 years to exceedance of capacity threshold 
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Figure 18, Grouping the causes of DSI at locations 
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Figure 19, Causes of DSI 
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3.2 THE BENEFITS 

Three benefits are sought from the investment strategy. 

Benefit 1: An efficient truck freight route to the Port of Tauranga 

This benefit recognises that maintaining efficient and resilient road freight access to the port through Tauriko is 
an important contribution to New Zealand’s economy. SH29 is the source of around 19% of all freight traffic to/from 
the port. Import and export activities at the port contribute around 9% of New Zealand’s GDP. 

Unreliable freight access to the port through Tauriko would impact economic growth. Poor network planning for 
future growth in Tauriko will result in degradation to the overall reliability of SH29. 

Benefit 2: Tauriko's liveability and connectivity is enhanced 

This benefit captures urban development liveability objectives. It is related to connectivity to community amenities 
by local roads and public transport, and measured by the proportion of local trips on SH29. Contributing KPIs 
include providing better mode choice in the form of public transport, walking and cycling, providing local 
connections to amenities, and integrated network planning. 

Benefit 3: Improved road safety on the state highways through Tauriko2
 

This benefit captures the need to improve road safety through the study area by reducing DSIs by 50%. This is 
consistent with the KiwiRAP star rating and aims to reduce deaths and serious injuries. 

 
 

3.3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SMART INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES 

The investment objectives were jointly decided by the Western Corridor Group. The travel time and variability 
metric for investment objectives 1 and 2 provides 60% of the investment objective total. Of this total, two thirds is 
allocated to the effective functioning of SH29 as a nationally strategic freight route. 

The Western Corridor Group identified urban “people” journeys as important to the liveability of the new 
developments in the western corridor and the travel time and variability metric can be applied to SH29A and SH36. 
Although these journeys are important in the sub-regional context, the weightings reflect these journeys are not 
as important as those on SH29. 

Investment objective three contains a principal metric to encourage internalisation (to take local journeys off the 
SH network) and a number of contributing KPIs. Contributing KPIs include mode shift, public transport patronage, 
public transport and cycleway coverage, and access to local amenities. These KPIs were selected from the Transport 
Agency planning and investment KPIs. 

The final objective provides a line-of-sight back to problem statement one that poor geometry and negotiation of 
major intersections through Tauriko leads to death and serious injury. Improving the Kiwi RAP Star Rating has 
predictable improvements to expected DSIs and will be used as a proxy. 

 
 

3.4 THE PROBLEMS, BENEFITS SOUGHT AND INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES 

Figure 20 summarises the problems, benefits and SMART investment objectives for the PBC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2 Safety on the rest of the network will be included in the proposed Tauranga PBC – including in the Tauriko study area 
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Figure 20, Problems, benefits and SMART objectives 
 

 

3.5 ALIGNMENT TO EXISTING STRATEGIES/ORGANISATIONAL GOALS 

Table 5 identifies how this strategic case aligns to other directly relevant organisational strategies. 

Table 5, Strategic Case alignment 
 

ORGANI- 
SATION 

STRATEGIC 
DOCUMENT 

ISSUES AND PRIORITIES ALIGNMENT 

Upper North 
Island 
Strategic 

Alliance3
 

UNI 30 Year 
view 

Tauriko is one of the inter-regional road 
corridors ranked High in terms of the scale of 
benefits for UNI partner focus. 

Maintaining efficient freight 
access along SH29 through 
Tauriko 

New Zealand 
Transport 
Agency 

SH Activity 
Management 
Plan (SHAMP) 

The SHAMP incorporates programme business 
cases for safer and more resilient state 
highways. A safer, more resilient SH29 is 
identified as a priority 1 for implementation 
between 2018 and 2021. 

Better safety outcomes is an 
aim of this PBC 

SmartGrowth SmartGrowth 
strategy 
2013 

Enhance the liveability and balanced growth of 
the Western Bay of Plenty through a shared vision 
of the future. Tauriko is part of the western 
corridor within the strategy. 

The Tauriko Network PBC 
seeks to enhance Tauriko’s 
liveability and necessary 
state highway 
improvements. 

Regional 
Council 

Regional 
Land 
Transport 
Plan 2015 to 
2045 

Land use change in Tauriko have the potential to 
impact on the strategic transport function of 
SH29 and placing pressure on the existing road 
network. Priority projects include a long-term 
solution for SH29 through Tauriko. 

The issues in the RLTP for 
the Tauriko area are 
supported by the Tauriko 
Network PBC. 

 
 
 

 
3 Northland Regional Council, Whangarei District Council, Auckland Council, Waikato Regional Council, Hamilton City Council, Bay of Plenty 
Regional Council and Tauranga City Council in collaboration with Auckland Transport, KiwiRail and the Transport Agency 
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ORGANI- 
SATION 

STRATEGIC 
DOCUMENT 

ISSUES AND PRIORITIES ALIGNMENT 

TCC Tauranga 
Transport 
Strategy 
(TTS) 

Growth: Traffic generated by growth is 
undermining efficient access to the port along 
SH29/Takitimu Drive 
Safety: High collective risk SH29 Tauriko to 
Takitimu Drive. SH29/Cambridge Road 
Intersection 
Resilience: SH29 - Poripori Road to Takitimu 
Drive alternative 
Non-car travel: Distance of southern growth 
areas from key destinations 
Accessibility: Lack of key facilities 

The same issues of growth, 
the need to maintain the 
efficiency of SH29, safety 
and liveability have been 
identified in this Tauriko 
Network PBC. 

 

3.6 ISSUES AND CONSTRAINTS 

An uncertainty log has been prepared for the Tauriko PBC. This is provided in Appendix IV. References to growth 
areas A - I are as per Figure 10. A summary of the key items is provided below in Table 6: 

Table 6, Uncertainty Log 
 

Factor Indicative 

Timeframe 

Uncertainty Impact on 
programme 

Comments 

Factors affecting demand 

Tauriko Business 
Estate (A & B) and 
'The Lakes' (C) 

 
2016-2061 

 
Near certain 

 
Medium 

Residential and commercial areas likely 
complete within 10 years, industrial 
activity capacity for 45 years 

Keenan Road (D) 
and Tauriko West 
(E) 

 
2021-2046 

More than 
likely 

 
Medium 

5,000 dwellings likely to start and 
complete within next 30 years 

Lower Belk Road (F) 
and Merrick Road 
(H) 

 
2031 -2061 

 
Likely 

 
Low 

100ha industrial development and 
extension to Keenan Road UGA into 
adjoining area 

Upper Belk Road (G) 
and Upper Joyce 
Road (I) 

 
2046+ 

 
Possible 

 
Low 

Largely beyond time horizon of PBC. 
8,000 dwellings. 

Tauranga Northern 
Link (TNL) 2022 Near certain Medium Construction is likely to take five years. 

SmartGrowth 
Settlement Plan 

More than 
likely 

 
High 

SmartGrowth are recommending which 
UGAs (land use options) will be switched 
on and when 

Factors affecting supply 

 
SH29 

 
2025 

 
Near Certain 

 
Medium 

Timing of the improvements to SH29 
Piarere to Tauriko will likely improve 
overall safety of the corridor 

Upgrading Kaimai 
Rail Tunnel 

 
2025 

More than 
likely 

 
Medium 

Proposed upgrade on the Kaimai Rail 
Tunnel may increase rail reliability, 
encouraging HCV off SH29 

Factors affecting cost 

Alternative and 
Option Costing 
inaccuracies lead to 
wrong choice of 
programme 

  
 
Possible 

 
 
Medium 

Costs taken from previous projects 
where similar alternatives and options 
have been constructed. Where 
alternatives and options have not been 
used, a cost has been carefully 
considered and estimated 
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PART B – DEVELOPING THE PROGRAMME 
 

Process and principles 
The alternatives and options for the Tauriko Network PBC were developed collaboratively with TCC, WBoPDC, and 
the Regional Council (the Western Corridor Group). Whole-of-network solutions were modelled with the partners 
being able to consider the implications of different interventions for the respective organisation. It enabled joined- 
up thinking for different intervention combinations alongside each partner taking responsibility for its potential 
contribution. 

The SmartGrowth Western Corridor Group agreed the decisions at key stages. Key stages outlined in Figure 21 
included: generating options and alternatives, developing long list of programmes, short listing of programmes, 
selecting a recommended programme. 

Figure 21, Key stages of the collective forum (the SmartGrowth Western Corridor Group) 
 

 

Right traffic on the right road 

At the outset of the Western Corridor Strategic Study the partners approached the problems and interventions 
within a paradigm of minimising the number of local connections to SH29. 

In addition, it was agreed that attention would be paid to a strong set of local east-west routes to distribute any 
traffic loads across the existing north-south arterial routes: SH29A; Cambridge Road, SH36, Cameron-Pyes Pa Road, 
Oropi Road–Fraser Street. This approach relieves pressure on SH29 and helps to connect communities by providing 
local roads for local trips. 

The network approach 

The ‘network’ functionality through the lens of the SmartGrowth western corridor settlement pattern review 
considered the full suite of intervention options. The ‘network’ includes existing and new local arterial roads and 

Options 

Long List 

Short list 

Recommend 

Recommended programme reviewed by the collaborative group 
 Western Corridor Group agreed the recommendation for respective 
organisations 

The MCA results are used to develop the programme short list 
Western Corridor Group agreed the short list for inclusion in the corridor 
study. 

Long list and multi-criteria analysis (MCA) developed by technical experts 
Collaborative group review and agreed the long list and assement criteria 
Western Corridor Group agreed the long list 

Collaborative group developed the options 
Western Corridor Group agreed options 
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connections, public transport and demand management activities, and state highway interventions. Network 
programmes have been modelled over the 30 and 50 year SmartGrowth time horizons. 

Stakeholder collaboration in developing options and programmes 

The SmartGrowth forum promotes a collaborative effort of a wide set of stakeholders. This has significant benefits 
in promoting liveability and freight movement objectives to determine an urban form integrated with the strategic 
transport network in the corridor. Objectives, programmes and recommendations have been jointly agreed. It also 
enables staged levels of investment and planning commitment amongst the partners. 

Planning constraints 

SmartGrowth settlement pattern choices in the western corridor were progressed at the same time as developing 
this PBC. A planning constraints study and specific iwi consultation for the settlement pattern review were 
undertaken by the Western Corridor Group. The consultation feedback and planning constraints informed the 
assessment of transport options, alternatives and programmes. 

Considering costs in programme development 

Costs and co-investment were not considered during the long-listing or short-listing process. The most effective 
networks (short list) were established first before considering co-investment and costs. This is standard practice 
in the development of a PBC. The process represents a level of commitment and agreement to invest from the 
participating parties. This commitment is confirmed in a heads of agreement between the parties. 
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4 Alternatives and Options 

4.1 ALTERNATIVE AND OPTION GENERATION 

Strategic responses were developed to address the two problems identified in section 3. 

Intervention options were developed with a 30 year view. For example, public transport may not have a significant 
impact on traffic demand in the early stages of development, but the more mature development may require an 
effective public transport system. 

Options considered 

Figure 22, Alternatives and Options Considered 
 

 

 
A long list of 57 options was developed across a range of alternatives. The complete options long list for 
assessment can be found in Appendix VII. 

4.2 ALTERNATIVE AND OPTION ASSESSMENT 

An options short list was generated by assessing the long list against the following criteria: 

• Alignment with Investment Objectives 
• Any fatal flaws such as impracticality, infeasibility, and significant cultural impacts. 

Options not taken forward to the short list included: 

• Price toll to encourage 50 max freight (lower prices for 50 max freight) 
• Invest in the use of rail freight movements (road to rail transfer) 
• Planning constraints (limit growth) 
• Public transport by rail. 

Qualitative evaluation by the partners agreed that these options were either inconsistent with the adopted strategic 
framework (e.g. limiting growth) or were unlikely to have a useful impact on the problems (e.g. further investing 
in rail for freight or public transport). The complete detailed options assessment can be found in Appendix VI 
together with the rationale for bringing forward or excluding options. On the following page is an illustrative 
extract of the detailed options assessment. 
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5 Programme Development and Assessment 

5.1 PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT 

The programmes were developed by applying an increasing level of intervention in the NZTA hierarchy of 
interventions4. Each programme moves up the hierarchy of intervention. 

• Programmes 1 and 2 were developed as ‘optimisation’ programmes which follow an increasing level of 
intervention but do not add capacity. The purpose of these programmes is to test if optimisation 
interventions are sufficient for the predicted traffic demand. 

• Programmes 3, 4, and 5 add SH capacity either to the existing alignment (3) a northern bypass (4) or 
southern bypass (5). These three programmes tested the performance against the freight objective and 
safety objective (1) whilst providing demand management under objectives 2 and 3. 

• Programmes 6 and 7 are capacity heavy state highway programmes. These programmes have a strong focus 
on the freight and people journeys (objectives 1, 2 and 4) but limited demand management, local road 
connectivity and spatial coverage of public transport and cycling. 

• Programme 8 is a combination of Programme 3 interventions with the local ring road added. 

Table 7 provides the selection criteria and key themes for each programme. The programme intent and indicative 
options is provided in section 5.2. 

Table 7, Programme summary and selection / testing criteria 
 

PROGRAMME PROGRAMME SELECTION 
CRITERIA 

PROGRAMME THEMES 

1 
PT and Optimisation 

Tests SH optimisation with 
demand management5

 

Public transport, local ring road, and 
reduced access to SH29 

2 
PT, Optimisation and 

Priority Lanes 

Tests SH optimisation with freight 
priority and demand management 

Public transport, local ring road, reduced 
access to SH29, and additional freight 
priority lane on existing alignment. 

3 
State highway capacity 

improvements 

Assesses performance 
improvement with added SH 
capacity. Existing alignment with 
demand management. 

Public transport, reduced access to SH29, 
and double lanes on SH29 and SH29A 

4 
SH29 Northern Bypass 

Assess performance improvement 
with SH bypass. New alignment 
north with demand management. 

Public transport, local ring road, and SH29 
Northern Bypass 

5 
SH29 Southern Bypass 

Assess performance improvement 
with SH bypass. New alignment 
south with demand management. 

Public transport, local ring road, and SH29 
Southern Bypass 

6 
State highway capacity 
and Northern Bypass 

Tests heavy capacity build on SH 
network 

SH capacity improvement on the existing 
alignment and Northern Bypass 

7 
State highway capacity 
and Southern Bypass 

Tests heavy capacity build on SH 
network 

SH capacity improvement on the existing 
alignment and Southern Bypass 

8 
Local ring road, PT with 
state highway capacity 

improvements 

Tests Programme 3 with local road 
connections added 

Public transport, reduced access to SH29, 
and double lanes on SH29 and SH29A. Local 
east west ring road. 

 
 
 
 
 

4 •Firstly, planning and developing an integrated land use and transport pattern that stages growth to coincide with available capacity on the 
network 
• Then identifying opportunities to manage traffic growth to utilise the network more efficiently and provide appropriate mode choice. 
• Then optimising the use of the existing network through road marking, signage, phasing of signals, ramp metering, etc 
• And finally, considering investment in new infrastructure, matching the levels of service provided against affordability and realistic need. 
5 Demand management has the objective of encouraging motor vehicle users to use alternative means of transport when appropriate while also 
reducing total vehicle kilometres travelled. 
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5.2 PROGRAMME LONG LIST 

Eight programmes were developed for the long list. A graphic summary of these programmes can be found in this 
section with greater detail provided in Appendix IX. 
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5.3 DO MINIMUM OPTION 

The ‘do minimum option’ includes: 

1. Allow current land use areas to build out to completion: UGA A, B and C 
2. Upgrade Kennedy Road to a collector standard from SH36 to Taurikura Drive 
3. SH36 and Kennedy Road intersection upgrade to a bridge, linking Pyes Pa West (C) and Tauriko Business 

Estate (A) 
4. Kennedy Road upgrade to a collector standard from Pyes Pa Road to SH36 
5. Construction of Takitimu Drive slip lanes 
6. Upgrade of Takitimu Drive Roundabout and Taurikura Drive Roundabout to three approach lanes 

roundabouts. 

 

5.4 PROGRAMME ASSESSMENT 

A multi-criteria analysis (MCA) was developed for the assessment of the long list of programmes to determine: 

• the performance of the programmes relative to the investment objectives; 
• the risks and opportunities of each programme. 

Figure 23, Full Multi-Criteria Analysis process 
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Objectives were assessed as follows: 

Investment objectives 1 and 2: Travel time and journey time variability 

Investment objectives 1 and 2 relate to the journey time variability on SH29, SH29A and SH36. The methodology 
for this assessment was: 

• Determine volume/capacity ratio for each link in each programme, for freight and urban journey routes 
• Determine average speed 
• Determine travel time for each link 
• Determine reliability (variability) based on standard relationship between congested speed and standard 

deviation of travel time. 
Note that ‘over achievement’ (journey time) has been assessed negatively in the MCA, although the outcome 
actually performs well against the target (i.e. some programmes that provide a better journey time for the nationally 
strategic freight route get a negative performance rating). The negative assessment arises as the over achievement 
may induce additional traffic and may represent premature investment. 

Investment Objective 3: Internalisation and contributing KPIS 

Predicted internalisation (non-SH trips) of trips based on the level of infrastructure to encourage non-car modes, 
connectivity to amenities and network capacity. Contributing KPIs: a. mode choice, b. PT boardings, c. spatial 
coverage of cycling and PT, and d. access to local amenity. 

• TDM strategies implemented for each programme – more TDM measures improves the contributions to the 
objective 

• Capacity and state highway improvements implemented for each programme - where network design 
encourages local journeys to use the state highway decreases the contributions to the objective. 

Investment Objective 4: Improved road safety on SH29 through Tauriko 

• Using Kiwi RAP Star Rating as a proxy for numbers of DSIs 
• Determine weighted average star rating for each midblock and intersection for each programme. 
The complete multi-criteria analysis can be found in Appendix XI. Note that economic analysis was applied to the 
short-listed programmes rather than the long list. Each programme was assessed against the investment objectives 
and assigned a score. A five scale scoring system was used where 5 means it did not contribute and 1 means it 
contributed most. 

The summary result of the MCA is outlined in the following page. Table 8 outlines link numbers as referenced in 
the MCA. 

Table 8, Link number and associated descriptions 
 

 
Link Location Description 

 
E
x
te

rn
a
l 
N

e
tw

o
rk

 

1 South of Belk Road 

2 Cambridge Road 

3 North of Takitimu Drive Roundabout 

4 Cameron Road 

5 North of Oropi Road Roundabout 

6 East of Oropi Road Roundabout 

7 South of Pyes Pa Roundabout 

 
In

te
rn

a
l 
N

e
tw

o
rk

 

8 Between Belk Road and Cambridge Road 

9 Between Cambridge Road and Takitimu Drive Roundabout 

10 Between Takitimu Drive Roundabout and Cameron Road Roundabout 

11 Between Cameron Road Roundabout and Oropi Road Roundabout 

12 Between Takitimu Drive Roundabout and Taurikura Drive Roundabout 

13 Between Taurikura Drive Roundabout and Kennedy Road Roundabout 

14 Between Kennedy Road Roundabout and Pyes Pa Road Roundabout 
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Outcome: Network Performance & Capability 

 
Programme 1 

 
Programme 2 

 
Programme 3 

 
Programme 4 

 
Programme 5 

 
Programme 6 

 
Programme 7 

 
Programme 8 

 
 

Indicative Treatments 

SH Optimisation + 
Local Road 

Improvements + TDM 

As per P1 + SH Priority 
Lanes 

SH Capacity 
Improvements + TDM 

Northern Bypass + 
Local Road 

Improvements + TDM 

Southern Bypass + 
Local Road 

Improvements 

Northern Bypass + 
SH Capacity 

Improvements 

Southern Bypass + 
SH Capacity 

Improvements 

Programme 3 + 
Programme 1 +/- 
Oropi Road Link 

 
Objective 1 

Maintain a freight travel time of 10 minutes with a 
variability of 3 minutes (AM Peak) by 2030 

 
40% 

 
5.00 

 
5.00 

 
3.00 

 
1.00 

 
3.00 

 
1.00 

 
3.00 

 
2.00 

 
 
 

Objective 1 Justification 

Even with an assumed Better than Route likely provides New route tying Tauranga Crossing As per programme As per Programme 5 As per Programme 3 
30% moving to local programme 1 as capacity to take directly into TNL for will likely exhibit 4 but with with additional but taking additional 
roads, Links 1 and 8 taking some vehicles expected traffic. traffic aiming to go high levels of additional capacity capacity pressure off highway 

would be nearing off but car traffic Queries link 9 which into port would likely congestion. improvements improvements along by offering local road 
capacity and link 9 alone forecast to may be nearing 4 lane exceed travel time Partially mitigated along SH29A, SH29A Slightly connections 
would be double exceed 2 lane capacity. So confirm if and reliability by twin flyover volumes likely to affected by  

 capacity along this moved into next stage requirements. Also  be well under additional traffic  
 route and large % of  option to travel via  capacity from lakes and TBE  
 external traffic will be  Takitimu Road   entering SH  

 unaffected by TDM       
 measures       

 
 
 

Objective 2 

Maintain a people travel time of 6 minutes on 
SH36 from Merrick Rd to Tauriko Roundabout 
with a variability of 3 minute by 2025 (AM Peak) 
Maintain a people travel time of 5 minutes on 
SH29A from Tauriko Roundabout to Oropi 
Roundabout with a variability of 3 mins by 2030 
(PM) 

 
 
 

20% 

 
 
 

5.00 

 
 
 

5.00 

 
 
 

2.00 

 
 
 

3.00 

 
 
 

4.00 

 
 
 

3.00 

 
 
 

1.00 

 
 
 

1.00 

 
 
 

Objective 2 Justification 

Forecast demand on Barkes corner slightly Removal of Port traffic As per 2 but assumed Assumed slight As per programme As per programme 6 As per programme 3 
links 12 and 10 would improved with bus and increase of slightly improved as improvement with 3 with increased but increase in but increased local 
easily double current lane but even with capacity along SH29A 2/3 traffic (standard flyover of twin capacity but lack of capacity of both connections in 

travel time when 20% PT uptake, still will likely ease bypass) coming off roundabouts, PT expected to SH29 and SH36 conjunction with TDM 
assessing against v/c assumed to well congestion. Tauranga SH29. and also some offset by sending have negative provides choice to measures assumed to 

ratio exceed capacity Crossing traffic benefits for local link additional traffic impact forcing SH29 users provide the best 
  increases  down from additional vehicles  balance. 
    SH29/36 merge on to the SH   

 
Objective 3 

Limit the number of local trips generated from 
the Tauriko Growth Area that require access to 
the SH network. Maintain ratio of <1 from 2016 

 
20% 

 
2.00 

 
1.00 

 
4.00 

 
3.00 

 
4.00 

 
5.00 

 
5.00 

 
3.00 

 
 
 

Objective 3 Justification 

TDM measures and TDM measures and Additional lanes for As per 3, but As per 3 Lack of PT and as per 6 as per 3 but 
likely additional likely additional cars may have less of improved local over-supply of road improved local 
congestion on congestion on an incentive for car connections likely to capacity will have connections likely to 

network expected to network expected to users to have internal assist in keeping little incentive for assist in keeping 
promote more promote more trips only traffic off SH residents to have traffic off SH 

internal movements internal movements.   internal  

 Further reinforced by   movements  
 lanes for PT     

Objective 4 
Reduce deaths and serious injuries by 50% from 
2015 statistics by 2030 

20% 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 

 
 
 

Objective 4 Justification 

Optimisation likely to As per 1 but priority Upgrade works Takes some traffic off As per 4 but Upgrades of As per 6 although As per 3 
improve Star rating lanes further take proposed at all on to new high star additionally existing as well as combining 2 SH supplemented with 

between Omanawa to traffic off road, and intersections, road, but remainder merging 2 SH new alternate route traffic together local traffic taken off 
Takitimu, but limited separate turning separating traffic and has dangerous traffic streams combined with creates another SH 

work at RABs still facility at Takitimu median protection intersections and increasing risk. intersection conflict point  

leave high risk Roundabout removes likely to greatly alignments so SH Grade separation upgrades provide   

 some of the risk improve DSIs and Star problem remains on twin RABs high assumed star   
  Rating  mitigates some risk and DSI savings   
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Risks and Opportunities 

How the risks and opportunities can inhibit or assist the overall project outcome was assessed on a graduated 
scale. For example, the more each risk inhibits the project outcome for each programme, the greater the risk 
rating. 

Each programme was rated against assessment criteria covering the risks and opportunities outlined in Table 9. 

Table 9, Identified risks and opportunities 
 

CRITERIA EVALUATION 

Design How innovative and complex is the design of the programme and associated 
options? 

Resilience How will the programme operate during an event on a given section once 
implemented? 

Operability How will the programme operate under normal conditions? 

Supporting the 
SmartGrowth 
settlement plan 

How will the programme support the optimal location and sequencing of urban 
growth areas identified in the settlement pattern? 

Natural environment How will the natural environment be impacted by each programme? 

Community 
severance 

How will the programme affect community severance? 

Cultural How will the delivery of each programme be delayed by important cultural sites such 
as iwi land and heritage sites? 

Promoting Public 
Transport Share 

Will the programme risk modal uptake of public transport (infrastructure, operations 
and capital investment)? 

Promoting Active 
Modes for Local 
Trips 

How will the programme risk, limit or encourage active modes for local trips 
(infrastructure and capital investment)? 

Constructability How difficult is the programme and associated options to build? 

Functioning network 
during construction 

How is the traffic flow affected during construction of an online solution? 

Multi-party co- 
investment 

How likely are contributions from co-investment sources other than the Transport 
Agency? 

Stakeholder 
acceptance 

How likely will there be resistance from key stakeholders to the proposed 
programmes? 

 

There are limits to what a MCA can achieve at the PBC phase. For example, there are high level assessments 
about community severance, urban form based on stakeholder consultation, partner collaboration, existing 
reports, recent dialogue and new studies. 

Based on developing high level design alternatives, the next phase of the project will provide greater scope for 
alternative assessment against the RMA Part 2 principles. Once high level design alternatives are considered, 
public consultation and stakeholder engagement will be undertaken that may provide further feedback and 
clarity for the MCA. There will be an opportunity to update the MCA as an outcome of the next phase. 
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MCA MATRIX PROGRAMMES 

RISKS/OPPORTUNITIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

 

Design 

    
Topography and major river 

crossing 

Existing corridor constraints to find 
alignment, assuming decision is not 

made prior to development 
progressing 

 
Topography and major river 

crossing 

Existing corridor constraints to 
find alignment, assuming 

decision is not made prior to 
development progressing 

 

 
 

Constructability 

 
 

Building the ring road 

 

Building the ring road, adding 
additional lanes to existing 

SH 

 
 

Narrow points, already slipping 

 
 

Topography and major river 
crossing 

 
Existing corridor constraints to find 
alignment, assuming decision is not 

made prior to development 
progressing 

 
 

Topography and major river 
crossing 

Existing corridor constraints to 
find alignment, assuming 

decision is not made prior to 
development progressing. 
Narrow points on existing 

already slipping 

 
 

Narrow points, already 
slipping 

 
 
 

Functioning Network 
During Construction 

 
 
 

Minimum disruption to SH 
network 

  
Significant works on the SH, 

potential to install local 
connections to minimise 
disruption by providing 

alternative routes (i.e. Belk 
road), some minor realignments 

could be done offline 

 
 
 

Very little to existing state 
highway, majority offline 

 
 
 

Affecting urban journeys but other 
local connections can help mitigate 

Significant works on the SH, 
potential to install local 
connections to minimise 
disruption by providing 

alternative routes (i.e. Belk 
road), some minor 

realignments could be done 
offline 

Significant works on the SH, 
potential to install local 
connections to minimise 
disruption by providing 

alternative routes (i.e. Belk 
road), some minor realignments 

could be done offline 

Significant works on the SH, 
potential to install local 
connections to minimise 
disruption by providing 

alternative routes (i.e. Belk 
road), some minor 

realignments could be done 
offline 

 
Operability 

Inability to cater for expected 
growth. 

Inability to cater for traffic 
congestion 

Improved with capacity 
upgrades 

Could accept congestion if freight 
gone. Do not address current 

issues SH29A 

Capacity significant risk as bringing 
local and regional traffic together 

 
Issues on SH29A removed 

 
Significant capacity 

improvement 

Resilience provided through 
local connections 

 
Resilience 

Inability to cater for expected 
growth. 

Slightly improved with 
priority lanes 

Resilience reduced due to 
reduction in local connections, 

though some still exist 

 
Add resilience as alternate route 

 
Alternate route 

 
Alternate route 

 
Alternate route 

Resilience provided through 
local connections 

Multi-Party co-investment One party can’t bear cost if 
expensive 

One party can’t bear cost if 
expensive 

One party can’t bear cost if 
expensive 

One party can’t bear cost if 
expensive 

One party can’t bear cost if 
expensive 

NZTA heavy co-investment NZTA heavy co-investment 
One party can’t bear cost if 

expensive 

 
 

Stakeholder Acceptance 

 
Drop in LOS complaints from 

local residents, local 
businesses, port etc. 

Drop in LOS complaints from 
travellers not in priority lane 

etc. Improved for local 
journeys with Bus priority 

lane 

  
Iwi potential, for north bypass. 
Local residents and businesses 

complaints for SH29A 

 

Local Lakes community concern?, 
Disruption for Tauranga Crossing 

 

Iwi potential concern?, for 
north bypass. 

 
Local Lakes community, 
Disruption for Tauranga 

Crossing 

 

 
 
 
 

Supporting the 
SmartGrowth Settlement 
Plan 

 

No Capacity for proposed 
land use accounted for in SH. 

Risk proposed land use 
doesn’t happen. There are 
however opportunities for 

adjoining communities 
connectivity, traffic 

congestion relief. Assuming 
uptake of PT is low. 

Limited Capacity for 
proposed land use accounted 
for on SH. Test level at which 

adding priority lane adds 
capacity of the network. Risk 
proposed land use doesn’t 
happen. There are however 
opportunities for adjoining 
communities connectivity, 
traffic congestion relief. 

Assuming uptake of PT is low. 

 
 
 

Enables capacity for 
development but query if it 

promotes the desired form of 
development 

 
 
 
 

Not likely to provide capacity for 
full proposed roll out 

 
 
 

Option provides more capacity in 
network. Removing industrial 

access, resulting in industrial on 
both sides of SH. Only developing 

industrial area in city 

 
 
 
 

Enables capacity for 
development 

 
 
 
 

Enables capacity for 
development. Significant impact 

on TBE and lakes 

 
 
 

Enables capacity for 
development but query if it 

promotes the desired form of 
development 

Natural Environment Greenfields Belk, Pyes Pa, 
Oropi and stream crossing 

Greenfields Belk, Pyes Pa, 
Oropi and stream crossing 

Not going over stream, down 
valley etc. 

Likely to be constructed near 
river, with river crossing 

 Likely to be constructed near 
river, with river crossing 

 Greenfields Belk, Pyes Pa, 
Oropi and stream crossing 

 

Cultural 

 
Potential cultural areas and 

battle site in general location 

 
Potential cultural areas and 

battle site in general location 

 
Staying generally on current 

less uncertain 

Likely to be constructed near 
river, with river crossing. 

Potentially crossing Maori land 

 

No major issues noted for TBE 

Likely to be constructed near 
river, with river crossing. 
Potentially crossing Maori 

land 

 

No major issues noted for TBE 

 
Potential cultural areas and 

battle site in general location 

Promoting Active Modes 
for Local Trips 

Congestion on SH further 
incentive for active modes 

Congestion on SH further 
incentive for active modes 

lowering congestion, may lower 
incentive 

Congestion on SH further 
incentive for active modes 

Good existing trips for SH29. No alternative modes offered No alternative modes offered 
lowering congestion, may 

lower incentive 

 
Promoting Public 
Transport Share 

 
connecting local roads, gives 
scope for other bus routes 

Connecting local roads, gives 
scope for other bus routes. 
Further encouragement with 

additional lane 

 

Removal of local ring road 

Connecting local roads, gives 
scope for other bus routes. 
Further encouragement with 

additional lane 

 
Removal of local ring road. 

Added capacity will not 
incentivise the use of PT 

Removal of local ring road. 
Added capacity will not 
incentivise the use of PT 

Connecting local roads, gives 
scope for other bus routes. 
Further encouragement with 

additional lane 

 
 

Community Severance 

 

Staying on existing alignment 
as already natural severance 

 

Staying on existing alignment 
as already natural severance 

Some existing local severance 
but options would need to 

consider ways to incorporate 
local communities into new 

land use 

 

Removes major route into Port 
through Tauriko 

 

Severs Lakes from TBE. Visual and 
noise issues. 

Some existing local severance 
but options would need to 

consider ways to incorporate 
local communities into new 

land use 

 

Severs Lakes from TBE. Visual 
and noise issues. 

 
Staying on existing alignment 
as already natural severance, 
connects other communities. 
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5.5 PROGRAMME SHORT-LISTING 

The programme short-listing was undertaken through a collaborative approach and aligned with the proposed 
Western Corridor land use pattern. The MCA workshop identified three programmes to proceed to the short list, 
which has been agreed by all stakeholders as programmes 3, 4, and 8. 

Figure 24, Programme 3 
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Figure 25, Programme 4 
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Figure 26, Programme 8 
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Figure 27, Programme short-listing process 
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5.6 SHORT LIST ASSESSMENT 

Short-listing was based on the most effective programmes that achieved the objectives and had a low risk profile. 

The MCA: 

• Gave an overall programme score and included a network benefit cost ratio 

• Included predicted performance of programmes against investment objectives 
• Took account of the risk and opportunity profiles for the options. 

Table 10, Programme short-listing assessment outcome 
 

OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT PROGRAMME 3 PROGRAMME 4 PROGRAMME 8 

 
Objective 1 

 
SH29 Freight 

Travel Time 
(mins) 7.14 8.42 7.13 

Variability (+/-) 
(mins) 

2.67 2.90 2.67 

 
 
 

Objective 2 

 
SH36 

Travel Time 
(mins) 5.08 5.46 5.60 

Variability (+/-) 
(mins) 2.25 2.34 2.37 

 
SH29A 

Travel Time 
(mins) 2.65 2.58 2.61 

Variability (+/-) 
(mins) 1.63 1.61 1.62 

Objective 3 Internalisation Average 47% 46% 46% 

 
Contributing 

KPIs 

Mode, PT, 
Coverage, local 

connectivity 

 
Medium 

 
Medium 

 
High 

 

 
Objective 4 

Contributed 
Star Rating 

 
3.89 3.30 3.89 

Potential High- 
Severity 

Crashes in 5 
yrs 

  
1.60 

 
2.76 

 
1.60 

RISK PROFILE MEDIUM HIGH LOW 

BENEFIT COST RATIO 1.7 1.2 1.7 

RECOMMENDED PROGRAMME 2 3 1 

 

Notes to the results 

• The BCR is a ‘national’ BCR including development contributions. The ‘Government’ BCR with costs covered 
by development contributions removed, will provide an improved BCR uniformly across the programmes 
(but with greater preference to programmes 3 and 8). 

• Short-listed programmes were assessed against the risks and opportunities in Table 11. Of the three 
programmes, it was considered that programme 8 provided the most opportunities and Programme 4 
provides the greatest risk. The reason that Programme 4 scored poorly is that the existing SH29 safety 
issues would not be resolved even though a new state highway bypass would be built. 

• The results for internalisation of trips (objective 3) is comparative across the programmes and less effective 
than the ‘do nothing’. The reason for this is that longer journey times in the TTM model result in fewer 
trips generated outside the study area and more internalisation, i.e. longer SH journey times encourage 
more internalisation. 
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Table 11, Programme risks and opportunities summary 
 

Programme 3: SH Capacity in lieu of local road connections 

Significant risk 

Operability High operability risk as east west connections are not provided 

Resilience High resilience risk as east west connections are not provided 

Functioning network during 
construction 

Significant works on the SH, potential to install local connections to 
minimise disruption i.e. Belk Road for land use E, some minor 
realignments could be done offline 

 
Programme 4: Northern bypass to PT support 

Significant opportunity 

Functioning network during 
construction 

Very little work required on the existing state highway, majority of 
works are offline 

Promoting public transport mode 
share 

Connecting local roads, gives scope for multiple bus routes. Further 
encouragement with priority bus lane 

Community severance Removes major route into port through Tauriko 

Significant risk 

Design Topography issues required to be overcome to start construction of 
Oropi link, Belk Road extension, Northern Bypass and a major Wairoa 
River crossing 

Constructability Difficult topography and terrain along proposed Northern Bypass 
alignment and major Wairoa River crossing at Belk Road 

Natural environment Likely to be constructed near river, with Wairoa River crossing. 
Construction through greenfield areas – Belk Road, Pyes Pa, Oropi link 

Cultural Likely to be constructed near river, with Wairoa River crossing. 
Potentially crossing Maori land 

 
Programme 8: local ring road, PT support and SH capacity improvements 

Significant opportunity 

Operability Good operability provided through local connections and capacity 
improvements 

Resilience Resilience provided through local connections and capacity 
improvements 

Supporting the SmartGrowth 
settlement plan 

Enables capacity for development but may not promote the desired 
form of development 

Promoting public transport share Connecting local roads, gives scope for multiple bus routes 

Community severance Staying on existing alignment as already natural severance from 
embankment, connects other communities via local ring road. Reverse 
sensitivity can be applied to reduce community impact. (Including 
community connectivity off the state highway). 

Significant risk 

Functioning network during 
construction 

Significant works on the state highway, potential to install local 
connections to minimise disruption (e.g. Belk Road for land use E), 
some minor realignments could be carried out offline 
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6 Recommended Programme 

6.1 PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 

The recommended programme for the Tauriko Network PBC is Programme 8. 

The main findings of modelling include: 

• An upgraded SH29 on or near the existing alignment, complemented with an enhanced local network, 
greater public transport share and effective travel demand management will cater for full growth in the 
corridor over the next 30 years. 

• Significant transport interventions are needed for the network to function, including substantial capacity 
improvements along the links and grade separation of intersections. 

An east/west connection from Belk Road through to Keenan Road/The Lakes/SH36 removes some of the pressure 
from local traffic on the SH29/SH36 roundabouts and can be further complemented by a connection through to 
Oropi Road from SH36 to foster an alternative local connection to Fraser Street, the southern suburbs and the 
eastern corridor. 

On the main state highway: 

• SH29 will be four-laned at specific trigger points 
• Side access will be severely limited 
• Intersections will be rationalised to be grade-separated or left in and left out 
• Road straightening and geometry corrections will be required, at Belk Road in particular 

The 30-year scenario has been accompanied by sensitivity testing by the Transport Agency and confirmed that if 
higher (or lower) growth rates occur in the western corridor then the programme options remain suitable. 
Programme 8 is still the recommended option. Likewise, analysis out to a 50-year horizon was undertaken to 
appreciate the demands on the network that may arise and the resilience of Programme 8 has been validated. 

The recommended programme in Figure 28, has undergone targeted consultation with the SmartGrowth Western 
Corridor Group, Tauriko School, the Freight Logistic Action Group (FLAG), Port of Tauranga and the AA. 

Stakeholder Feedback 

The Port of Tauranga, Freight Logistics Action Group, Automobile Association, and Road Transport Association 
had a preference for the existing alignment and want to see SH29 maintained as an efficient freight route to the 
Port and don’t want to see transport routes to the Port closed off. The Port of Tauranga emphasised the economic 
and expansion constraints on the Ports of Auckland and the impacts that would have on the Port of Tauranga 
and the use of inland ports in the Waikato. 

The Bay of Plenty Regional Council, Tauranga City Council and Western Bay of Plenty District Council support the 
recommended programme. Balancing freight route (which they viewed as the most important objective) with the 
SmartGrowth liveability objectives was commended. Tauriko primary school raised concern about the current 
safety issue and capacity of access off SH29. Development of Tauriko West was seen as an opportunity to either 
take access off the SH or relocate the school. 

The recommendation is subject to successful public consultation aligned with the SmartGrowth partners’ 
settlement pattern consultation in 2017. 
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Figure 28, Recommended Programme 
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Table 12, Recommended Programme Options 
 

THE RECOMMENDED PROGRAMME 

CORE OPTIONS 

Do Minimum Kennedy Road bridge to link Pyes Pa West to Tauriko Business Estate 

Kennedy Road upgrade to collector standard from Pyes Pa Road to SH36 

Takitimu Drive slip lane and upgrade of Takitimu Drive Roundabout and 
Taurikura Roundabout to 2 lane roundabout with 3 lane approach 

Land Use Develop current land use areas A, B, C to completion 

Develop new land use area D 

Develop new land use area E 

Local Ring Road New collector road from Belk Road to SH36 

Arterial connection from SH36 to Oropi Road roundabout 

Traffic demand, 
mode shift and 
public transport 

New collector bus network for all UGAs in Tauriko - Tauriko Business Estate, 
Pyes Pa West, Tauranga Crossing, Tauriko West (D), Keenan Road (E) 
Park and ride, integrated smart ticketing, real time travel information, 
dedicated walking and cycling tracks, transport interchange/hub, school and 
workplace network, remove off-street parking legislation 

Toll management 

Optimisation state 
highway National 
Strategic Route 

Shape correction with horizontal and vertical improvements 

Rationalise access 

Improve capacity 
of existing state 
highway National 
Strategic and 
Regional routes 

Belk Road to Takitimu Drive 

Takitimu Drive to Cameron Road 

Oropi Road to Poike Road 

Cameron Road to Oropi Road 

Major state 
highway 
intersection 
treatments 

Belk Road/SH29 

Keenan Road/SH36 

Cameron Road/SH29A 

Takitimu Drive/SH29/SH29A 

Oropi Road/SH29A 

Cambridge Road/SH29 

Local Road 
improvements 

New local road from SH36 to Belk Road 

Belk Road upgrade 

Closure of Gargan Road/SH29 

Internal connections within Tauriko Business Estate 

Southern collector in Pyes Pa West 

Underpass from Pyes Pa West to Keenan UGA 

Upgrade of Keenan Road 

Upgrade of Gasson Lane 

New collector road through Tauriko West from SH29 at Belk Road to 
Cambridge Road 
New local access connection between Poike Road and Oropi Road 
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6.2 PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY AND TRIGGER POINTS 

The essential elements in Programme 8 that may mitigate current traffic demand issues are likely to be 
constructed and implemented at different times over the 30 year period. The trigger points are considered in 
three groupings: 

Tauriko SH29 upgrade 

Table 13, SH29, SH29A from Takitimu Roundabout to Barkes Corner 
 

Trigger & 
timing 

Intervention / Stage Trigger Deliverables 

2017 • Public Consultation  SmartGrowth consultation 2017  Recommended 
programme 

2017- • IBC & DBC 
• Rationalise Access 

 Tauriko West structure planning 2017 
 Regional Policy Statement (RPS) and 

City/District Plans changes 2018. 

 Concept design 
 Consenting and 

property 
2018- 
2030 

• Cambridge Road to 
Takitimu Roundabout 

• Tauriko West Interim 
access 

 Tauriko West development from 2020 
 LoS Failure of Takitimu Roundabout 

and/or 19,000 AADT capacity 
threshold 

 DSI Safety Cambridge Road 

 Detailed design 
and road 
improvements 

2018- 
2046 

• SH29 Omanawa Road to 
Cambridge Road 

 Capacity threshold 19,000 AADT 
 Belk Road and Tauriko West access 

requirements 

 Detailed design 
and road 
improvements 

2018- 
2046 

• Takitimu Roundabout to 
Barkes corner 

 LoS Failure of Takitimu Roundabout 
and/or congestion threshold 

 Detailed design 
and road 
improvements 

 
Multi-modal urban journeys 

Table 14, Local ring road, SH36, SH29A from Barkes Corner to Poike, Demand Management including Public 
Transport 

 
Trigger & 

timing 
Intervention / Stage Trigger Deliverables 

2017 • Public Consultation  SmartGrowth consultation 2017  Recommended 
programme 

2017- • IBC & pre-implementation 
for ring road and multi- 
modal interchange 

• Demand management 
including rapid bus services 

 Development of Tauranga Crossing 
 RPS and City/District Plans changes 

2018 

 Concept design 
 Consenting and 

property 
 PT network 

improvement 
2018- 
2046 

• SH29A and SH36 
• Oropi Roundabout 

 Congestion threshold 
 Demand management failure 
 LoS Failure of Oropi roundabout 

 Detailed design and 
road improvements 

2018- 
2046 

• Local Ring Road  Keenan road development / twin 
Roundabout LoS failure 

 Detailed design and 
road improvements 

 
Land-use and associated transport elements 

Table 15, Internal roads, Demand management, and land use planning specific to each growth area 
 

Trigger & 
timing 

Intervention / Stage Trigger Deliverables 

For each 
Urban 
growth 
area 
(Tauriko 
West from 
2020) 

• Local arterials 
• Cycling and walking 
• Public transport collector 

services 
• Land use Intensification 
• Alternative access 

disconnected from SH29 

 SmartGrowth consultation 2017 for 
Tauriko West 

 Structure planning 
 Urban growth area development 
 Land use areas A, B, C underway 

2016 onwards 

 Detailed design, 
modal shift and 
transport 
improvements 
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7 Recommended Programme – Assessment 

7.1 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS – VALUE FOR MONEY 

All shortlisted programmes were analysed against the Do Minimum. 

Benefits were calculated using the following assessments: 

• Travel time and vehicle operating costs were determined using global network outputs from the Tauranga 
Traffic Model (TTM) for year 2031 

• All assessed programmes were run within the TTM for AM, PM and IP periods and expanded to represent 
a daily value using factors provided by the model operators 

• Crash costs were calculated using the crash prediction model with the Transport Agency’s Economic 
Evaluation Manual (EEM) and the year 2031 traffic flow. 

• An indicative BCR was calculated 
• An incremental BCR was calculated to determine which programme is more economically viable based on 

their relative benefits and costs 

Capital, maintenance and property costs were calculated for each option in the shortlisted programmes. 

Table 16, Indicative BCR Summary 
 

 Programme 3 
($000) 

Programme 4 
($000) 

Programme 8 
($000) 

PV of Net Benefits    

Travel Time Cost $552,240 $581,881 $605,994 

Vehicle Operating Cost -$72,415 -$111,897 -$57,220 

Crash Cost $34,389 $9,391 $27,170 

CO2 -$3,621 -$5,595 -$2,861 

PV Total Benefits $510,593 $473,781 $573,083 

PV of Net Costs    

Fees $2,915 $4,310 $3,333 

Property $57,803 $92,019 $88,465 

Construction $169,835 $242,315 $191,551 

Maintenance $63,670 $65,386 $64,980 

PV Total Costs 294,223 404,030 348,328 

Indicative BCR 1.7 1.2 1.7 

 
Indicative BCR Summary: 

• BCR is the present value of net benefits divided by the present value of net costs 
• All programmes are considered economic as the BCRs are greater than 1.0, that is, the present value of 

benefits are greater than the present value of costs 
• Programmes 3 and 8 provide a better indicative BCR of 1.7. 

Table 17, Incremental BCR Summary 
 

Base Option for Comparison Next Higher Cost Option Incremental Analysis 

Option Costs Benefits Option Costs Benefits Cost Benefits IBCR 

3 294,223 510,593 8 348,328 573,083 $54,106 $62,490 1.2 

8 348,328 573,083 4 404,030 473,780 $55,702 -$99,302 -1.8 
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Incremental BCR Summary: 

• The minimum incremental BCR should be 1.0, in order to ensure that additional spending to invest in a 
higher cost project option rather than a lower cost option is economically efficient 

• Incremental BCR indicates whether the incremental cost of higher-cost alternatives and options is justified 
by the incremental benefits gained 

• Conversely, an incremental analysis will identify whether a lower cost alternative or option that realises 
proportionally more benefits is a better solution 

• Starting with the lowest cost option, comparing against the next highest cost option 

» A positive IBCR indicates that the higher cost option provides a better economic return 
» A negative IBCR indicates that the lower cost option provides a better economic return 

• Programme 8 has an incremental BCR of 1.2 over Programme 3, indicating that there is a small economic 
return on the extra investment 

• Programme 4 is the most expensive and provides the least benefits based on the results. 

See Appendix XVII Tauriko Network Economic Assessment. 

 

7.2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Congestion Costs 

Full network congestion costs were not included in the main indicative BCR calculation comparing programme 
options as the V/C ratio had not been provided for the overall road network. 

By including the congestion costs within the economic evaluation, the BCRs improve significantly, but the ranking 
does not change: 

• Programme 3 increases from 1.7 to 2.4 
• Programme 4 increases from 1.2 to 1.6 
• Programme 8 increases from 1.7 to 2.2. 

Although Programme 3 has a higher BCR, it would not change the overall ranking as programme 8 provides a 
better performance against risks and objectives including connectivity via east-west road connections that 
alleviate travel demand on SH29. 

Construction Costs 

• Sensitivity test based on decreasing and increasing the costs (construction, property and maintenance) by 
20%. The outcome of this sensitivity was no change in the programme recommendation, as outlined in 
Table 18. 

Table 18, Construction Sensitivity Analysis 
 

Construction Cost ±20% (Values in NPV) 

 
Base Case 

Lower Bound 
-20% 

Upper Bound 
+20% 

Value 
($000) 

BCR 
Value 
($000) 

BCR 
Value 
($000) 

BCR 

Programme 3 294,223 1.7 235,378 2.2 353,067 1.4 

Programme 4 404,030 1.2 323,224 1.5 484,836 1 

Programme 8 348,328 1.7 278,662 2.1 417,993 1.4 
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Land Use Sensitivity 

Sensitivity testing based on increasing the level of land use, assessed how the recommended programme - 
Programme 8 - would respond to increased land use and demand. All Tauriko growth area land uses were 
assumed in the modelling with 15,000 residential dwellings. The modelling demonstrated that additional works 
might be required to supplement Programme 8 beyond the 30 year window, but that Programme 8 is still 
recommended. Additional works could involve the northern bypass (30-50 year window). 

See Appendix XVIII Land Use Sensitivity Analysis. 

Government and national BCR 

The BCR is a ‘national’ BCR allowing for costs covered by development contributions. This BCR approach is 
recommended for a network including local roading and demand management and is aligned with a one network 
approach. The ‘Government’ BCR with development contributions removed, will provide an improved BCR 
uniformly across the programmes (but with greater preference to programme 3 and 8). 

Traffic demand Sensitivity 

A desktop analysis was undertaken by Opus to consider traffic demand based on existing traffic growth generated 
from the development and hypothetical traffic demand generation from land use development. These predictions 
supported TTM and the provided capacity breakpoints that were in advance of the TTM predictions. If this occurs, 
treatments will be triggered earlier than expected. 

Objective weighting and target sensitivity 

Higher weighting or a quicker travel time of objective 1 (Freight travel time and variability) would favour 
programme 8 (the recommended programme). Higher weighting of the safety component would favour 
programme 3 and 8. A higher weighting of objective 2 (SH29A and SH36 people travel time and variability) would 
favour programme 3. 
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7.3 PROGRAMME OUTCOMES 

The programme outcomes sought are provided in the investment objectives section 3. A summary of how the 
shortlisted programmes achieve these objectives is provided in section 0 ‘The short list assessment’. 

Programme 8 achieves the investment objectives as outlined in Table 19. 

Table 19, Programme 8 investment objectives and outcomes (expressed in minutes) 
 

OBJECTIVE ROUTE MEASURE INVESTMENT TARGET DO MINIMUM RANGE RECOMMENDED 
PROGRAMME 

Investment 
Objective 1 SH29 

SH29 
(Freight) 

Travel Time 
10 35- 71 7 

(AM) 
Variability 
(+/-) 3 6 – 8 3 

Investment 
Objective 2 SH36 

Merrick/ 
SH36 

Travel Time 
6 20 – 41 6 

and 29A (Urban) 
(AM) 

Variability 
(+/-) 

 
3 

 
4 – 6 

 
2 

 SH29A 
(Urban) 

Travel Time  
5 

 
8 – 17 

 
3 

 
(PM)  Variability 

(+/-) 3 3 - 4 2 

 
 

OBJECTIVE 3 
LIVEABILITY 

MEASURE DO MINIMUM RECOMMENDED 
PROGRAMME 

Internalisation* Limit the number of local trips generated from the 
Tauriko Growth Area that require access to the SH 
network. 

Internalisation 
achieved 51% 

Internalisation 
achieved 46% 

Mode share % mode share AM peak – PT and active Less than 1% Greater than 10% 
PT uptake Patronage 14,600 p.a. 250,000+ p.a. 
Spatial 
coverage 

600m of a bus stop or cycle lane 17% 80% 

Access to local 
amenity 

Base social infrastructure and services in each UGA 
and community social infrastructure for the 
Tauriko community 

60% 80% 

*Modelling results indicate that the expected degradation of key journeys on SH29, SH29A and SH36 will promote 
more internalisation in the do minimum option, i.e. people will choose not to travel owing to the degradation of 
journey times and journey time reliability. 

 

OBJECTIVE 4 MEASURE DO MINIMUM RECOMMENDED 
PROGRAMME 

Safety on 
SH29 and 
SH29A 

Reduce deaths and serious injuries along 
SH29 from Omanawa Road to Oropi Road by 
50% from 2015 statistics by 2030. A proxy 
for this KPI is Star Rating Improvement. 

Number of Potential 
High-Severity Crashes 
(Resulting in DSIs) 
3.92 in 5 years 

Number of Potential 
High-Severity 
Crashes (Resulting 
in DSIs) 1.60 in 5 
years 

 
Programme 8 can therefore be seen to be highly successful in delivering against the investment objectives. 
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7.4 PROGRAMME RISK 

The detailed Risk profile is included in the full MCA as appended to this PBC. The most significant risks are 
outlined in Table 20. 

Table 20, Significant Programme Risks 
 

CATEGORY RISK 

Design Topography issues constructing Oropi Link and Belk Road extension 

Constructability Narrow points along SH29 between Belk Road and Tauriko village, SH already slipping on 
embankment below Tauriko village 

Functioning 
Network During 
Construction 

Significant works on the SH, potential to install local connections to minimise disruption 
(i.e. Belk road alternative route), some minor realignments could be done offline 

Multi-Party co- 
investment 

Establishing the principles, triggers and agreements for appropriate cost-sharing 

Natural 
Environment 

Construction around greenfields - Belk Road, Pyes Pa, Oropi with construction of stream 
crossing 

Cultural Potential for cultural areas and battle site in general location of Oropi Link and Belk 
Road extension being affected 

Consultation 
and RMA Part 2 

Public consultation will be undertaken in the first stage of the Indicative Business Case. 
Consultation and statutory processes will be aligned with the Settlement Pattern Review 
and RMA Part 2 requirements. There is a risk that public consultation may raise new or 
additional concerns. However, early engagement with partners, stakeholder engagement, 
alternatives assessments and consideration of wider benefits are part of the process that 
was undertaken in developing the Tauriko Network PBC. All the partners to the project 
including SmartGrowth, local authorities, BoPRC, developer and freight representatives 
support the recommended programme and the alignment of the next phase of 
consultation. 
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7.5 ASSESSMENT PROFILE 

An assessment profile of H/H/BCA1-3 has been determined for the programme using the Transport Agency’s 
Investment Assessment Framework as detailed below: 

Strategic fit of the problem, issue or opportunity that is being addressed: H 

• The activity is focussed on significant change in predicted transport demand due to projected growth 
(residential and business) within the Tauranga area. The ‘do minimum’ option will impact on the viability 
of the SH29 nationally strategic freight route. The programme provides a set of interventions that deliver 
an important part of the freight journey performance on key strategic parts of the transport network 
including those that travel through urban Tauranga (e.g. SH29 which connects the Port of Tauranga with 
the Waikato and Upper North Island). 

• Tauriko Network PBC provides a balanced suite of investments that also deliver liveability KPIs including 
journeys for employment, access to social and economic opportunities and tourism. 

• The Transport Agency is taking a co-ordinated approach with relevant stakeholders including Tauranga 
City Council, Western Bay of Plenty District Council, Bay of Plenty Regional Council and SmartGrowth to 
develop the business case that will align with the Settlement Pattern Review. 

• It is appropriate to develop a programme business case at this time. Also, the timing of the activity assists 
integration of this work with other land use and transport planning in the area (refer Readiness section). 

• Public transport currently represents around 1% of all journeys taken within Tauranga. The activity will look 
to identify alternative programmes to improve the public transport mode share of trips. This has the 
potential to make better use of existing transport capacity, better manage transport network performance 
and capability, and contribute to avoiding severe congestion, manage journey time reliability and deliver 
optimised levels of service on the network. 

• Within the study area, the proposed works improve the Kiwi RAP Star Rating on sections of SH29 and 
SH29A. 

Effectiveness of the proposed solution: H 

Outcomes focused - H 

• The PBC has identified clear problems and the potential benefits from addressing them at this time. 
• Alternative programmes have been developed and tested against their ability to deliver the investment 

objectives and address the identified problems. 
• The identified preferred programmes have support as an agreed activity across stakeholders (but need to 

be taken to further consultation). The coordinated approach with stakeholders will assist the business case 
to continue to develop consistently with other land use and transport planning. 

Integrated - H 

• The PBC has been developed in a partnership approach with the SmartGrowth’s western corridor plan and 
wider settlement pattern. 

• Also consistent with the PT Blueprint encouraging an increase in uptake of PT and aligns with the national 
strategic form and function for SH29 as part of the upper north island freight journey. 

• The coordinated approach with relevant stakeholders including SmartGrowth will assist the business case 
to continue to develop consistently with current and future land use and transport planning. 

The Programme Business Case is considered to be appropriately scoped, affordable and timely. 

 
Benefit and cost appraisal: BCA1-3 

 
• An indicative BCR has been prepared for the Programme Business Case. The BCR evaluations have been 

developed using the EEM 
• A National BCR was calculated on the three shortlisted programmes with ranges of 1.2 to 1.7, including 

development contributions. This is aligned with a One Network approach. The “Government” BCR with 
costs covered by development contributions removed, will provide an improved BCR uniformly across the 
programmes. Therefore economic efficiency fit is within the BCR range 1 - 3 

• The BCRs will be developed further through the next phases of the business case. This will include taking 
into account whole-of-life costs, sensitivity analysis, and a peer review of the evaluation to confirm the 
assessment. 
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8 Programme Financial Case 

8.1 INDICATIVE COST 

Table 21, Recommended Programme Indicative Costs 
 

RECOMMENDED PROGRAMME MINIMUM MAXIMUM 

Total Indicative Capital Cost $233m $519m 

Total Indicative Property Cost $93m $132m 

Total Indicative Cost $326m $651m 

Note that the above costs are for implementation and property. IBC, PBC and Pre-implementation costs bring the 
total range to $337-$670M. Maintenance and operations range from $5.5M to $10M per annum. 

 
 

8.2 FUNDING ARRANGEMENTS 

The expected programme BCR is above the minimum threshold. With an expected cost of between $156M and 
$397M for the Transport Agency, the programme represents a prioritisation risk, with respect to the potentially 
limited funds available through the NLTF. It is, however, likely that construction would be staged over multiple 
years. The full programme is not expected to be completed for 30 years. 

Further, detailed analysis is required to confirm these co-investment arrangements, as projects are developed in 
more detail through the next phases. 

Co-investment will need to be confirmed through the inclusion of individual components of the programme in 
the 2018-2021 National Land Transport Programme. 

Aspects of the programme will require implementation by other parties. The details of these co-investment 
arrangements are outlined in Table 22. These are high level indicative estimates yet to be agreed with partners 
at the IBC stage. Co-investment will be considered through the Transport Agency beneficiary pays principles. 

Table 22, Indicative Programme co-investment arrangements (to be confirmed in IBC) 
 

RECOMMENDED PROGRAMME MINIMUM MAXIMUM 

Total Indicative Capital + Property Costs of Programme 8 for 
the Transport Agency 

$160m $400m 

Total Indicative Capital + Property Costs of Programme 8 for 
TCC/ Developer 

$162m $223m 

Total Indicative Capital + Property Costs of Programme 8 for 
the Regional Council 

$9m $18m 

 
Programme activities that may need to be jointly funded between the Transport Agency and TCC are: 

• Arterial connection from SH36 to Oropi Road 
• Intersection Upgrades: 

» Belk Road/SH29 to Roundabout 
» Keenan Road/SH36 to Roundabout 
» Oropi Road 

• Cambridge Road/SH29 
• Rationalise Access in Tauriko along SH29 
• New Belk Road Extension to SH36 
• New local connection between Poike Road and Oropi Road 
• New local connection between SH36 and Oropi Road 
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8.3 AFFORDABILITY 

As indicated above, it is considered that the recommended programme will be efficient and fundable through the 
NLTF. Implementation would be staged over several years so that priority packages can be triggered first where 
the ‘do minimum’ leads to a loss of performance. 

The Tauriko Network PBC provides a network solution to support the Western Corridor growth area as identified 
in the SmartGrowth Settlement Pattern Review. The intervention hierarchy will be used to optimise and stage 
interventions using a network approach. Agencies will need to work together to achieve this in an affordable 
manner. 

The current network can be optimised through the use of triggers and staging. This is likely to include planning 
the timing of four-laning sections of the SH network, less critical intersection treatments on the urban journey 
and local ring road building (construction is not triggered until further urban growth areas beyond area E are 
developed). 

This requires a high level of commitment between SmartGrowth partners, developers and the Transport Agency. 
Some elements of co-investment have been feasibility tested, including against the beneficiary pays principle. 
There is awareness amongst the project partners that cost sharing will be discussed and agreed in more detail 
in the next stage. 

It may be necessary to secure corridors through designation and/or land purchase given limited alignment 
options and limited debt capacity of local authorities. If this does not occur, there is a risk that the route could 
be built out through development and subdivision, as well as creating uncertainty for structure planning of a key 
urban growth area and result in additional reverse sensitivity issues in the future. 

For several local and state highway components of the programme, the proposed Housing Infrastructure Fund 
may also provide some assistance to local authorities in terms of their share of the total cost. There may be 
further opportunities for direct central government investment if respective components are shown to directly 
benefit supply of development capacity for housing. 
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PART C – DELIVERING AND MONITORING THE 
PROGRAMME 

9 Management Case 

9.1 PROGRAMME DELIVERY 

Process for Programme Delivery 

Section C provides a plan for successfully delivering the programme by identifying how the next phases of the 
project will deliver on the investment objectives. It is recommended that Tauriko network progress as one IBC 
and three dependent DBCs. The Tauriko Network Programme Business Case (PBC) recommends the following 
programme of works: 

• Tauriko Network IBC 
o DBC1: SH29 Freight and Tauriko West Access 
o DBC2: SH29A Takitimu Drive to Barkes Urban Access 
o DBC3: SH29A Barkes to Poike Urban Access 

Figure 29 below indicates the logic flow from the Strategic Case down to the individual DBCs 

Figure 29, IBC and DBC structuring 
 

  
SH29 Tauriko Network 

PBC 

 

  

  
SH29 Tauriko Network 

IBC 

 

  

    

SH29 Freight and 
Tauriko West Access 

DBC1 

 
SH29A Takitimu Drive to 

Barkes Urban Access 
DBC2 

 
SH29A Barkes to Poike 

Urban Access 
DBC3 

 

Five key measures of success are identified for the next phase: 

1. IBC and DBCs structured by dependencies, programme timings and defined deliverables; 
2. Integrated planning with clear roles and responsibilities across the implementation parties; 
3. Timing triggers and cost breakdown; 
4. Performance and review; 
5. Transparent IBC and DBC deliverables. 

 

 
9.2 IBC AND DBC STRUCTURING 

A workshop was held with the key stakeholders on 15 June 2016 to determine the proposed phasing for 
programme delivery. This and subsequent workshops resulted in a phasing proposal shown in Appendix XXII, 
Appendix XXIII, Appendix XXIV, and summarised in Part C. The following steps were followed: 

 
Not part of 
this Scope 

 
Next Phase of 
Investigation 

 
Completed 
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• During the recommended programme assessment stakeholders determined in broad terms (0-10yr, 10- 
30yr) when each alternative option would likely to be implemented in the three short-listed programmes. 
This helped identify what would need to happen early, which went into the high-level BCR, and also 
highlighted the risks of large investments having to happen now (for example, the northern capacity 
improvement in Programme 4) 

• After a recommended programme was determined, a phasing workshop was held to break each alternative 
option of the recommended programme into its next steps: 

» IBC and DBC 
» Pre-Implementation 
» Implementation. 

The IBC recommendation is for a single network IBC followed by multiple DBCs. DBC structuring workshops and 
analysis identified three focus areas discussed below. These are represented in Error! Reference source not 
found. and aligned to structure planning dependencies and the road hierarchy. 

 
IBC Structure – Tauriko Network IBC 

 
There is a strong timing and network design dependency to develop a single IBC as a collaborative initiative 
across delivery parties rather than multiple IBCs. A single IBC that is led by the Agency with inputs from regional 
and city council will successfully deliver the next phase as: 

 
• Structure planning and transport options will be considered together for the western corridor as a whole 
• Shortlisting and timing of treatment options can be undertaken as a whole of life exercise within the 

specified study area. This reduces the risk of partners working in isolation or not actively being involved 
in a timely manner (i.e. an intervention is no longer considered a priority by a partner compared to other 
organisational goals) 

• Multiple IBCs are less likely to achieve a co-ordinated one network approach for the growth area 
• IBC dependencies between treatments are more difficult to align across multiple IBCs 

 
The IBC will filter out a significant number of treatment options and provide an improved level of certainty of how 
the network will function over time. It is proposed that separate DBCs can be developed without compromising 
the network form after the IBC is completed. 

 
DBC 1: Tauriko network plan – Freight and Tauriko West access 

 
The focus is on the national freight route on SH29 whilst enabling an integrated approach to network planning 
and urban growth. A structure plan is being developed on the northern side of the SH29 for a new large residential 
development (Tauriko West) which will require connections to the transportation network. On the southern side 
of the SH the roll out of Tauriko Industrial Estate is threatening the opportunity to protect a future realignment 
options at Belk Road to improve safety. 

 
A clear scope of investigation for DBC 1 delivers the SH29 freight and safety investment objectives whilst 
developing appropriate access to Tauriko West and the industrial estate. Appropriate access means it does not 
compromise the freight objective, and provides direct connectivity (without using the SH) between different parts 
of the local community. This DBC allows the inter-dependencies between Tauriko West structure planning and 
network planning to be progressed and aims to jointly notify changes to designations, District Plan and RPS. 

 
In addition to transport and growth objectives, DBC 1 aims to improve amenity of the existing and new community 
through addressing reverse sensitivity issues such as noise and aesthetic quality. This includes reducing side 
friction issues by providing alternative access to Tauriko primary school and improving noise and aesthetic 
qualities of the SH29 corridor. Rationalisation of access to the SH will also improve safety and adheres to the form 
and function of a national freight route. 
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Figure 30, Focus areas for DBC 1, 2 and 3 

 
DBC 2: Tauriko network plan – SH29A Takitimu to Barkes urban access 

 
DBC 2 is focused on providing urban access from Tauriko to both Tauranga peninsula and the east (via the 
‘around the harbour’ journey using SH29A). This stretch of SH29A is already congested during the peaks and will 
disrupt the freight route if it extends down to Takitimu Drive. 

 
Public transport is an integral part of this package. Investigation into a bus interchange, park and ride, rapid bus 
services and bus priority form part of DBC 2. In addition, the connectivity of local amenity destinations to passive 
and active transport modes are a key feature of the structure planning for Pyes Pa West residential development 
and future connectivity to the DBC 1 study area. 

 
DBC 2 recognises that reduced pressure on SH29A by providing good urban access also helps to protect the 
freight route. The PBC outlines the key option for this stretch of SH29A as capacity improvements on SH29A (with 
a clear prioritisation for efficient people movement) to move congestion away from SH29. This will also improve 
the urban access to Tauranga City via SH29A and Cameron Road. 

 
DBC 3: Tauriko network plan – Barkes to Poike urban access 

 
DBC 3 is focused on that area which will come under more pressure further into the future once Tauriko West is 
completed and development occurs at Kennedy Road. This is likely to be 10 or more years away. Development 
expansion at Kennedy Road will load additional traffic onto SH36, SH29 and SH29A. A principal intersection that 
will also be under increasing pressure will be Takitimu Drive. The principal purpose of this DBC is to develop 
thinking beyond the ten year window and opportunities to better connect different parts of the community and 
to reduce pressure on the SH network (Investment objectives 1-3). 

Current 
Star rating 
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Table 22 below outlines the proposed phasing and expenditure for the programme including other IBC and DBC 
structuring that were considered. 

Table 22, IBC/DBC grouping options 
 

Criteria Option 1 

Progress a single IBC for 
the entire programme with 

DBC 1 & 2 starting 
immediately after IBC 

completion 

Option 2 

Split the programme into 
three Single Stage 

Business Cases (SSBC) for 
Tauriko along SH29, and 
two IBCs local ring road 

and SH29 

Option 3 

Split the programme into 
two separate IBCs: One for 

Tauriko, one for the 
remaining works. Then six 

DBCs 

Ability to deliver 
programme 
objectives 

Delivery of critical path, get 
collective buy-in before 
incorporating into PBC 

Risk of the programme 
deliverable elements 
being lost or items being 
done in isolation. 

Risk of the programme 
deliverable elements 
being lost or items being 
done in isolation. 

A network 
approach to the 
PBC where 
partners 
collaborate 

Progress a single IBC with 
all network elements 

Split the programme into 
three deliverables 
fragments the network 
approach. 

Split the programme into 
three IBCs fragments the 
network approach. 

SmartGrowth 
partners aligned 

Priorities are aligned in a 
single IBC 

Prioritised in isolation. Prioritised in isolation. 

Confidence of co- 
investment 
request to board 

Strong dependency 
between the network 
treatments is a good 
rationale for the approach. 

The request for co- 
investment will have to 
include the risk that the 
maximum interventions. 

Can give confidence in co- 
investment request to 
complete optioneering 
phase. 

Delivery of critical 
the path 

Priority for SH29, 
alternative modes and 
growth enabler for Tauriko 
West. Even so, it may be 
difficult to get designation 
(By Jan 2018) 

Priority for SH29, and 
growth enabler for 
Tauriko West. Even so, it 
may be difficult to get 
designation (By Jan 2018) 

Is likely to fail to deliver 
the critical path. 

 

9.3 INTEGRATED PLANNING WITH CLEAR ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

The flow diagram below in Figure 31 summarises the high level deliverables expected from each organisation, to 
complete and deliver a final Indicative Business Case. The IBC will be structured so that the NZTA Principal 
Consultant will deliver the IBC on behalf of all the partners. 

 
Transport Agency – Accountable for IBC delivery. This includes assessment of the IBC intervention preferred 
options against investment objectives. The Transport Agency will be responsible for managing option workshops 
and co-ordinating the multi-party project team. 

 
Transport Agency Principal Consultant – Responsible for the IBC delivery. The programme level economic 
analysis, amalgamation of the PBC intervention options for SH, local road and PT interventions into a single 
Tauriko Network IBC will be the responsibility of the principal consultant. This consultant will have reporting 
accountability to the Collective Oversight Group (multi-agency group including Transport Agency, TCC, WBoPDC, 
BoPRC, SmartGrowth). 

 
Transport Agency Appointed Consultant – Responsible for SH29, SH29A and SH36 preferred intervention 
option. This includes leading on SH intersection treatments in consultation with TCC and stakeholders. Appointed 
through competitive tender and will provide specialist technical and graphics resourcing for IBC preparation. The 
consultant will also lead on the bus interchange and park and ride interventions in consultation with stakeholders. 
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Tauranga City Council – Responsible for local road interventions including arterials, structure planning 
(including active and passive transport) and provide project support to the principal consultant for TTM modelling 
(and participate project meetings when relevant). 

 
BoPRC – Responsible for the bus network. BoPRC will be consulted on bus interchange and park and ride 
interventions. 

Figure 31, Governance structure and responsibilities 

 
 

A key driver of DBC 1 is the development of Tauriko West and the roll out of the Tauriko Industrial estate. The 
new residential area will require access to both the SH29 and to the industrial estate, retail complex, and 
amenities. The timing of the structure planning and development is inextricably linked to the timing of the 
Transport Agency Business Case deliverables. Successful delivery of the Programme will require the a co- 
ordinated approach over the next five years as mapped out below in Figure 32 and Table 23. 

Local Roading 
Interventions 

Structure 
Planning Process 

Traffic Demand 
Management 
Interventions 

State Highway 
Interventions 

Tauranga City 
Council 

NZ Transport 
Agency 

NZTA Appointed 
Consultant 

Tauriko Network 
IBC Project Team 

NZTA Principal 
Consultant 

Collaborative 
Oversight Group 

(COG) 

Economic 
Analysis 

Economic 
Analysis 

 
Preferred Option 

 
Short List Options 

 
Long List Options 

 
Preferred Option 

 
Short List Options 

Options 
Workshop 

 
Long List Options 

Investment 
Objective 

Accountability 
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Figure 32, Structure Planning and Business case key Inter-relationships 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 23, Timeline for Joint Structure Plan and Transport Planning Approach (IBC and DBC1&2) 
 

Year TCC & SmartGrowth Partners structure 
planning and development 

NZ Transport Agency business case process 

2016 • Tauriko West structure plan project 
planning 

• PBC and recommended programme endorsed 
• Appoint Consultant for IBC SH deliverables 

2017 • Joint engagement on settlement pattern 
• Collaborative working to establish 

preferred land use options and 
supporting transport network to enable 
Tauriko West development. 

• Structure Planning start 2017 
• Co-investment principles developed and 

agreed. 

• Joint engagement on options and recommended 
programme (supporting settlement pattern). 

• Complete Tauriko Network IBC – developed 
collaboratively with structure plan to establish 
Tauriko West access connections, sequencing, and 
alignment. 

• Co-investment principles developed and agreed. 
Confirm direction Tauriko IBC – and support 
initiation of DBC1 and DBC2 

2018 • Structure Planning and development of 
planning framework in collaboration 
working transport network needs 
(continues from 2017 into Q1 and Q2 
2018) 

• Engagement on structure plan and 
preferred programme. 

• Public notification of structure plan as a 
change to District Plan and RPS (mid 
2018). 

• Joint statutory RMA processes: 
submissions 

• Development of DBC1 and DBC2 
• Working collaboratively with partners on structure 

planning process, informing of preferred network 
options. 

• Public engagement on preferred programme. 
• Property purchase plan 
• Tauriko West Interim access form and function 

agreed 
• Prepare RMA documents including Assessment of 

Effects, Scheme Plan. 
• Jointly notify changes to State Highway Designation. 
• Joint statutory RMA processes; submissions 

2019 • Ongoing statutory RMA process: 
Hearings (early 2019), appeals and 
Environment Court mediation (rest of 
2019) 

• Ongoing statutory RMA process: Hearings (early 
2019), appeals and Environment Court mediation 

• Property purchases (according to sequencing plan) 

2020 • Bulk infrastructure design and delivery 
to boundary, and internal developer 
earthworks/civil works 

• Property purchase if necessary (according to 
sequencing plan) 

2021 • Completion of first subdivision stages to 
enable house building 

• Access provided to Tauriko West subject to 
sequencing plan 

• Property purchase if necessary (according to 
sequencing plan) 

 
A high level programme of works for the proposed Tauriko Network IBC/DBC can be found in Appendix XXV 
Tauriko Network Programme Delivery. 

Business case approach 
 Transport planning for a connected community 

with fewer trips on SH29 and rationalisation of 
SH29 access 

 Establishing triggers and phasing of investment 
to facilitate urban growth. 

 Addressing reverse sensitivity issues for existing 
and new communities while delivering freight 
investment objective 

 Co-investment for network upgrades. 
 Notification of alterations to designation at 

same time as District Plan change and Regional 
Policy Statement. 

Structure planning 
 Land use planning for community 

connectivity (without disrupting function 
of SH29) 

 Interim and long term access to existing 
community and Tauriko West from SH29 

 Public Transport and active modes 
provided (Liveability KPIs) 

 Co-investment for network upgrades. 
 Notification of Tauriko West structure 

plan (in District Plan and Regional Policy 
Statement) 

K
ey In

ter-relatio
n
sh
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9.4 TIMING TRIGGERS AND COST BREAKDOWN 

The detailed triggers for the project cost phasing are provided in Appendix XXIII - Alternatives & Options 
Sequencing and Triggers, and Appendix XXIV - Tauriko Network Proposed DBC Phasing & Cash Flow 
Breakdown. The high level cost breakdown is provided in Figure 33 and Figure 34, and triggers are provided in 
Figure 35. 

Figure 33, Expenditure breakdown by DBC and activity ($Ms) 
 

The total cost structure ranges from $337M to 
$670M over the 30 year period across the partner 
organisations. During the IBC stage, the filtering of 
options will reduce the range of cost and provide 
clarity for co-investment opportunities. . 

The Transport Agency’s cost for the SH activity is 
expected to be between $179M and $446M. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 34, Expenditure breakdown for the next phases (2016/17, 2017/18) 
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Having clearly defined triggers will successfully guide the intervention phasing. Note that authority to start DBC 
3 will likely be 2018 or later and will be the subject of a separate funding application. 

Figure 35, Key investment triggers and investigation rationale 
 

 

9.5 PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE AND REVIEW 

The programme will be led by the Transport Agency with close alignment with the SmartGrowth Settlement 
Pattern Review and the SmartGrowth partners. Some components of the programme will require investment from 
other organisations including TCC (local roading and structure planning) and the Regional Council (public 
transport). 

A RACI (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed) approach will be agreed between stakeholders that 
identifies the roles and responsibilities of each stakeholder. 

A project management team will be responsible for the day-to-day management of the project under the 
leadership of the principal consultant. Performance will be reported against programme milestones, investment 
objectives, and deliverables to the COG on a bi-monthly basis. 

Within the Transport Agency, responsibilities for the IBC phase are as follows: 

Table 24, Responsible role within the Transport Agency 
 

ROLE ACCOUNTABILITY 

Programme Sponsor Accountable for programme delivery 

Transport Planning Network performance against the investment objectives 

Planning and Investment Case 
Manager 

Confirm the need to invest 

Road Safety Treatments are safe and improve Star rating 

Journey Manager Programme supports wider UNI investment story 

Project Services Responsible for programme delivery 
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9.6 IBC AND DBC DELIVERABLES 

The deliverables from the IBC are: 

 
• Generate and assess a long list of options that is consistent with the agreed PBC to a preferred option to 

progress for further investigation. Where there is a case for bringing forward two options into the DBC 
phase this will be permitted. This will be accompanied by a MCA methodology that demonstrates the 
selection process and alignment with other elements of the IBC 

• Establish and agree the co-investment principles, allocation and between co-investment partners 
• Undertake public consultation on the PBC short listing process and consult seek feedback on IBC option 

long list 
• Agree and finalise the scope of works for DBC 1 and DBC 2 
• Reconfirm that the evidence supports the IBC and the strategic case and objectives are still relevant 
• Stakeholder workshops of the IBC long list, short list and preferred options 
• Governance reporting to SmartGrowth Partners at short list and preferred option stages 
• Identify indicative costs, refined timings risks, dis-benefits and dependencies 
• Economic analysis and BCR at IBC level 
• IBC report including next stages (DBC 1 and 2 scope and deliverables). 

 

Filtering Process 

The intervention treatments will have appropriately targeted high or low levels of analysis at the IBC phase. 

 
For example, interaction treatments at Belk Road, Cambridge road, public transport, rationalising access and 
road straightening on SH29 will receive a high level of analysis due to the potential benefit and dis-benefit they 
have on the investment objectives. Other interventions such as Keenan Road capacity improvements and PT 
real time information will have a lower degree of analysis either because they are: 

 
a) Beyond the 10 year implementation window; 
b) Lower significance as a contributor to the investment objectives; 
c) Largely determined by another interfacing project. 

 
An example of the level of analysis that will be applied to each treatment is provided below in 

 
Table 25. This is not a definitive list, but will be developed as a long list, agreed and then modelled/analysed 
using a MCA methodology. 

 
Table 25, Example of the level of analysis that will be applied to each treatment 

 
High level of IBC 
analysis 

 
Cambridge Road 
Intersection 
Treatment 

Intersection treatments considered: 
• Underpass 
• Roundabout 
• Grade separation at either Cambridge Road or extension of Kennedy Road (or 

both). Based on vehicle behaviour and who is using, and who will use, Cambridge 
Road - use traffic modelling to determine (TTM and blip track). Options – left in 
and out, right in and out, full access. 

 
Consider the consequences of: 

• Current origin and destination travel demand 
• Traffic volumes and changes once TNL opens 
• Impact on freight efficiency 
• Impact on community connectivity 
• Benefits and dis-benefits of TNL connection to Cambridge Road 
• Redirecting regional traffic through the new subdivision onto local roads 

(Kennedy Road) 
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Low level of IBC 
analysis 

 
D Upgrade of 
Keenan Road (Two 
lane collector) 

Consider when land use D will be developed, the expected local traffic growth and 
demand, to indicate what standard of road will be required. Treatments to consider: 

• Two lane local road 
• Two lane collector road 

 

The deliverables for the DBCs will be clearly defined by the conclusion of the IBC and may likely include some 
elements of pre-implementation to align with the structure planning timing for Tauriko West. 

 
Deliverables will include: 
• Tauriko West access connections, sequencing, and alignment 
• Preferred option development and assessment 
• Specimen design 
• Technical environmental assessment 
• Property requirements 
• Designation plan 

 
9.7 STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATIONS PLAN 

Consultation and statutory processes will be aligned with the SmartGrowth Settlement Pattern Review, Structure 
Planning processes and the wider Transport Agency consultation for SH29 where possible and will meet RMA Part 
2 requirements. A stakeholder plan will be developed to ensure these relationships are appropriately managed 
and to optimise the development of the IBC. 

Stakeholders will be managed through the Programme Manager, with support from the Transport Agency’s 
communications team, who know the stakeholders well and will assist with organisation and preparation for the 
stakeholder engagement. 

A Stakeholder Engagement Plan will be prepared to address the specific details for each stakeholder, including 
key contact person and approach for engagement. A communications plan will be prepared for the IBC phase 
including Ministerial briefings and public consultation. 

Important stakeholders: 

• NZ Transport Agency (Waikato / BoP Region) 
• SmartGrowth 
• KiwiRail 
• Bay of Plenty Regional Council 
• Tauranga City Council 
• Western Bay of Plenty District Council 
• Port of Tauranga 
• Freight Logistics Action Group 
• Tauriko School 
• NZ Police 
• Automobile Association 
• Road Transport Association. 



 

 

Appendix 3 

Tauriko Transport Network 
Long Term Improvements 

DBC Identifying the short list of options 
 



 

 

Workshop agenda 

• Introduction and Agency update 
• Background 

• Recap on evidence 
• ILM 
• Process to date 
• Long-list description 
• MCA Process 

• MCA Summary – background/criteria/assessment 
• Identify Short List - Breakout sessions 
• Next Steps 



 

 

Introduction 
• Housekeeping 
• Introductions 
• Agency update on TAIP Re-evaluation 

 
• Purpose of Today 

• Explain the long list option assessment 
process and evaluation results 

 
• Obtain feedback and amend as required 

 
• Identify the short list of route option(s) 



 

 

 

Project Location 
 



 

 

 

Evidence - Future Landuse Area’s 
 

 



 

 

 

Evidence - Future Landuse Dwellings 
 

 

 
DBC Planning Assumption: Full Development of Western Corridor urban 
growth area expected to increase trips/day from 20,000 in 2016 to 112,000 



 

 

Evidence – Expected Trip Demand 2063 

Existing Mode Share 



 

 

 

Evidence – Low Active & PT Mode Share - 2017 
 



 

 

 

Evidence – Freight Time Reliability 2017/2018 
 
 

• Freight reliability is an ongoing problem that affects access and mobility 
• Takitimu and Barkes intersections major cause of SH29 trip reliability 



 

 

 

Evidence – Road Safety Crashes 2013 -2017 
 



 

 

 

Evidence – Road Safety Severity 2013 -2017 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

ILM – Problem & Benefit Statements 
 

If not appropriately integrated into 
the transport system, planned land 
use development and growth in the 

Western Corridor is unlikely to 
proceed due to the scale of impacts 

on access, safety and liveability 
(70%) 

 
 
 

Poor geometry and negotiation of 
major intersections on SH29/29A 

through the Western Corridor leads 
to injury crashes and high severity 

outcomes (30%) 

Better access to international and 
major domestic markets on this 

national strategic freight route linking 
to the Port of Tauranga (20%) 

 
 

The Western Corridor is better 
connected and accessible through a 
multi-modal transport system which 

supports timely delivery of 
sustainable growth (40%) 

 
 

Improved safety within the Western 
Corridor (40%) 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

phase 
 

How did we 
get to here? 

 
 
 

Where are we 
in the 
process? 

Process to Date PBC 

PBC – DBC to Long List 
IBC/DBC – Idea generation – strategic options 



 

 

 
 

Detailed Business Case (DBC) – the Long List 

Developing Transport Solutions within Tauriko West 
 

• Long list option workshop held 24th May 2018 

 
• Long list road options evaluated by team of specialists – using MCA 

Framework and key assumptions; namely: 
• TCC Ring Road common to all options 
• Tauriko West to Whiore Ave Link Not suitable for vehicle traffic 

other than buses 
• PT priority along Cameron Road 2020 
• TDM, PT, Walking/Cycling measures common to all road options 



 

 

 

Option Description 
 

• All options are multi modal solutions. They include: 
• Travel Demand Management (TDM) 
• Public Transport (PT) 
• Walking/Cycling 
• Roading Improvements 
• Mobility as a Service (MaaS) 



 

 

Long List – TDM/TBC Options for Tauranga 
Western Corridor 

 

Recommendation Timeframe Lead Agency 

L1 - Facilitate Transit Oriented Development in Western Corridor Ongoing NZTA/BOPRC 

L2 - Adopt Complete Streets Design principles Ongoing Developer 

DM1 - Review road and parking management Short Term NZTA/TCC 

DM3 - Incorporate parking management Short Term TCC 

M3 - Enhance PT legibility and branding Short to Medium Term BOPRC 

M4 - Provide real time passenger information Short to Medium Term BOPRC 

M6 - Expand public transport options via technology Medium Term NZTA/BOPRC 

TBC1 - Develop and implement a Workplace TBC Plan Medium Term TCC 

TBC2 - Develop and implement a School TBC Plan Now TCC 

TBC3 - Develop and implement a New Residents TBC Plan Short Term Developer/TCC 

Mobility as a Service Short Term NZTA/TCC/BOPRC 



 

 

Long List Frequent Connective Public Transport 
 



 

 

 

The Long List – Indicative Multi Modal Network 
 



 

 

Long List Road Option Summary 
 



 

 

Tauriko West Road Options 
 



 

 

 

MCA Evaluation – 3 Stage Process 

• Stage One: 
► Identify Fatal Flaws 
► High-level initial sieving based on Investment Benefits 

 
• Stage Two: 

► Assess options against: Complexity/Implementability/Risk 
► Filter out options with highest risk 

 
• Stage Three: 

► Other criteria, such as: 
■ Technical details, Social, Ecological, Cultural, Human Health, Integration etc. 
■ Criteria depends on level of information available 
■ Compare options across criteria 
■ Still high level 



 

 

 

MCA Option evaluation 

• Simply a tool to: 
• record information in one place 
• help compare options in logical manner 
• enable a well informed decision to be made 

 
• Considers Investment Benefits/Risks & Complexity/Effects 

 
• Options evaluated and scored by team specialists, then collated to 

obtain an overall score using equal weightings 

 
• Team workshop to critique evaluations and confirm MCA short list 

ranking 



 

 

MCA Results 



 

 

 

MCA Sensitivity Tests 
 

• Sensitivity Tests: 
• Higher weighting on benefits, risks, and effects – all 3 options 

came out high 
 



 

 

 

End of Presentation 



 

 

 

Breakout Groups 

• Objective to select 3 shortlist road options: 
• Record key discussion points on handouts 
• Respond back to collective group 

 
• Consider: 

• Do you value some aspects of MCA more than others ? 
• What are you getting for your Investment ? 
• Long term resilience of major junctions 
• Is “Right traffic on right roads” important ? 
• Value for money – rough indicator below 

 
 

Cost 50% $M 351 342 891 655 872 831 1120 469 544 509 

Cost 95% $M 486 474 1233 907 1207 1150 1551 650 753 705 

Benefit - NPV $M 223 215 442 437 442 245 442 288 281  
BCR - high level  0.7 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.6  



 

 

 

Summary of Expected Outcomes 
 



 

 

What happens next? 

• Develop up short list 
options, confirm 
form and function 
and re-evaluate. 

• Public open day for 
the short list – 6/7/8 
Dec 

• Identify 
recommended road 
corridor December 
2018 

• Longer Term – work 
on finalising 
recommended 
solution, approvals 
and Lodge NOR June 
2019 



 

 

 

Thankyou 



 

 

 

Detailed Option Diagrams 



Long List Road Network 
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Long List Options 
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Appendix 4 
 
 

…ļ Ĩ ή Ўį  ήŷ ñ  ļ ļ ФỲΡ ſ 
 

P ro je c t Na m e Ta u riko Ne tw ork Con n e ct ion s DBC  

P ro je c t No . 2-32735.0 1  

Da t e & Tim e 29 Ju n e 20 20 - 9a m  

Ve nue  Ta u ra ng a City Council - Ca m e ron Ro a d O ffic e 

Sub je c t Ta u riko Ne tw ork Con n e ct ion s Lon g list MCA W orksh op 

Clie n t W a ka Ko t a h i NZ Tra n sp ort Ag e n cy  

At t e n d e e s Na n cy W a in – W a ka Kot a h i J im P a t e rson – W BOP DC 
 An g e la Cre a n – W a ka Ko t a h i P e t e ra Ta p se ll - W BOP DC 
 Va ug ha n Ro be rt s – W a ka Kot a h i Re b e ka h W a lt h a m – BO P RC 
 Ba rry Dow se t t – W a ka Kota h i Joe Me t ca lfe – BO P RC 
 Scott Tu rnbu ll – W a ka Kota h i P e ri Kohu - Te Ka u a e a Roo p u 
 Andy Me a d – TCC Fra n k Ha ra w ira - Te Ka u a e a 
 Alis t a ir Ta lb ot – TCC Roo p u 
 Bra d Mo ore – TCC Ju lie She phe rd - Te Ka u a e a 
 P e t e r Sie m e n sm a – TCC Roo p u 
 Bruce Ro b ins on – TCC Mike Me ist e r – W SP 
 P h illip Ma rt e lli – W BO P DC Ch e rie Ma son – W SP 
  Sim on Ba nks – W SP 
  Ma t t Stu le n – W SP 

Ap o lo g ie s Lou Te Ke e t i - Te Ka u a e a Roo p u  

 
 
 

D ISCUSS IO N AND O UTCOMES 

1 MCA Discu ss io n 
 

(a ) W SP provide d a n ove rvie w of the MCA scoring  a nd se nsitivity t e st ing unde rt a ke n 
to ra te th e va riou s lon g list op t ion s for th e ro a d corrid or. 

(b ) The re w a s g e ne ra l d is cussion a round the scoring unde rt a ke n by the re sp e ct ive 
pa rtne r org a n is a t ion ’s spe cia list s. 

ACTION: W SP t o p rovid e co p ie s of sp e cia list a sse ssm e n ts re su lt in g fro m t h e 
w orkin g g roups. 

(c ) Th e re w a s g e ne ra l d is cussion a round the se nsitivity t e st ing a nd the w e ig hting s 
g ive n to th e th re e ca t e g orie s - In ve stm e n t Ob je c t ive s (I/O), Risks, a n d Effe cts. 

(d ) TCC sug g e ste d tha t a ch ie ving the p roje ct pu rp ose shou ld be m ost im port a nt 
conside ra t ion, a nd the re fore sh ou ld incre a se w e ig hting on I/O  t o re fle ct t ha t . 

(e ) Fu rthe r se nsitivity t e st ing w a s unde rt a ke n du ring the w orksh op w he re b y a 70 % 
w e ig hting w a s g ive n to I/O w it h 15% on risks a nd 15% on e ffe cts (ra the r th a n 
50 /25/25). 

2 Option Discussion 
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(a ) The six op t ions w he re re vie w e d in de t a il a m ong st the p a rtne rs a ft e r the a dd it ion a l 
se n sit ivity te st w a s u n d e rta ke n . 

(b ) The cost e st im a t e s a nd MCA ra t ing s w e re conside re d a nd d is cusse d. 
 

(c ) Th e im p orta n ce o f h a vin g cle a r d iffe re n ce s b e tw e e n op t ion s t o b e se le cte d on th e 
sh ort lis t w a s h ig h lig h t e d . 

(d ) Options 1 a n d 2 w e re cle a rly h ig he st ra nke d op t ions a ft e r MCA a n d w e re 
re com m e nde d to be ca rrie d forw a rd t o the sh ort list . Subse que nt d iscussion the n 
focusse d on  se le ct ing a t h ird option for shortlist. 

3 Ag re e d Sh ort List 
 

Ba se d on th e a b ove d iscu ss io n , the a g re e d Short List Options a re a s follo w s: 
 

(a )   Option 1 - Althoug h ide ntifie d a s t he low e st ra nke d option for I/O, it w a s h ig he st 
ra nke d for risks a nd e ffe cts. W a ka Kota h i a ls o co n firm e d th a t unde r the Busin e ss Ca 
se p roce ss, a low cost solution  ne e ds t o be a m ong st the sh ort list optio ns.  Th e g 
roup a lso re cog n is e d t ha t som e o f the inte rse c t ion t re a tm e nts for Op t ion 1 m a y ne 
e d to be upg ra de d a s the option  is de ve lope d fu rthe r du ring the short list 
d e ve lop m e n t sta g e . 

 
(b )  Option 2 – consiste ntly score d h ig h unde r a ll se n sit ivit y t e st ing (st a nda rd 

w e ig h t in g of 33/33/33, to e xt re m e o f 70 /15/15 for In ve stm e n t ob je ct ive s, e ffe cts a n d risks 
re spe ct ive ly). Re p re se nts a h ig he r cost solution w it h g o od t ra nsp ort be ne fit s a s SH 
29 & SH 29 a o ff-line w it h g ra de se pa ra t e d int e rcha ng e s. 

(c )   Option 4 – p rovide s g oo d fle xib ilit y a t Ta kit im u u sing a ra ng e of inte rcha ng e form s, is 
d iffe re nt t o Options 1 & 2, a nd p rovide s g o od ne tw ork con n e ct ivit y opp o rtun it ie s be 
tw e e n Ta u riko a nd Ba rke s Corn e r. 

Th is p rovide s a ra ng e of corridor a nd inte rse ct ion options, a s w e ll a s a g oo d sp re a d in low 
cost to h ig h cost in ve st m e n t. 

4 D is ca rd e d Op t io n s 
 

(a ) Option 5 - d is ca rde d a s score d the w orst for a ll w e ig hting com b ina t ions, a nd h a d 
se con d low e st a lig n m e n t to I/O. 

(b ) Option 3 - d is ca rde d a s a n on - line corridor be tw e e n Ta u riko a nd Ba rke s w h ic h is a 
h e a vily t ra ffic ke d corrid o r. Lim it e d a b ilit y t o ca t e r for a rou n d h a rb our options a t 
Ta kit im u. Ha s loca l a nd h ig hw a y t ra ffic sh a ring t he sa m e h ig hw a y corrid or 
be tw e e n Ta u riko a nd Ba rke s. On ly m o de ra t e a lig nm e nt t o I/O  de sp it e m o de ra t e 
risks a n d e ffe c t s. 

(c ) Option 6 - d is ca rde d a s ha s sim ila r com p one nts to Option 2 a n d 4 he nce w ou ld be 
conside ring a sim ila r opt ion. Cou ld a lso be use d a s a sta g ing of Optio n 2 or 4 . 

 
 

Ta b le Att a ch m e n ts: 
 

Lon g list MCA Asse ssm e n t - Ju n e 20 20 
 

Long List MCA Eva lua t io n Outco m e - Ju n e 20 20 
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Ta u riko - Lon g list MCA Asse ssm e n t - Ju n e 20 20 
 

Op t io n Op t 1 Op t 2 Op t 3 Op t 4 Op t 5 Op t 6 

Be n e fit + Me a su re       

 
in

 v
e s

tm
 e

 n
 t 

o b
 je

 ct
 iv

e s
 

Be t t e r a cce ss t o in t e rn a t ion a l 
a n d m a jo r d om e st ic m a rke t s 
on th is n a t io n a l stra t e g ic rou te 
to th e P ort of Ta u ra n g a (20 %) 

 
P re d ic t a b le t ra ve l t im e s for 
fre ig h t 

 
 

20 % 
 

40 % 
 

100% 
 

8 5% 
 

90 % 
 

60 % 
 

70 % 

 
 
 

Th e W e ste rn Corrid or is  b e t t e r 
con n e cte d a n d a cce ssib le 
th roug h a m u lt i-m od a l 
t ra nsport syste m w h ic h 
supports  t im e ly de live ry of 
susta ina b le g row th (4 0 %) 

La nd use p la n n ing re duce s 
th e n e e d for t ra ve l 

 
13% 60 % 60 % 50 % 70 % 50 % 50 % 

In cre a se m o d e sh ift fro m 
p riva t e ve h ic le s to w a lk in g , 
cyc lin g a n d P T 

 
13% 

 
57% 

 
60 % 

 
57% 

 
60 % 

 
53% 

 
50 % 

Tra n sp ort syste m e n a b le s 
t im e ly d e live ry of a p p ro p ria t e 
u rba n a nd 
busine ss/com m e rcia l g row th 
a re a s in t h e W e ste rn Corrid or 

 
 

13% 

 
 

100% 

 
 

100% 

 
 

100% 

 
 

100% 

 
 

100% 

 
 

100% 

 

Im p rove d sa fe ty w ith in t he 
W e ste rn Corrid or (4 0 %) 

Re d u ce cra sh e s b y se ve rit y (a ll 
m o d e s) 

 
20 % 40 % 65% 55% 60 % 50 % 52% 

Re duce de a ths a nd se rio us 
in ju rie s 

 
20 % 50 % 75% 65% 70 % 60 % 62% 

Ove ra ll Ra t in g 55% 77% 69% 75% 61% 63% 
 

 
 
 

Ris ks 

Con st ru ct a b ilit y & St a g e a b ilit y ( upda t e d)  Ne u tra l Me d iu m Ris k Me d iu m Ris k Me d iu m Ris k Me d iu m Ris k Me d iu m Ris k 

Con se n t a b ilit y ( upda t e d ) Low Risk H ig h Ris k Me d ium Ris k H ig h Ris k Me d iu m Ris k H ig h Ris k 

Fina ncia l/ Funda b ilit y ( upda t e d) Low Risk Me d iu m Ris k H ig h Ris k H ig h Ris k H ig h Ris k Me d iu m Ris k 

Custo m e rs/P ub lic ( upda t e d) Me d iu m Ris k Low Risk Low Risk Me d iu m Ris k Low Risk Low Risk 

La nd Tra nsport  Inte g ra t ion ( upda t e d) Me d iu m Ris k Ne u tra l Me d iu m Ris k Low Risk Me d iu m Ris k Low Risk 
      

 
 
 
 
 

Effe cts 

Soc ia l ( upda t e d)  Min or Ad ve rse Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse 

Tra ffic (upd a t e d)  Min or Ad ve rse Sig n ific a n t P os it ive Ne u tra l Sig n ific a n t P os it ive Ne u tra l Mo d e ra t e P os it ive 

Eco lo g ic a l ( upda t e d)  Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse Sig n ific a n t Ad ve rse Sig n ific a n t Ad ve rse Sig n ific a n t Ad ve rse Sig n ific a n t Ad ve rse Sig n ific a n t Ad ve rse 

Vis u a l ( upda t e d)  Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse Sig n ific a n t Ad ve rse Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse Sig n ific a n t Ad ve rse Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse Sig n ific a n t Ad ve rse 

Urba n De sig n a n d La nd sca pe ( upda t e d)  Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse Sig n ific a n t Ad ve rse Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse Sig n ific a n t Ad ve rse Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse Sig n ific a n t Ad ve rse 

Te Ao Ma ori TBD Ne u tra l Ne u tra l Ne u tra l Ne u tra l Ne u tra l Ne u tra l 

P rop e rty (upd a t e d)  Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse Sig n ific a n t Ad ve rse Sig n ific a n t Ad ve rse Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse Mo d e ra t e Ad ve rse 
 Est im a te s  $ 4 99M - $ 698 M $ 739 M - $ 10 34 M $ 731M - $ 10 23M $ 10 22M - $ 14 31M $ 631M - $ 956 M $ 631M - $ 8 8 3M 

MCA Ra n k 2 1 5 4 6 3 



5 

 

 

Ta u riko - Lon g Lis t MCA Eva lu a t io n Ou t com e - Ju n e 20 20 
 

We ig h t ing %  Op t 1 Op t 2 Op t 3 Op t 4 Op t 5 Op t 6  
 
 
 
 

W e ig hting cha ng e d t o 70 /15/15 
fo llo w in g w orksh op d iscu ss io n 

Std 33/33/33 n orm 2 1 5 4 6 3 
   -0 .30 -0 .28 -0 .4 6 -0 .4 3 -0 .4 7 -0 .4 1 

I/O 70 /15/15 te st 4 6 1 3 2 5 4 
   0 .8 2 1.16 1.0 8 1.0 9 0 .9 6 0 .9 9 

Ris ks 25/50 /25 te st 2 1 2 4 6 5 3 
   -0 .52 -0 .6 1 -0 .8 5 -0 .8 7 -0 .8 6 -0 .76 

Effe cts 25/25/50 te st 3 1 2 6 3 5 4 
  -0 .58 -0 .6 0 -0 .77 -0 .6 8 -0 .75 -0 .70 
    

Sm a lle st Ne g No. 
b e st su m -0 .58 -0 .33 -1.0 0 -0 .8 9 -1.13 -0 .8 8 

 

 ra n k 2 1 5 4 6 3 

Ag re e d Sh ort List  ye s ye s  ye s    
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Tauriko Network 
Connections Final 
Short List Options 

2020 Agreed Shortlist Options 



 

 

.
 

 

 
 
 

2020 Long List Option 1 
On-Line 

 

  
 

Upgrade Early Wmks ' 
Signals at Cambridge Rd. 
Retain bus and P,ed/Cycle 

nk Into Whiore Ave 
' ------------ rauriko 

Barkes Comer f=ull 
interchange with SH29a 

under. Bus lanes on Cameron and ram,ps with own phase at 

 
, 

,,;. 
; 

,, .,,,,,,- .... ... 

/ 

Schad  
 
 

Upgrade Tamiko West 
Early Works Signals plus 

bus 

 
  ram  si nals.  

 

 
 

Takitimu Dr/SH36 - Bus Lanes 
 
 

r ' 

 
., 

.,_. , I 

...... ,,. 
,"'-.... 
I 

I 

,I 
I 

I:, 
 

 

Upgrade Early Works 1 1 ] 
roundabout at ,/ { Ta1.rrk1raDrreextan:stoo by 

I -  ..,._.,..- _.. dr:NelopGrfTCG 
Redwood Lane/Belk Rd \. .,,... ff!Jt,11!1'   ...,,:.,.:: ::":: " _::-:---------- 

... . w_. ith_a_d_d_ili_-o_n_a1_r:a_n_e_s•._..- , .,..,,....... I Gargan Road 
connecilon to 

/ 7 
1 

...   -h...·..._,.w ._cl_o_se_d_., /;?08<1 

I f?eaignoo l39J'k Rood t,, f 
I dstvG/r,p«ITCC / 
L f 
I ,t 

 
Ta11ilru'a Drive Extension tly 

d.N8lopgffGG 

I 
Barkes Gorn er -  Bus 'Lanes 

 
 

Omana\i\l'a Road 
 

Takilirnu Interchange. Bus lanes 
wlth own phase at signals. 

SH29/SH29a over top 

SH29aOn-line, 6 [ane,s (4 traffic, 2 
bus) between Sl-t-36 and Barkes 

SH29 On- ne north of Redwood 
Lane to Barkes, 4 [anes 

SH29 2 lanes, r,eafignment 
over Omanawa Stm, 
speed management 

measures, and Omanawa 
Rd intersection upgrade 

I 

/ 

 

. 

• 



 

 

''"' ) 

WSP -Tauriko Option 1 Longlist- Jurie 2020 Vla 



 

 

,,   . 

 
 

 
 ... 

  
 

Existing highway 
becomes local road 

betw,een Redwood Lane 
and Barkes Corner 

.ril

  

I 

 

2020 Long List Option 2 
 

 
 

Takilimu Interchange. I    / 
i=ormto bedetermined·_·,   ......................    SH29.a.OfHnefourlanes.  

Off-Line  
 Tamiko West Partial I .. -  ... ,, /   ,!> 

 
interchange wfth west 
facing ramps. Traffic 

Signals at ramp 
Il /,:. Ill>\  ------- ;a.,.. 

terminals wfth bus 
priority. Retains Early 

W or'ks Signals .,. ;. - 
_ I SH29 off-line ,/   

\ ,- east of 
... ..,,.,' . Cambooge Rd, 4 ------- Sf--1129a under 

 
 

 

,, ;
 

,, ,,./' 

J 
; f ' 

Ianes. Replaoe 
ellisling SH36 

RAB with 
Signals + bus 

p·ority similar to 
Opt 1. Add Bus 

Barkes ,+east 
tacing ram,ps. 

Signals on 
local road with 

bus priority 

Tamiko West Internal 
Roads 

 
 

SH29 off- liJlleeast o 
Redwood, 4 lanes 

I 
I 

fl'J 

lanes on old 
highway 

between SHl36 
and Barkes 

s[mitar to Opt 1 

 

 

 
 

Sl---l 29 2 lane realignment 
(80km/h}, Omanawa Rd 

internection upgrade or local 
reafignment to Belk Rd } 

,....,..... 
i 

ignoo lJa/k Raad t,, I 
.kNfiop.¥/fCC ' 

0    ... 

Upgrade Redwood Lane/Be k Rd 
Early Works Roundabout to form 
Interchange with roundabouts at 

ramp terminals Gargan Road connects 
to o[tj highway as a 

local road connection 

Alternatlve at Tamiko West - 
realign Cambridge Rd and 
extend Whime connection 

,. - 
,l.; 

Retain Ear Work 
Signafs at 

Cambridge Road with 
Bus and Ped/Cycfe 
link to WhloreAve 

Reaugn SH29 
under Cambridge 

Rd. 



 

 

 Ta11ik1n Drive Extmsim 
rkNei'opqffGG 

Omanawa Road  
 

WSP - Tauriko Option 2 Longlist- June 2020 Vla 
.., 

 
 



 

 

SH29a0ff- ne four lanes. 

//R ., _.. { 8 . . - f 

I '- fl' tJetween SH36 

y 

I 

•••"' ............. ....... · Sf-laJ w SH36 LJnk Road " I l&socrioo form to be 
 

 
 
 
 

2020 Long List Option 4 On & Off-line Realign Cambridge Rd to Tamiko 

 
 
 
 

11i • 
II-" """ ........., ...., / , .... 

inter ange_Aband n Early Work . f.. I■  Ji})   \ \ ....-  _ _ ..i<·'.· 
s_ig_n_a1s_a_tC ambndgeR.oad. \ 

0 
Tauriko We t i:nterchange lo_cated East    / .,.. " SH29 off-!ioo east   . / 
of school with only west facing ramps. ....  ,}   ,-.... of Gambroge Rd, 

Traffic Signals at ramp terminals to. ... _ .:---,....   . -- .;. .u'/ ,.... 
provide bus priority. Abandoris Early -" '-... .,..  -'.#,'Y..._ 

'-    Walks Signals at Tamiko West acoess Tauriko '"'--...,,... ' " 
., School ; -o . 

; I New Tauliko West to simRar to Opt 1 _ 
," I WhjoreAve Bus/walk Add Bus lanes on i 

·; and cycle link old highway 
1

 

.,, .,. .,, ; 

........ TaurilroWgs.t lnlEimal Roads 
I
 

I 

""-  •· andBames 

SH29 On- ne north of 
Redwood Lane to 

 
Il I' lJpgrade Redwood Lane/Belk 

I • 

  ..,,,I I' I 
 

I 
 
 

_.., .,.-,,..{. 

Tamiko West, 4 lames 

T8!lil!;ua Driveextem:oo by] 
 
 

,l' ..... 

Rd Early Works roundabout to 
Interchange wilh roundabouts at 

ramp terminals 
,.., - ----G-a-rg"a"n'R"o-a"d '--- 

co11neciion to highway 
closed 

dtwelopsr/TGG . I  

I"  ··· I '- ,I' '<f 

SH29 2 tane realignment : III 
I 

fkaignoo l3eJk Road  t,, I, 
drN.JloperfTCC ,I Ta11ilr1n D'.r:iveExtoosion tJy 

(80kmih), Omanawa Rd ·: I 

interse_ctkm upgrade or local } I 

realignment to Belk Rd / 
,I rJg,relop,lffGG 
I 

I1 

 
l1 

'l.. I  

Takilimu 1um or partial 
system interchange 

1%  

t 

' 

"· 
4 lanes. R.eplaoe 
existing SH36 

Barkes comer 
Partial 

/J RAB with .ig_na.Is 
+ bus pnority 

lnterchan. ge as 
per Option 2 

 



 

 

.... .11;■"'"' 1 

.......,,· --- ....  lli,-- ----- ....-----!lir.-;i,._,_,,_.      • L-......: ;a;s;.p;.a;r:t:.f.l::f;;a;;r;ly.;;W: orks . , 

;.-./  - Omanawa Road '''11 
WSP -Tauriko Option 4 Longlist-  June 2020 Vla 

,,.._,_ 



 

 

Appendix 6 
 
 
 

Options 
Short List Option 1 
Southern Bypass 

 
Outputs 

Flow Comparison 
Level of Service 
Travel Time southbound 
Predicted 2063 flows 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tauriko Network 
Connections Business 
Case 

 
Option Modelling Results – 
Sept 2020 (stage 5) 

 



 

 

 
 
 

Southern Bypass Layout 
 



 

 

 
 

2020 - Short List Option 1 Layout 
 



 

 

 

Predicted 
Future Daily 
2063 Traffic 
Volume 
Comparison 
 
XXXX – Short List Option 1 

XXXX – Southern Bypass 

 
 

TTM Flow Predictions 
Existing Mode Share 
Stage 5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tauriko West 
Internal Roads 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14,400 
12,600 

 
 
 

Tauriko 
School 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

51,300 
16,800 

 
 
 

 
SH29a 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
15,900 
16,600 

 

Southern Bypass creates 
11,200vpd less on Takitimu 
Dr than Option 1. Also 
Cameron Rd has 2,600vpd 
less. 

 
 
The lower vols on Takitimu 
Dr follow through the Route 
J interchange 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Omanawa Road 

 
 
 

11,000 
12,800 SH29 

 
 
 
 

28,200 
15,800 

 
 
 

24,800 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

12,200 
12,900 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

25,500 
7,500 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4,400 
7,000 

 

 
10,100 
7,100 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

21,700 

 
 

SH36 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

22,300 
51,400 

 
 
 
 

7,700 
8,200 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

29,000 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
7,100 
10,400 

WSP 
50,500 29,700 



 

 

 
 
 

 

Screen Line – 2063 flows (9500vpd diff ?) 
 
 
 

DRAFT: For technical discussions Sept 2020 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Screen Line 
169,200vpd (Opt 1) 
159,700vpd (Southern Bypass 



 

 

 

Southern Bypass Level of Service – 2063 AM & PM 
 

 

  
 
 
 
 

WSP - DRAFT: For technical discussions Sept 2020 

• SH29 south of Redwood Lane LOS E (v/c 0.8) 
• Takitimu Dr AM northbound LOS E (v/c 0.88). Will 

be common to all options. 
• Southern/Belk Interchange PM ramps LOS F (v/c > 

0.9). Some interchange ramps may need to be two 
lanes 

• Overall, performance considered okay for yr 2063. 



 

 

 

Option 1 Level of Service – 2063 AM & M 
 

• SH36 LOS E in AM & PM (v/c 0.5 to 0.75) 
• SH29 south of Redwood Lane LOS E (v/c 0.82) 
• Takitimu Dr peak direction LOS E (v/c 0.86 to 0.92) 
• Taurikura/SH36 intersection PM LOS F (exceeds 

capacity) 
 
 

WSP - DRAFT: For technical discussions Sept 2020 • Overall performance – possible 4 lanes required 
south of Redwood Lane, and extra lane on Takitimu 



Southern Bypass Travel Time southbound – 2063 AM & PM 

• Average Travel Time of 9.7mins from SH2/Route J to Omanawa Road in both AM and 
PM periods 
No northbound travel time data provided 

WSP - DRAFT: For technical discussions Sept 2020 

• 

 

 

 

  



Option 1 Travel Time southbound – 2063 AM & PM 

• Average Travel Time of 10.8mins from SH2/Route J to Omanawa Road in both AM and 
PM periods 
No northbound travel time data provided 

WSP - DRAFT: For technical discussions Sept 2020 

• 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 
 
 
 

Traffic Flow Plots from Stantec 
Source: 

 
 
 
 

 



Southern Bypass Daily Traffic Flows - 2063 
 

 

 

 



Southern Bypass Daily Traffic Flows - 2063 
 

 

 



Southern Bypass Daily Traffic Flows - 2063 
 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 

 

Option 1 Traffic flows - 2063 



Option 1 Traffic flows - 2063 
 

 

 



Option 1 Traffic flows - 2063 
 

 

 



 

 

Appendix 7 
Tauriko - Longlist MCA Assessment - October 2020 - DRAFT update with southern bypass      

           

Option Opt 1 Opt 2 Opt 3 Opt 4 Opt 5 Opt 6 Sthn Bypass 

Benefit + Measure        

 
in

ve
st

m
en

t o
bj

ec
tiv

es
 

Better access to international and 

major domestic markets on this 
Predictable travel times for freight 20% 40% 100% 85% 90% 60% 70% 100% 

 

The Western Corridor is better 

connected and accessible through a 

multi-modal transport system which 

supports timely delivery of sustainable 

growth (40%) 

Land use planning reduces the need for travel 13% 60% 60% 50% 70% 50% 50% 50% 

Increase mode shift from private vehicles to 

walking, cycling and PT 
13% 57% 60% 57% 60% 53% 50% 50% 

Transport system enables timely delivery of 

appropriate urban and business/commercial 

growth areas in the Western Corridor 

 
13% 

 
100% 

 
100% 

 
100% 

 
100% 

 
100% 

 
100% 

 
100% 

 
Improved safety within the Western 

Corridor (40%) 

Reduce crashes by severity (all modes) 20% 40% 65% 55% 60% 50% 52% 60% 

Reduce deaths and serious injuries 20% 50% 75% 65% 70% 60% 62% 70% 

Overall Rating 55% 77% 69% 75% 61% 63% 73% 
           

 
 
Risks 

Constructability & Stageability (updated)  Neutral Medium Risk Medium Risk Medium Risk Medium Risk Medium Risk Medium Risk 

Consentability (updated)  Low Risk High Risk Medium Risk High Risk Medium Risk High Risk High Risk 

Financial/Fundability (updated)  Low Risk Medium Risk High Risk High Risk High Risk Medium Risk High Risk 

Customers/Public (updated)  Medium Risk Low Risk Low Risk Medium Risk Low Risk Low Risk High Risk 
Land Transport Integration (updated)  Medium Risk Neutral Medium Risk Low Risk Medium Risk Low Risk Low Risk 

         

 
 
 

Effects 

Social (updated)  Minor Adverse Effect Moderate Adverse Effect Moderate Adverse Effect Moderate Adverse Effect Moderate Adverse Effect Moderate Adverse Effect Moderate Adverse Effect 

Traffic (updated)  Minor Adverse Effect Significantly Positive Neutral Significantly Positive Neutral Moderate Positive Significantly Positive 

Ecological (updated)  Moderate Adverse Effect Signifcant Adverse Effect Signifcant Adverse Effect Signifcant Adverse Effect Signifcant Adverse Effect Signifcant Adverse Effect Signifcant Adverse Effect 

Visual (updated)  Moderate Adverse Effect Signifcant Adverse Effect Moderate Adverse Effect Signifcant Adverse Effect Moderate Adverse Effect Signifcant Adverse Effect Signifcant Adverse Effect 

Urban Design and Landscape (updated)  
Moderate Adverse Effect Signifcant Adverse Effect Moderate Adverse Effect Signifcant Adverse Effect Moderate Adverse Effect Signifcant Adverse Effect Moderate Adverse Effect 

Cultural (Simon) TBD Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral 

Property (updated)  Moderate Adverse Effect Signifcant Adverse Effect Signifcant Adverse Effect Moderate Adverse Effect Moderate Adverse Effect Moderate Adverse Effect Moderate Adverse Effect 

  Estimates (fees and construction - excludes land)  $499M - $698M $739M - $1034M $731M - $1023M $1022M - $1431M $631M - $956M $631M - $883M $1236M - $1730M 
   MCA Rank 2 1 6 4 7 3 5 
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Tauriko Network 
Connections 

Southern Bypass Option 
Prelim Assessment 
Workshop 

Agenda 
 

Background 
Description of Option 
Traffic Modelling Results 
Preliminary MCA 
Waka Kotahi going forward 

 
Oct 2020 



 

 

 

PBC Southern Bypass Programme 5 
 
 
 
 

Southern 
Bypass uses 

SH36 alignment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Southern Bypass located 
along TCC Ring Road 

alignment between Belk 
Rd/SH29 and SH36 



 

 

2020 Assessed Southern Bypass Layout 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FEATURES 
• 80km operating speed 
• 4 lanes East of Belk Rd 
• 5 interchanges 
• Many Structures 
• SH29 Early Works 



 

 

 
 
 
 

Tauranga Model Outputs 
 
 

• Short List and Southern Bypass modelled for 2063 
• Model Brief prepared by WSP/TCC 
• Option modelling completed by Stantec 
• Outputs 

− Traffic Flows 
− Vol/capacity ratio 
− Level of Service 



 

 

 

Modelled Traffic Flows - 2063 



 

 

Screen Flow Check 2063 
 

9500vpd diverted to elsewhere ? 



 

 

 

Level of Service – 2063 AM & PM 



 

 

 
 
 
 

Preliminary MCA Results 
 
 

• Assessed by WSP and Waka Kotahi 
• Adopted agreed Short List MCA Framework/Scoring 

− Investment objectives 
− Risk 
− Effects 

 
• Effects rating confirmed by WSP specialists 
• Preliminary cost estimates prepared – no drawings 
• Sensitivity tests applied 



 

 

 

Preliminary MCA Results – Investment Objectives 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Options 1 to 6 unchanged from Stakeholder Workshop 
• Southern Bypass high alignment 



Preliminary MCA Results –  Risks &  Effects 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Options 1 to 6 unchanged from Stakeholder Workshop 
• Inclusion of Southern Bypass alters Ranking 



Preliminary MCA Results – Sensitivity Tests 
 

 

 
 

 Tauriko Long List MCA Evaluation Outcome - 2020   

Weighing % Opt 1 Opt 2 Opt 3 Opt 4 Opt 5 Opt 6 Sthn Bypass 

Std 33 /33 /33 norm 2 1 6 4 7 3 5 

   -0.30 -0.28 -0.46 -0.43 -0.47 -0.41 -0.45 

I/O 70/ 15/15 test 4 7 1 4 2 6 5 3 

   0.82 1.16 1.08 1.09 0.96 0.99 1.08 

Risks 25/50/25 test 2 1 2 4 6 5 3 7 

   -0.52 -0.61 -0.85 -0.87 -0.86 -0.76 -0.94 

Effects 25/25/50 test 3 1 2 7 4 6 5 3 

   -0.58 -0.60 -0.77 -0.68 -0.75 -0.70 -0.66 
          

Smallest Neg sum -0.58 -0.33 -1.00 -0.89 -1.13 -0.88 -0.96 

  rank 2 1 6 4 7 3 5 
 
 
 

If Consentability Neutral & Visual Moderate Adverse – then ranking 
becomes 



Southern Bypass in summary 
 

 

 
 
 
 

• High alignment with investment objectives 
• Operates at acceptable level of service with 4 lanes 

to year 2063 
• MCA Scores put option between 2nd – 5th in ranking 
• Highest cost $1.2B to $1.7B 
• 



Waka Kotahi Process Going Forward 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

• Take Southern Bypass to Governance of Transport 
Outcomes Panel (GoTO) for decision 



Governance of Transport Outcomes 
 

 

Panel 
 

• Panel of 4-6 experts within Waka Kotahi 
• Present current situation with 3 shortlist options and 

one potential new alignment (Southern Bypass) 
• Purpose to gain guidance on direction on next steps 
• Establish consequences and risks from a higher level 

with respect to introducing new alignment 



If, Outcome of GoTO supports Further 
 

 

Development of Southern Bypass 
 

• Option 1 (online low cost) will always make up one of the 
three options 

• Requirement for additional funding and change of scope 
• Potential time delay likely 6-12 months 
• Risk of funding being lost for project as a whole 
• Optioneering required for Southern Bypass as new 

alignment 
• Further Consultation required with public 
• Repeat MCA process to shortlist three options out of 

current shortlist and Southern Bypass 



If Outcome of GoTO Does NOT 
 

 

Support southern Bypass 
 

• Document outcome and update partners on why 
Southern Bypass is not viable 

• Progress DBC based on current shortlist options 
• Reforecast programme as approx. 4 month delay at 

present time 



End of Presentation 
 

 

 



Short List Option Layout Drawings 
 

 

 



Agreed 2020 Short List Option 1 
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2020 Long List Option 
On-Line 

 
 
 
 

Upgrade Eany W or1t;s 

 

'akmmu Interchange. Bus lanes 
wdh own phase at signals. 

  SH29JSH.29a 0\/er lop  

 

 

... - - 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

akftimu Or/SH36- Bus lanes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

, 
I 
I.. 

 
 
 
 

,,.,,.,,. 
,,,. 

 
 
. .--'--, 

Signals el Camt)rlCJge Rel. 
Retain bus and 

  Ped/CycleUnk ll'lto Whlore  
 

.,, ,

 

; 
,t 

I 

TauriroWes1Jruema} Roads ' ' 

 
 

SH2'9 On-line, 
  4 Ian s  

 
Upgrade Taurlko Wesl 

Earty Works Signals plus 
  bus rior measures  

 
 

SH29 On- rte north of Redw'ood 
Lane to Barkes, 4 tanes 

.. . 
,• ............... I 

• I 

I 
I 
I 
I'I, 

RMl SO/l{Roa/1 
dwriop«ITCC 

.. ,• ,_ 
5U2tl 111 Ji; llffl Sarkes Comer- Bus Lanes 

 
 

Omsnawa Hoad 

SH29a0n-ine, 6 lanes(4 lraffic, 2 
bus) between SH36 and Barkes 

SH29 2 lanas.reaJlgnme 
over Omanawa Stm, 
speed management 

measures. and Oman 
     Rd In rsei:Uon upgrac1.e     

Upgrade EaI1y Wofk.s 
roundabout 

RedWood lane/Be Rd 
with addIDcmal lanes. 

Barkes Comer Full 
rehan ew11h SH29a 

unoe . Bws lanes on Cameron 
end ramps with own phase al 

ramps naJs. 

, 

, 

. 
- 

.
 



Agreed 2020 Short List Option 2 
 

 

 
 

2020 Long List Option 2 ( SH29a Off- ne lour lanes. Jn 

Oft--L·ne 
 
 
 
 

Allemat111e at Tauriko Wes - 

 
Tau owest Partial 

interchange with west 
fadn!J ramps_ raffle 

Slgnats ru ramp 
terrruna.Js w , bus 

prforily. Retalns EaJty 
works Signals 

  , 
., 

./ 
.I 

./ 

 

 
 
 

,,,.,.,. 

 
I' 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Re in Ear Wofk 
Signals a Cambridge 

Road wtth ilus and PecllCycle link to 

 
.... 

 
SH29off [re 

eas of 
Cambridge Rd, 4 
lanes. Replace 
roosling SH3.fi 

A.ABwtth 
Slgnels.i. bus 

pr1ortty slm ar to 
Op 1. Add Bus 

-/- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SH29auoo 
Barkes easl 
fac ng ramps. 

Signals on 
local road wllh 

buspriomy 
siml!ru lo Opt 1 

realign Cambtldge d and 
extend Whlore connection  

, .,, 
; 

Taurlko wesf Internal 
Roads I 

I 

SH29 o llne ea.st o I Reawooct, 4 lanes I 

 
  WhJoreAve  

lanes on or, 
highway 

between S1---136 
and Barkes 

   I' 
Upgraoe RedWood Lane/Be Rd   I Early 
WorksRoundaboutlo·onn I l11terchange 
with rn ndabouls a 

ramp tetTT1inalS 

 
 

Gargan Road connects 
lo old h ghway a.s a 

local road connedlon 
Flllalgned Bill" t,r l 

drddap9.ti   CC T.iu ua.llrivo an 11,, 
r!w(l(opaflCC 

 
 
 
 
 

Omana.wa Road 

Realign SH29 
under 

CambridgeRd. 

Exilsltig hlghway 
0000   es local road 

between Fiedwood Lan 
and Barkes Comer 

SH29 2 laoe reaiignmen 
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Appendix 9 
 

Tauriko Network Connections 
 

Shortlist Options for DBC Clarification 



Context Refresher 
 

 

• The Tauriko West urban growth 
area is located in the western 
corridor of Tauranga City, as per 
the figure below. 

• This project is part of a long-term 
SmartGrowth strategy for the 
western Bay of Plenty sub-region. 

• The project has been through the 
re-evaluation process and funding 
to proceed with the Detailed 
Business Case was approved in 
December 2019. 

• Tauriko Enabling Works (hatching) 
has been approved as a subset of 
the same PBC to enable growth 
and housing 

• The Board endorsed PBC scope 
was for the upgrade of the existing 
SH29 corridor. 



Investment Logic Map 
 

 

 



Short List Options 
 

 

 



Short List Options 
 

 

 



Short List Options 
 

 

 



 

 

Proposed Southern Bypass Option 



 

 

PBC Southern Bypass Option 



 

 

Internal MCA Results 



 

 

MCA Sensitivity Testing 



 

 

Key Clarifications Sought 
• Should this option be pursued further given the earlier PBC (although noting that 

this is a different alignment to the PBC). Consideration to be given to our statutory 
obligations and that the PBC was endorsed and announced by the Waka Kotahi 
Board. 

• When does this trigger a scope change – the next steps if the Southern Bypass 
was to be progressed would be to develop the option to the same level as the other 
short list options and complete a full shortlist MCA (including external stakeholders) 
again. 

• Cost and scope adjustment for funding 

• Approvals required for future funding 

• What is the risk to funding being pulled all together 

• Impact of the TCC lead early works business case – if the Southern Bypass 
progressed a comms message could now be given around the long term DBC 
however how would Waka Kotahi deal with the early works (should we continue at 
TCC risk until outcome of long term DBC known). TCC will be seeking clear 
position from Waka Kotahi on this. 



 

 

Appendix 10 
Governance of Transport Outcomes 
Submission for Discussion: 

 

 

Submitter: 
Kaylene Meyer 
Senior Project Manager 

Sponsor: 
Chris Gasson 
Portfolio Manager Inter-Regional Journeys 

Brief description of the topic for discussion: 
1. The Tauriko West Network Connections is a collaborative project between four key 

partners; Bay of Plenty Regional Council, Western Bay of Plenty District Council, 
Tauranga City Council, and the NZ Transport Agency – focussing on the next 30-year 
development in the south west of Tauranga. 

2. After approval under the re-evaluation, the DBC was recommenced early 2020. 
3. An MCA workshop was held between all parties July 2020 whereby three shortlist 

options were agreed. 
4. Post this MCA workshop Tauranga City Council (TCC) requested the Southern 

Bypass be re-evaluated and remodelled for reconsideration given the performance of 
the short listed options, and the time past since the PBC 

5. Past investigations had identified this as a potential corridor, and two programmes 
which included a southern bypass corridor were evaluated and discounted at the 
longlist stage in the PBC in 2016 

6. Given the Southern Bypass was raised by TCC as a potential better option, and the 
time passed since the PBC, we have completed a high level review of performance 
and an internal MCA. This was done to determine if the Southern Bypass was a valid 
option and had anything changed since the PBC. In particular this was to meet our 
statutory obligations regarding options assessment (including re-testing of previously 
discarded options as appropriate – eg. Wellington Basin Reserve decision). 

7. In developing an alignment for the Southern Bypass for modelling the revised 
alignment has evolved and is a new alignment with different components than the 
Southern Bypass alignment which was evaluated in the PBC stage. It is still a 
southern option, as opposed to northern or online (or near) as per the three categories 
in the PBC. 

8. The major differences in the Southern Bypass PBC option vs the revised Southern 
Bypass option are as follows: 
• Grade separation is provided along the revised Southern Bypass option whereas 

the original option was all at grade 
• The revised Southern Bypass option leaves SH29 around Omanawa Road rather 

than Belk Road as the PBC version did 

Project/Programme Title: 16-016 SH29 Tauriko West Network Connections - 
Detailed Business Case 
Subject of Discussion: Southern Bypass Option Evaluation 
Meeting Date: 29th October 2020 
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• The revised Southern Bypass option is in addition to the Ring Road corridor 
whereas the PBC option followed the Ring Road Alignment 

9. As part of our evaluation of the revised Southern Bypass we have undertaken a high- 
level MCA assessment against the same criteria used in the June 2020 Long List 
Options assessment. The modelling result provided by Stantec has been reviewed 
and verified and provided input into the MCA assessment. 

10. We have also tested the MCA assessment for sensitivity and found that one particular 
attribute can significantly affect the ranking of the Southern Bypass against other 
options. 

11. Therefore, the results of this are not as clear cut as we had anticipated and do not 
definitively rule out this revised Southern Bypass option from this perspective. 

12. UFTI has recently been endorsed however it does not specify a specific route or form 
in the Tauriko West area. The Tauriko DBC will support the direction set by UFTI, and 
is one of the implementation activities in the UFTI programme. The exact alignment is 
still for the DBC to determine and the southern bypass is one option that could be 
considered. 

13. In mid 2019 the Tauriko DBC early works package was separated out from the 
Tauriko DBC given the hold for re-evaluation. This was to enable TCC to continue to 
progress the transport elements that will be required to support a new residential 
growth area in Tauriko West, and the Tauriko Business Estate (for which a multi party 
agreement exists). This DBC has progressed to the point where public consultation 
on options is required. This has been on hold whilst the Southern Bypass has been 
considered in the long term DBC. Waka Kotahi has not been prepared to support 
communication on the early works when there has been no clear message to advise 
on the long term DBC, and if the Southern Bypass was to progress this may impact 
the scope and need for the early works (given this section of SH29 will become a local 
road and Waka Kotahi would invest in SH36). 

14. The PBC evaluation of the shortlist options eliminated a version of the Southern 
Bypass which is different from the current option. 

15. The Board endorsed PBC concluded that the SH would remain on (or near, within 
200m) or the current SH29 alignment ie. It would not bypass north or south of the 
current SH29. The PBC options at long list and short list, and then the Board decision 
were publicly consulted on and notified. 

16. Funding for the DBC has been secured and is based on three shortlist options along 
the SH29 corridor. 

17.  Each of these three options provides the outcome desired for the project. The three 
short list options were evaluated and agreed on by all partners. 

18. Given that our most recent work hasn’t ruled out a revised Southern Bypass option, 
which is a completely new alignment to this project, we are seeking guidance and 
clarification on where to go from here from a Waka Kotahi perspective. 
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Outcomes the Project/Programme team are seeking: 
• Should this option be pursued further given the earlier PBC (although noting that this 

is a different alignment to the PBC). Consideration to be given to our statutory 
obligations and that the PBC was endorsed and announced by the Waka Kotahi 
Board 

• When does this trigger a scope change – the next steps if the Southern Bypass was to 
be progressed would be to develop the option to the same level as the other short list 
options and complete a full shortlist MCA again (including external stakeholders). 

• Cost and scope adjustment for funding 
• Approvals required for future funding 
• What is the risk to funding being pulled all together 
• Impact of the TCC lead early works business case – if the Southern Bypass 

progressed a comms message could now be given around the long term DBC 
however how would Waka Kotahi deal with the early works (should we continue at 
TCC risk until outcome of long term DBC known). TCC will be seeking clear position 
from Waka Kotahi on this. 

Docs Submitted For Pre- Reading - (Insert Link) 
 

• GoTO - Southern Bypass Presentation 



 

 

Appendix 11 
 

Governance of Transport Outcomes 
Record of Meeting Discussions: 

 
Project/Programme Title: 16-016 SH29 Tauriko West Network Connections - 

Detailed Business Case 
Subject of Discussion: Southern Bypass Option Evaluation 
Meeting Date: 29th October 2020 
Submitter: Kaylene Meyer, Angela 
Crean. 

Sponsor: Chris Gasson 

GoTO Members Present: 
Kevin Reid, Sarah Cronwright, Kathryn King, Andrew Spittal, Ben White, Michelle 
McCormick, Mark Owen, Tim Conder, Paul Glucina. 

 
Apologies: David Darwin. 

Key Points of Discussion: 
• Guidance on how to deal with and what are our obligations to deal with the new 

option (Southern Bypass Option) from TCC (was discounted previously by 
PBC), which is not part of the 3 shortlisted options, that was asked to look at as 
an alignment. 

• There are contingencies and need more funding – what are our views on this. 

Outcomes of Discussion: 
• The estimated construction cost for this new option is more than any other option 

($1.2 - $1.7B) which seemed to be over the top, it is also high risk. It seems to not 
make sense to push this option through. 

• Question as to how much should the road cost, before it will seem to be over the 
top. Should look at the range of cost and the amount of details for the new option. 

• In the context the wider network in what Tauranga wants to achieve in the long 
term, the Southern Bypass will align with the programme but it does not jump out 
as the premium solution to achieve it. 

• We are not convinced that there is a compelling story, certainly in terms of cost 
and outcomes, doesn’t seem to resonate strongly enough. TCC need to convince 
us why it should be reconsidered. 

• In terms of performance, it does not seem to perform significantly better at a much 
higher cost. MCA process must consider the economics, financial and cost as 
well, can’t just be pure ranking based on those other factors. 

• It is important to have a formal position, it also allows us to make property 
determination of whether the additional benefits they can see are worthwhile and 
offset the disbenefit of the Greenfield Route that will potentially reduced those 
travel choice option. Either to reconfirm PBC decision, that they can’t provide 
substantive changes or flaws in the decision and if they can, then there is a reason 
to open it up. 

• What is the additional benefit that would make us put it back on the table for that 
additional investment? Need to show a significant improvement in outcomes 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Waka Kotahi NZ TRANSPORT AGENCY Document title // 2 

Actions: 
• Have a difficult conversation with TCC either now or at the end of business case. 

We recommend now. 
• Consider documenting the assessment well, as to why it should or should not be 

reopened. 

compared to the other option. By just tweaking the MCA may change its position 
but does not make it number one by a big stretch. 

• If the reason of performing better is on the criteria of traffic, under the current 
policy direction, we are not interested in prioritising that outcome now. 

• Don’t have to necessary pick the best option (the number one option), we have 
to just show that we have considered all the various factor and done proper 
assessment process on all the options. 

• There is a risk of statutory challenge from TCC. Should undertake to document 
this assessment well. 
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Appendix 12 

MEMO 
 
 

To Tauriko Governance Group – Andrew Mead, James Lewellyn, Jim Paterson, 
Brendan Bisley, Gary Allis 

Cc Chris Gasson, Angela Creen, Vaughan Roberts, Claire Pederson - Croll 

From Kaylene Meyer 

Date 29th October 2020 

Subject Southern Bypass Evaluation – Tauriko West 

 
 

Given the Southern Bypass was raised by TCC (Tauranga City Council) as a potential better option, and the 

time that has passed since the PBC (Programme Business Case) was prepared, WWaka Kotahi NZ Transport 

Agency) have completed a high - level review of performance, reviewed and verified traffic modelling and 

undertaken an internal MCA (Multi Criteria Analysis). A summary of this process was shared with all our 

partnership parties via a presentation on 23rd  October 2020. 

 
This assessment was undertaken to determine if the Southern Bypass was a valid option and had anything 

changed since the PBC. In particular this was to meet our statutory obligations regarding options 

assessment. The PBC evaluation of the shortlist options had previously eliminated a version of the Southern 

Bypass, which is still a southern alignment, but which is different from the more recent option that had been 

proposed. 

 
The differences in the Southern Bypass PBC option vs the revised Southern Bypass option are as follows: 

• Grade separation is provided along the revised Southern Bypass option whereas the original option 
was all at grade 

• The revised Southern Bypass option leaves SH29 around Omanawa Road rather than Belk Road as the 
PBC version did 

• The revised Southern Bypass option is in addition to the Ring Road corridor whereas the PBC option 
followed the Ring Road Alignment 

 
 

The Waka Kotahi Board endorsed PBC, concluded that the SH would remain on (or near, within 200m) of the 

current SH29 alignment ie. It would not bypass north or south of the current SH29. The PBC options at long 

list and short list, and then the Board decision were publicly consulted on and notified. 

 
Funding for the Tauriko West DBC has been secured and is based on three shortlist options along the SH29 

corridor. 

 
Each of these three options provides the outcome desired for the project. The three short list options were 

evaluated and agreed on by all partners in July 2020. 

 
In undertaking this subsequent evaluation, we acknowledge that the Southern Bypass aligns with network 

plans and gives similar outcomes to the project objectives. 
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We have taken the results of the modelling and the MCA to the GoTO (Governance of Transport Outcomes) 

committee within Waka Kotahi which is a panel of experts established to test work in progress and gain 

direction and advice. The focus of this panel is on the value proposition that’s being developed; how well it 

aligns with the investment objectives; are we making the best use of existing infrastructure; have we got the 

right balance between cost, benefits, safety, wider urban outcomes, etc; and ultimately “are we doing the 

right thing for NZ?”. 

 
The outcome of the GoTO assessment was as follows: 

 
1. The recently requested Southern Bypass is “there or thereabouts” in the MCA; however this is not a 

compelling reason to take it forward 

2. Estimated costs for the Southern Bypass are the highest of all options 

3. There is no significant improvement over and above all other shortlist options that make the 

Southern Bypass a standout option 

4. Traffic for the Southern Bypass is ranked Significantly Positive, however this outcome is not 

necessarily the desired outcome as a move towards mode - share should be the main future focus 

5. Estimated costs and time involved to progress Southern Bypass any further will result in an overall 

delay to the project in excess of 12 months which is not deemed acceptable given the cost/benefit 

ratio of the Southern Bypass 

6. Large reputational risk is involved 

7. Given the current environment with respect to affordability and funding, the significant cost 

associated with the Southern Bypass is not offset with significant associated performance 

 
Therefore, Waka Kotahi do not support the Southern Bypass being taken any further. 

 
The DBC process will be re - started and progressed based on the three shortlist options as agreed in July 

2020. Early works will also recommence to support the initial implementation objective for this project. 
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Appendix 13 

MEMO 
 
 

To Technical Team – Peter Siemensma, Brad Moore, Joe Metcalfe, Alistair Talbot, 
Jim Paterson, Bruce Robinson, Mike Meister, Simon Banks 

Cc 
 

From Kaylene Meyer 

Date 29th October 2020 

Subject Southern Bypass Evaluation – Tauriko West 

 
 

Given the Southern Bypass was raised by TCC (Tauranga City Council) as a potential better option, and the 

time that has passed since the PBC (Programme Business Case) was prepared, WWaka Kotahi NZ Transport 

Agency) have completed a high - level review of performance, reviewed and verified traffic modelling and 

undertaken an internal MCA (Multi Criteria Analysis). A summary of this process was shared with all our 

partnership parties via a presentation on 23rd October 2020. 

 
This assessment was undertaken to determine if the Southern Bypass was a valid option and had anything 

changed since the PBC. In particular this was to meet our statutory obligations regarding options 

assessment. The PBC evaluation of the shortlist options had previously eliminated a version of the Southern 

Bypass, which is still a southern alignment, but which is different from the more recent option that had been 

proposed. 

 
The differences in the Southern Bypass PBC option vs the revised Southern Bypass option are as follows: 

• Grade separation is provided along the revised Southern Bypass option whereas the original option 
was all at grade 

• The revised Southern Bypass option leaves SH29 around Omanawa Road rather than Belk Road as the 
PBC version did 

• The revised Southern Bypass option is in addition to the Ring Road corridor whereas the PBC option 
followed the Ring Road Alignment 

 
 

The Waka Kotahi Board endorsed PBC, concluded that the SH would remain on (or near, within 200m) of the 

current SH29 alignment ie. It would not bypass north or south of the current SH29. The PBC options at long 

list and short list, and then the Board decision were publicly consulted on and notified. 

 
Funding for the Tauriko West DBC has been secured and is based on three shortlist options along the SH29 

corridor. 

 
Each of these three options provides the outcome desired for the project. The three short list options were 

evaluated and agreed on by all partners in July 2020. 

 
In undertaking this subsequent evaluation, we acknowledge that the Southern Bypass aligns with network 

plans and gives similar outcomes to the project objectives. 
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We have taken the results of the modelling and the MCA to the GoTO (Governance of Transport Outcomes) 

committee within Waka Kotahi which is a panel of experts established to test work in progress and gain 

direction and advice. The focus of this panel is on the value proposition that’s being developed; how well it 

aligns with the investment objectives; are we making the best use of existing infrastructure; have we got the 

right balance between cost, benefits, safety, wider urban outcomes, etc; and ultimately “are we doing the 

right thing for NZ?”. 

 
The outcome of the GoTO assessment was as follows: 

 
1. The recently requested Southern Bypass is “there or thereabouts” in the MCA; however this is not a 

compelling reason to take it forward 

2. Estimated costs for the Southern Bypass are the highest of all options 

3. There is no significant improvement over and above all other shortlist options that make the 

Southern Bypass a standout option 

4. Traffic for the Southern Bypass is ranked Significantly Positive, however this outcome is not 

necessarily the desired outcome as a move towards mode - share should be the main future focus 

5. Estimated costs and time involved to progress Southern Bypass any further will result in an overall 

delay to the project in excess of 12 months which is not deemed acceptable given the cost/benefit 

ratio of the Southern Bypass 

6. Large reputational risk is involved 

7. Given the current environment with respect to affordability and funding, the significant cost 

associated with the Southern Bypass is not offset with significant associated performance 

 
Therefore, Waka Kotahi do not support the Southern Bypass being taken any further. 

 
The DBC process will be re - started and progressed based on the three shortlist options as agreed in July 

2020. Early works will also recommence to support the initial implementation objective for this project. 
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